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ABSTRACT
WHY ABU CAN'T READ:

A CRITIQUE

OF MODERN LITERACY DOCTRINE
September 1981

Stephen Anzalone,
B.A.

,

University of Michigan,

Dip Soc Sci
.

.

.

,

University of Stockholm,

Ed.D., University of Massachusetts

Directed by:

Professor Peter H. Wagschal

This study takes as its starting point the inadequate under-

standing of the failure to achieve popular adult literacy in developing
countries throughout the world.

Its focus is on the concepts that

explain this failure and that underpin international policy prescriptions for corrective action.
The study frames a notion of modern literacy doctrine as a

representation of the collective wisdom supporting an international
consensus that believes it is both desirable and practicable for
adults to learn to read and write in settings outside the classroom.

The study then traces the historical development of modern

literacy doctrine.

This progression, it is argued, began in nineteenth

for
century Europe and North America with dilemmas about education

poor people.

These nineteenth century dilemmas, it is further argued,

literacy
were reproduced in colonial territories, shaped by the

present version of
campaigns of this century, and culminated in the
vi

modern literacy doctrine in which literacy has become correlated

with national development.
The content of modern literacy doctrine is explored.

The four

principal tenets of modern literacy doctrine are presented and
challenged.

These tenets maintain that literacy is an appropriate

"minimum" educational experience for adults, that literacy's importance is determined in relationship to various "other uses," that it
is useful to distinguish literacy that is functional, and that literacy

activities may be conceived and undertaken with little reference to
likely results.
The content of modern literacy doctrine is then examined in light
of a body of research on literacy.

This includes works by Jack Goody

and Ian Watt, Daniel Lerner, Jerome Bruner and Patricia Greenfield,

David Olson, and Sylvia Scribner and Michael Cole.

The study takes

issue with some of the conclusions found in these works.
The study then examines the notion of decontextualization

,

or

thinking and learning out of context, and the assumption that this

accompanies the acquisition of literacy.
By way of conclusion, the study assesses the future of adult

literacy in developing countries.

Various trends are identified

that, it is believed, will lead to a break-up of the international

consensus on adult literacy and a dissolution of modern literacy
doctrine.

Finally, the future of adult literacy is viewed in the

technology.
light of possibilities offered by developments in
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CHAPTER

I

THE FAILURE OF POPULAR ADULT LITERACY

Introduction

Abu, who might live in a barrio in Latin America, on the ragged

edge of an Asian metropolis, in a refugee camp in the Near East, or
in a remote village in the African savannah, represents one of the

hundreds of millions of people in developing countries who cannot
read and write.

Abu's inability to read and write carries with it a

social stigma, apart from the other obvious disadvantages of living
in a world where skill in the use of symbols for communication has

come to be nearly synonomous with education itself.

Abu's illiteracy was neither predictable nor inevitable.

As

early as the fourth century B.C., enough people in Greece could read
and write for it to be considered the first "literate" society

(Goody & Watt, 1968).

By then the Greeks had accomplished several

important tasks to suggest the possibility of a future reign for

universal literacy.

The Greeks had devised a simplified alphabet

from a more complicated system of Semitic syllabary characters,

adopted from the Egyptians an efficient medium for writing, papyrus,
and begun teaching reading in schools (Gelb, 1952; Goody & Watt,
1968).

The appearance of Plato's Laws brought some early notes of

practical pedagogy for reading:

Plato observed that three years

of instruction were needed to learn the Greek system of writing

(Goody & Watt, 1968).
1

2

Some two and a half millenia later universal literacy
remains

elusive.

The problem of illiteracy is world-wide— it is
periodically

"rediscovered" as being endemic even in advanced industrial
societies
that have long cycles of mandatory education.

most severe

numerically, at least

— in

But illiteracy is

developing countries, where,

according to World Bank estimates, the number of illiterates will
rise to 865 million sometime during the 1980’s (1974:28).

year 2000 this number will probably pass one billion.

By the

And these

numbers most certainly underestimate the actual extent of illiteracy,
since they are based upon official census figures.

For census pur-

poses literacy is often defined as the ability to read and write a
simple sentence in any language.

Evidence of this ability is either

a person's declaration that he or she is able to do so or else it is

assumed that anyone having once enrolled in an educational activity

becomes and stays literate (Du Sautoy, 1966).

Consequently, the

number of people in developing countries who effectively are unable
to read and write will probably exceed one billion by the next

century.

That Abu cannot read does not follow from the lack of interest
or effort in promoting widespread or popular literacy throughout

the world.

The relative proportion of illiterates in the world's

population has been declining during the past decades, even if the
absolute number continues to increase.

The success shown in the

admittedly inaccurate official statistics relates to the success
of developing countries in expanding primary school enrollments
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during the past twenty years.

The increase in enrollments between

1960 and 1975, in the regions of Africa, Asia, and Latin
America,

averaged about 100 percent (Frederiksen, 1978).

Although this is no

small achievement, it has not been large enough nor has it
lasted long

enough to stem the swelling tide of illiteracy.

The expansion of

primary school enrollments has not kept apace of population growth.

Millions of children still do not have the opportunity even to begin
school, and of those who do, at least 50 percent drop out by the

fourth grade and are (contrary to official statistics) likely to

become illiterate again (Frederiksen, 1978).

Moreover, primary

education does not usually provide learning opportunities for millions
of illiterate adults.

World literacy, therefore, is a development

that can occur only by supplementing the efforts of primary schools
to teach reading and writing to children.

Popular literacy in the industrialized nations of the West is
a

phenomenon of the twentieth century.

It has occurred after making

primary education predominantly public, free, and compulsory.

With

compulsory education for all children, only time was needed, at
least in principle, before illiteracy vanished.

As a result, the

eradication of illiteracy among adults outside the school setting was
not a matter of great urgency.

Countries like the United States

and England, however, have offered, and still offer, adult reading

classes.

These classes were often provided for new immigrants or to

teach the Bible.

Sometimes they were given to military conscripts.

But these efforts were remedial activities, which cannot be compared
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in scale or importance to the schools’ role in the
diffusion of

popular literacy in the industrialized societies of the
West.
The pattern of diffusion in developing countries has been

different, especially the concern shown for adult literacy.

Before

the arrival of missionaries and colonial masters, the traditional

societies that have become today

s

population of developing countries

were not universally illiterate, but rather "proto-literate" (Goody
&

Watt, 1968).

These societies made varying use of literacy in

commercial transactions, religious activities, and the administration
of empires or urban centers.

The number of people who could read and

write was, of course, small.

Nevertheless, the significance of the

"book" in these proto-literate societies went far beyond the size of
the population actually able to read and write (Huey, 1908; Goody

&

Watt, 1968).
As the social fabrics of these traditional societies were turned

inside out by the evangelical and colonial penetrations of the last
two centuries, both restricted and popular literacy were seen as

essential.

A restricted competence in literacy was required in the

indigenous population to assure the performance of the subordinate

functions of colonial administration and to make possible the formation
of an indigenous clergy.

Conversely, popular literacy was seen as

desirable both for its "civilizing" effects and as
to holy scriptures.

a

means of access

Since it was the souls of adults as well as

children that needed to be saved, the teaching of reading to adults.
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in settings outside the school room, became
an essential task,

especially for the missionaries.
This approach came to its greatest significance and
to world

attention when the American missionary Frank Laubach began
his
literacy work among adults in the Philippines.

In the decades to

follow, Laubach brought his "each one, teach one" methods to
over 100

countries.

This began an effort now being continued by an organiza-

tion headed by Laubach 's son.
Laubach'

s

The great interest that followed

work is partly explained by the reported success of the

Soviet Union in eradicating adult illiteracy.

The initiatives taken

by Lenin's government just after the Revolution were to show dramatic

results.

Between 1920 and 1940, 50 million people went through

literacy instruction in the educational centers established for this

purpose (Shimoniak, 1970:68).

In 1897, only 28 percent of the popula-

tion of the Russian Empire was believed to be literate; by 1939, this

proportion rose to 87 percent (Shimoniak, 1970:69).
It was with Laubach, however, that the modern, out-of-school

and ostensibly unpolitical version of the adult literacy campaign

was born.

The goals of popular adult literacy were soon to be rati-

fied by public charter.

In 1938, Gandhi, after some initial reluctance

about the priority of popular adult literacy for India, decided to

embark on a national literacy campaign.

Gandhi estimated that on the

basis of an "each one, teach one" multiplier effect India would become
literate in five years (Medary, 1954:79).

In 1946, Mexico attempted

the same kind of initiative, and the President of Mexico taught a
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literacy class himself.

Unfortunately, the "chain letter" effect

was not achieved in either case (Medary, 1954).

Popular adult literacy came into a new focus, initially
under
the rubric of

fundamental education," with the formation of the

United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization
(Unesco) at the end of World War II.

Since that time, popular adult

literacy has been seen more as a road to national development than
to heaven.

The voluntary, nongovernmental character of the early

literacy efforts gave way in importance (though they did not disappear)
to national campaigns directed by governments and often undertaken

with international financial and technical assistance.
In the 1950s, Unesco increased its attention not only to the

policy aspects of literacy but also to specific instructional concerns.

The seminal contribution to this effort was a study undertaken

for Unesco by William Gray, The Teaching of Reading and Writing: An

International Survey (1956).

Gray, an American authority in reading

for at least three decades, is best known (even if not by name) for

his basal reader series The New Fun with Dick and Jane

.

Gray's Unesco

survey, written from an admirably broad point of view, deals with the

nature of the reading process, how reading relates to a fundamental
education, and the methods and materials used to teach reading and

writing to children and adults, especially in developing countries.
The map of categories and distinctions advanced by Gray remains today
the definitive reference point for consideration of reading methods
for adult literacy.
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In the 1960s, Unesco began the most extensive
international

venture ever to be undertaken on behalf of adult
literacy.

The

Experimental World Literacy Programme (EWLP) was conceived
with the

view of developing the technical capabilities for large
scale literacy programs and in the process bringing one million adults
in

eleven countries to a level of "functional literacy."

Unesco

conceded later that only some 120,000 people learned to read and

write as a result of EWLP activities (Unesco

&

UNDP, 1976).

This

failure, together with other reasons, contributed to a dampening
of enthusiasm for a possible world campaign for the eradication of

mass illiteracy

— the

hope for which had been expressed by the

Secretary-General of the United Nations before the General Assembly
some years before.

The waning enthusiasm for adult literacy also reflected the

competition with other educational priorities.

Developing countries

have consistently shown more interest in expanding educational oppor-

tunities for children instead of adults.

During the 1960s, in a

series of regional conferences held in Addis Ababa, Karachi, Tripoli,
and Santiago, representatives of the developing countries committed

themselves to the goal of universal primary education by 1985.

Latin America, the target year was 1970).

(For

These decisions were an

accurate expression of social demand in these countires.

It

is not
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difficult to understand why adults would
prefer educational oppor-

tunities for their children instead of for
themselves.*

Although the enthusiasm for popular adult
literacy has
declined and often is unable to compete successfully
with other
priorities, the quest for widespread adult literacy
is by no means
disappearing.

It is helped forward by each report of a
national

"success story."
years.

And there have been a few such successes in recent

In the 1960s, a now famous Cuban literacy campaign
reportedly

reduced the rate of illiteracy among people aged 10 and over
from
17.7 to 3.9 percent (Du Sautoy, 1966:13).

Tanzania reduced its

illiteracy rate from 75 to 40 percent between 1971 and 1975 (IDRC,
1979:9).

These and other successful examples serve to rekindle

interest in adult literacy.

In 1979, for example, the Government of

Iraq announced a national campaign for "compulsory" literacy.

In

1980, the Government of Nicaragua, obviously inspired by the earlier

example of Cuba, undertook a national literacy campaign as part of
its program to rebuild Nicaraguan society.

Elsewhere, many developing countries and development assistance

agencies are showing an interest in programs of nonformal or adult
basic education.

Many of these programs are similar to the functional

literacy activities of the previous decade or include literacy as a

program goal.

At the same time, however, some questioning of the role

*

Adult literacy conventionally refers to the population aged 15
and above.
It should be kept in mind that out-of-school children
below this age participate in most adult literacy projects.
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that literacy should play in programs of a nonformal
nature is

taking place, and acceptance of the fact that the
learning capabilities of illiterates have been underestimated is growing
(Crone,
1978; Allen & Anzalone, 1978).

With the continuation and likely future increase in adult
literacy activities of one form or other

— and

in view of the lingering

discouragement over the numerous failures of the past

— it

is of more

than archival interest to begin asking some "state of the art"

questions about the theory and practice of adult literacy.
There are three main sources of data about the experience of

promoting popular adult literacy in developing countries.

The first

source is the array of documents that precede and follow the

occasional international conferences on the subject of world literacy.
These convocations are called not so much with the idea of shedding
light on or improving the process of adult literacy as with the

thought of arriving at definitions, comparable standards, and policy

reference points.

The solemn declarations and lofty prescriptions

emanating from these meetings are meant to legitimate philosophical
positions and to exhort governments to greater effort.

Still, this

is an important data source because definitions and recommendations

coming from these conferences are a determinant of pedagogical

activity in the field.
The second source of data is the collection of testimony,

practical advice, and source material from literacy practitioners

working in the field.

Largely available through the "clearinghouse"
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function of international organizations, this activity
has not

received the level of support it deserves.

This situation will

deteriorate further when the International Institute for Adult

Literacy Methods in Tehran, sponsored by Unesco and the Government
of Iran, passes out of existence in 1981.

The third source is the body of research and evaluation data

dealing with adult literacy.
meager proportions.

This source, unfortunately, is of

The most important of such evaluations was the

one concluded for the Experimental World Literacy Programme; it was

conducted by Unesco and UNDP and published in 1976.
But what about the other research sources?

What do they

convey of the state of the art of theory and practice in adult
literacy?

In an area so dominated by immediate, practical concerns

and where practitioners are largely cut off from the wider world of

educational activity, it is not surprising that a recent review of

research into world literacy by Canada's International Development

Research Council found very little research to draw upon and found
that what research was available has been "marginal to literacy

decision-making," (IDRC, 1979:6).
What is more disturbing is the kind of knowledge to which the

paucity of data and the narrow range of concerns lead.

The IDRC

'

review of research led it to induce the "general principles or
conditions that are most likely to ensure achievement and retention
of literacy," (IDRC, 1979:12).

—

These were the following:

the principle of "national commitment" or "national will
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the principle of "popular participation" (i.e., "The
participation of people in determining the content, levels
of competence, and methods of learning should be part of
national development strategies, which themselves should
derive from a popular base.")
the principle of coordination" (i.e., central coordination
by a single body but with responsibilities at the local
level)

—

the principle of "mobilization" (i.e., building an infrastructure of educational services for literacy campaigns
and follow-up")
(IDRC, 1979:12-13)

If added to this set of principles is consideration of the

availability of reading materials in an environment and the timing of
a literacy campaign in terms of turning points or critical junctures

in a country's development, one obtains the usual list of variables

that affects adult literacy and a concise summary of the state of the
art of prevailing wisdom on the subject.

As a starting point for an

understanding of this process, the summary faithfully conveys the
difficulty of separating the episteme from the doxa

,

of separating

that which derives from actual experience from that which derives from

normative preoccupations.

The IDRC summary effectively conveys a

reality where the policy maker’s perspective defines the field of
concerns.

The literacy formula is composed of variables that are

governmental, organizational, and managerial.

It is curious, but an

accurate reflection of present reality, that such a formula of
factors relating to the "achievement and retention of literacy"

contains (except for a passing reference to "motivation") no

variables that are psychological, socio-cultural

,

or pedagogical.
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The IDRC formula suggests that the answer
to the question of

why Abu can't read is one or more of the following:

his government

lacks firm resolve, fails to recognize a necessary
connection between

literacy education and certain organizational features
of centralized

decision-making, or, like most other governments, fails to
provide

effective avenues for political participation or participation
in
the functions of educational policy making and planning.

But just as

it is incorrect to blame Abu's learning failures on Abu himself,

it

is only slightly more accurate to put the blame on his government.

The aforementioned principles do not constitute a sufficient explana-

tion of the "achievement and retention of literacy."

They may partly

account for the unavailability of opportunities for literacy education;
they do not explain the extremely high drop out rates of people who
are attracted to literacy programs.

The understanding of the successes and failures of programs of

popular adult literacy in developing countries is incomplete.

Why

Abu can't read is a problem admitting of further dissection.

Statement of the Problem

It was during the past century that the notion of being

"literate" came to be used in the imperative sense of education for
poor people.

Since that time, widespread illiteracy has been regarded

not simply as a social fact but as a social problem.

The problem of

illiteracy has caused a century of corrective action to promote the
skills of reading and writing even among people living in circumstances
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where nearly all everyday social transactions are
conducted orally.
Despite this action, the growth of the population of
illiterates has
not been halted.

There are three sides to the problem of adult illiteracy in

developing countries, each presenting different analytical concerns:
the numerical, the conceptual, and the pedagogical.

The three - pronged

problem of illiteracy is inseparable from the identifiable and consistent normative climate in which the problem of illiteracy is raised.

The numerical side of world illiteracy addresses the growth
in numbers of the world's populations of illiterates and how these

numbers are to be determined and interpreted.

The analytical task here

touches on the methodological concerns of demographers, economists,
census officials, and development planners.

The numerical side of

world illiteracy, even by itself, conveys a concise and powerful
message:

Despite the fact that the relative proportions of illiterates

in developing countries are declining, the absolute numbers are

increasing and will soon exceed one billion people.

This side of

world illiteracy has been addressed at length.
The conceptual side of the world illiteracy problem deals with
the nature of literacy, how it is to be defined and measured, how it

relates to learning and other social activities, and how concepts of
literacy become ratified in social policies.

What is striking here is

the uniformity in concepts of literacy across the cases of the develop-

ing countries.
be explained.

It is the uniformity and not the variance that must

The analytical task is to render problematic specific
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concepts and definitions, which, owing to a
long-standing consensus,
have come to constitute an international viewpoint
that is rarely

challenged
The pedagogical side of world illiteracy focuses
on the nature
and effectiveness of the instructional activity designed
to teach

reading and writing to adult illiterates.

Millions of youths and

adults will be drawn into out-of-school pedagogical activity
of this
kind.

Yet the fact that the international community obtains its

literacy statistics by deriving them from primary school enrollment
data confirms what the literature makes clear

— not

many people learn

to read and write as a result of adult literacy programs.

The ana-

lytical concern here is to explain why literacy instruction is not
*

more effective than it is.
The three sided problem of world illiteracy presents itself for

analysis embedded in a specific normative climate.

This climate shapes

the way that the problem of illiteracy is perceived and determines the

solutions that follow from this understanding.

The normative climate

results from a firm moral commitment to the value of literacy and

complementary views of its instrumental use; the normative climate
can be recognized in the different ways which illiteracy is described
as a pathological condition.

The pedagogical side of the problem of illiteracy should be construed
in the widest sense, one that comprises the various psychological
and contextual issues related to the acquisition and retention of
literacy.

15

For example, Philip Coombs, in his widely-read
The World Edu-

ca tional crisis: A Systems Analysis (1968), refers to illiterates in
developing countries as a "wasted generation."

Robert McNamara warns

in the foreword to the World Bank's influential Education
Sector

Re P ort (1974) that the increase in the numbers of illiterates
is a

phenomenon "which threatens development itself."

More recently, the

Club of Rome's No Limits to Learning suggests that illiterates constitute a "Fifth World," a condition beyond membership in the "Fourth

World" (i.e. the poorest of Third World countries) (Botkin et al, 1979:
90).

Unesco's General Conference puts the case even more emphatically:
The General Conference

Considering the illiteracy of almost a thousand million of
the world's inhabitants to be a disgrace to all mankind.

Recognizing that since illiterates are not able to benefit
from mankind's cultural heritage, they are victims of
discrimination in every respect
(Nineteenth Session,
Resolution 1.192).
.

.

.

The sense of social pathology conveyed in such descriptions

cannot help coloring perceptions and expectations.

perspective

— for

It is easy to lose

example, to confuse, as Unesco does, the world's

"cultural heritage" with its less extensive collection of written
records or to forget that not only can illiterates "benefit" from the

world's cultural heritage, they have created a large part of it.
In instances such as this,

it is too easy to move from an appreciation

of what might arguably be the "disgraceful" size of the illiterate

population to the conclusion that the condition of illiteracy or the

16

— - ng

° f the

llllterate is "disgraceful."

Consequently, this normative

climate adds to the problem itself.
The present study addresses the conceptual
side of the problem
of adult illiteracy in developing countries.

It focuses on the body

of wisdom that is antecedent to both the policy
and practice of inter-

national adult literacy work.

Purpose of the Study

Despite a century of deliberate and diverse activity to promote
popular adult literacy in the world's developing countires, Abu and

nearly a billion other citizens of the Third World cannot read and
write.

Their illiteracy continues to be a source of concern to the

conscience of the international community and to the professional wits
of educators across the globe.

Why can't Abu read?

The purpose of this study is not to answer

the question but to question the answer.

The answer to the question

of Abu's illiteracy is contained in a mixture of assumptions, expecta-

tions, meanings, and insights that will be referred to as modern

literacy doctrine

.

Modern literacy doctrine grows out of two beliefs

about learning to read and write as an adult in a traditional setting
and outside the classroom:

one, that it is desirable and, two, that

it is practicable.

This study aims at uncovering, and criticizing, a set of inter-

national tendencies

— assumptions,

norms, and concepts

the idea of modern literacy doctrine.

— that

compose

The study will scrutinize the
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content of modern literacy doctrine on its
own terms and look at it
from a vantage point offered by recent social
science research.
The aim of the study includes the following
research

objectives

—

To trace the emergence of modern literacy
doctrine from
its historical roots in nineteenth century
Europe and
North America to its contemporary version as a
correlate
of national development
To analyze and criticize the specific tenets of modern

literacy doctrine

—

To critically examine a representative selection of social
science research with a view to a further appraisal of
the content of modern literacy doctrine
To take a global look at the future of adult literacy
and the implications for modern literacy doctrine

Significance of the Study

There will soon be one billion people in developing countries
who are unable to read and write.

According to present standards,

to be classified "illiterate" is to be classified "ignorant" or

socially "dysfunctional."

Millions of illiterate youths and adults

have been, or will be, drawn into educational programs aimed at the

promotion of literacy.

Past experience has shown that the majority

of people beginning such programs drop out before acquiring even basic

skills in reading and writing.

There is no question that popular adult

literacy represents a significant international issue.

It is equally

apparent that the quest for popular adult literacy in developing

countries is an activity that has been insufficiently studied and

inadequately understood.

The explanations usually given for why some
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literacy efforts succeed and others fail are incomplete
and unsatisfactory.
It is significant, even ambitious,

to attempt a study that

challenges the vested wisdom behind the policy and practice
of adult
literacy.

Few studies of adult literacy treat the range of issues

being considered here or look critically at the theoretical foundations or conceptual underpinnings of literacy doctrine.

A new perspective on popular adult literacy might be most

significant for future considerations of the aims and content of

programs of nonformal and adult basic education in developing countries.
It

is here that the question of literacy will be most problematic

in the years ahead.

A better appreciation of the successes and

failures of literacy programs can only help to improve the chances
of success of nonformal educational activities.

Boundaries and Assumptions

The delimitation of this study includes making explicit the key

assumptions on which the investigation is predicated and identifying
the boundaries chosen to make the inquiry manageable.

The fundamental assumption of the study is that it is valid to

discuss reading and learning to read

activity

— across

intellectual and social

different cultures and languages.

is by no means apparent

tenable.

— as

.

This assumption

But the evidence does suggest that it is

At a wide level of conception, some of Huey’s observations

contained in his classic The Psychology and Pedagogy of Reading (1908)
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are relevant to this point.

Huey notes that ancient historical records

"prove that in these early times reading and writing had
much the
same course of development that has been observed among later
peoples
and that is going on today among savage (sic) races so far as
they are

still uninterfered with," (1908:188).

Huey also observes a universal

tendency in children to evolve through stages of learning following
the lines of development of writing itself, a kind of "ontology

recapitulates phylogeny" phenomenon (1908 Chapter 10).
:

At a more specific level of conception, Gray's (1956) survey
of methods of teaching reading reported his experiments into the

reading processes of adult readers in fourteen languages.

Gray found

similarities in tests of eye movements, comprehension, and rates of
silent and oral reading (1956 Chapter II).
:

these tests was the following:

Gray's conclusion from

"These studies demonstrate that the

general nature of the reading act is essentially the same among all

mature readers," (1956:59).
Gray's conclusions are supported by more recent evidence.

Gibson

and Levin (1975), in reviewing Gray's findings and those of subsequent

cross-national comparisons of reading attainments, conclude:

"These

findings do not mean that the process of reading is not influenced by
the nature of the writing system, but that the outcomes are alike.

It

seems reasonable that different writing systems which relate to language
at different levels will involve attention to and abstraction of

different aspects of the orthographic systems.

Readers of a syllabary

must search for invariances at one level, readers of an alphabetic
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system, at another level.

But the skilled readers of one system
are

able to read as efficiently as skilled readers
of another," (1975:
165).

Moreover, Gibson and Levin found no relationship
between the

difficulty of a particular language and the age at
which reading
instruction begins (1975:533).
This is not to deny the importance of cultural and
linguistic

variables in learning to read.

It is to suggest that the similarities

across cultures in learning to read are of greater interest than
the

differences.

It seems reasonable to assume that the act of reading

is fundamentally the same for all people.

The intellectual and social

consequences of reading are not necessarily the same.

This is

addressed in succeeding chapters.
One boundary of the study is the focus on adults who learn in

programs outside of formal schools.

The teaching of reading and

writing to children in primary schools in developing countries is an
entirely different question and not considered here.
Another boundary of the study concerns the countries under
consideration.

The aim of this study is to develop a theoretical

perspective to explain tendencies across the population of developing
countries.

What is at issue are these tendencies or similarities, not

specific national characteristics.

The conclusions reached will apply

in varying degrees to the population of low- income countries in Africa,

Asia, the Arab States, and, to a lesser degree, the poorer regions of

Latin America.

The study does not consider the cases of industrialized

countries that offer literacy training as a "second chance" or in

connection with the learning of a second language by new immigrants.
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Finally, to make the study manageable, it was not
possible to
give attention to the special contributions of
China and Islam to

adult literacy in certain societies.

Design of the Study

The design of the present study is not identified with any

obvious research paradigm.

The epistemological concerns lie at a

stage preliminary to empirical inquiry and the testing of hypotheses.
The overall design of the study aspires to the "history of science"

approach that Foucault followed in his book The Order of Things
(1970)

.

Foucault observes:

For, on the one hand, the history of science traces the progress
of discovery, the formulation of problems, and the clash of

controversy; it also analyzes theories in their internal
economy; in short, it describes the processes and products of
scientific consciousness. But, on the other hand, it tries to
restore what eluded that consciousness: the influences that
affected it, the implicit philosophies that were subjacent to
it, the unformulated thematics, the unseen obstacles; it describes
the unconscious of science
that which resists it, deflects it,
or disturbs it.
What I would like to do however, is to reveal a
positive unconscious of knowledge:
a level that eludes the
consciousness of the scientist and yet is part of scientific
discourse, instead of disputing its validity and seeking to
diminish its scientific nature (1970:xi).

—

This attempt at studying the "positive unconscious" of adult

literacy is interdisciplinary.

Evidence is considered from the

fields of history, anthropology, sociology, psychology, and applied

reading research.

This kind of perspective is firmly established in the

tradition of inquiry into the nature of reading, a tradition that goes

back at least to Huey (1908).
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The study proposes a notion of modern literacy
doctrine.

It

traces its evolution from a particular form of education
for poor

people in nineteenth century Europe and North America, through
its

reproduction into colonial territories, to its contemporary form

whereby literacy has become correlated with social development.

The

study then sets forth the principle tenets of modern literacy doctrine
and submits them to criticism.

The analysis then shifts to assembling,

from a representative selection of social science literature, a

notion of decontextualization, or learning and thinking out of context,

which is assumed to accompany the acquisition of literacy.

Modern

literacy doctrine is examined anew from the perspective of the selected
literature and from the perspective of decontextualization.

Finally,

the study proceeds to a consideration of the future of adult

literacy in developing countries and the implications for modern
literacy doctrine.

Chapter Outline

The study will comprise five chapters.

These are outlined as

follows

Chapter

I:

The Failure of Popular Adult Literacy
Introduction
Statement of the Problem
Purpose of the Study
Significance of the Study
Boundaries and Assumptions
Design of the Study
Chapter Outline
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Chapter II:

The Emergence of Modern Literacy Doctrine

This chapter will introduce the notion of modern
literacy doctrine.
It will examine the hegemony of
this idea in the realm of international literacy
and practice.
The chapter will show how modern literacy doctrine
grew out of a concern for education of the poor in
nineteenth century Europe and North America. The
dilemmas of education for the poor will be traced
through the period of European religious and colonial
conquest to the present period where literacy has
become correlated with national development.

Chapter III:

The Conceptual Kaleidoscope of Modern Literacy Doctrine

This chapter will explore in detail four propositions
about adult literacy that constitute the conceptual
core of modern literacy doctrine.
Each of these four propositions will be criticized.

Chapter IV:

Literacy and the Issue of Decontextualization
This chapter will examine a representative selection
of social science research relevant to adult
literacy.
The researchers include: Daniel Lerner,
Jack Goody and Ian Watt, Jerome Bruner and Patricia
Greenfield, David Olson, and Sylvia Scribner and
Michael Cole.
The chapter will show how the various approaches
converge into a notion of decontextualization, or
learning and thinking out of context.

After weaving together a notion of decontextualization,
modern literacy doctrine will be re-examined in light
of this notion.

Chapter V:

Literacy, Specificity, and the Future

This chapter will attempt a forecast of the future
Future
of adult literacy in developing countries.
developments for literacy will be linked to the
future of world poverty. The chapter will anticipate
a dissolution of modern literacy doctrine in light of
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trends underway and in light of possible new
insights into adult literacy.
The chapter will speculate on the implications for
adult literacy of new technological capabilities.

CHAPTER

II

THE EMERGENCE OF MODERN LITERACY DOCTRINE

To the early peoples, reading was one of the most
mysterious
of the arts, both in its performance and in its origins.
We
recall how, even in modern times, Livingstone excited the
wonder and awe of an African tribe as he daily perused a
book that had survived the vicissitudes of travel.
So incomprehensible to these savages ( sic ) was his performance with
the book, that they finally stole it and ate it, as the best
way they knew of "reading" it, of getting the white man's
satisfaction from it (Huey, 1908:2).
,

Huey's anecdote suggests that the pursuit of satisfaction
through the medium of the printed word represents a universality of

experience among very different populations.

What might not be as

obvious is that the pursuit of this satisfaction is tied to a belief
in magic.

Even in societies calling themselves "civilized," the

magic associated with reading differs in form but not in substance
from the impulse that led to the digestion of Livingstone's books
by his preliterate hosts.

The earliest beliefs in the magic of literacy were expressed in

amulets, fetishes, and other charms.

What seemed magical was the

possibility of representing human sounds with written characters.

A

sense of magic can be found in modern conceptions of literacy in at
least two ways.

First, the modern conception of literacy, as it is

applied to developing countries, signifies a magical wish that

consequence can be turned into cause.

The development of widespread

literacy in the industrialized societies of the North was a consequence
of their historical development.

It is now believed that this process

can magically be turned inside out, that literacy itself can be used
25
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to cause or hasten the kind of historical
development experienced

by nations of the North since the last century.

Second, literacy

is regarded as a magical agent leading to
many desirable ends.

the magic of literacy resembles the alchemy of
the Middle

Thus,

Ages—

namely, that it is believed possible for a universal
solvent to

transform meaner substances into gold.

Literacy is conceived as a

universal solvent that can transmute ignorance into one or more
of
the following:

political awareness, spiritual consciousness, modern

social attitudes and behavior, greater economic productivity, or

higher order cognitive capabilities.
This belief in magic is widely shared.

There are over 100

countries where adult literacy training is being undertaken (Harman,
1974).

This means that a majority of nations believe it is both

desirable and practicable to teach reading and writing to adults in
settings outside the classroom and that these adults will acquire
skills that are useful to their lives and the community.
This is startling.

Consider that the wealthy industrial

societies of the North are able to devote abundant resources to teaching

reading as part of compulsory education for five to twelve years of
a person's life,

that despite this level of commitment and every-

thing else supportive of learning to read coming with the growth of

industrial societies, that in the countries of Europe and North
America, the number of people finishing school and subsequently found
to be functionally illiterate is alarmingly high.

Estimates in the

United States and Canada put this figure at up to one third of the
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adult population (World Education, 1978:13 &
23).

Consider also the

situation in developing countries having only meager
resources to
teach groups of adults

men and women often caught in the demands of

eking out a survival existence— that such instruction comes
in
informal settings and episodic sessions for, at best, 100-400 hours,
that instruction is usually provided by untrained teachers working

with few instructional materials, and that reading skills must be
retained in environments in which there are usually few books appropriate for practicing these skills.

What else but a belief in magic

could explain the expectation that many people are likely to learn
to read at a useful level of competence as a result of such an effort?

The magic of adult literacy is magic of a special kind.

To

adequately explain adult literacy's collection of practical and
theoretical knowledge, scientific principles and cultural prejudice,

humanitarian aspirations and economic opportunism, it is helpful to
introduce a reification and refer to this assemblage as modern

literacy doctrine

.

The designation is a reification because the

collection does not really exist as an identifiable entity.

Use of

the term doctrine, however, is accurate because there is to be found
a systematic and fairly consistent set of expectations,

assumptions,

and principles of adult literacy that maintains itself partly through

evidence but also through collective acts of faith.

Modern literacy doctrine is contained in international norms
and policy resolutions, the body of social science literature dealing

with development, national development strategies and educational
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policies, and pedagogical approaches to teaching
reading and writing
to adults in developing countries.

Most importantly, however, modern

literacy doctrine is contained in and transmitted through
people's

commonsense views about learning and the world.

Consequently, modern

literacy doctrine tends to escape detection and analysis

— even

being

named, a process Roland Barthes (1957) refers to in another
connection
as ex-nomination

.

The purpose of this chapter and the next is to identify and

define modern literacy doctrine and bring this synthetic product to
bear on the question of why Abu can't read.

This chapter will begin

with a preliminary sketch of what modern literacy doctrine says.

It

will then proceed to a discussion of modern literacy doctrine's hegemony and then to an examination of its historical roots.

The next

chapter will explore in detail the content of modern literacy

doctrine

Modern Literacy Doctrine:

A Summary

Modern literacy doctrine is a diffuse body of wisdom about
how people learn and how this learning affects their social existence.

Modern literacy doctrine has its roots in nineteenth century Europe
and North America

— where,

as it will be shown, it became imperative

to fashion an education for poor people.

The educational dilemmas of

this experience were reproduced in distant places through the policies

and practice of colonial education.

Modern literacy doctrine served

then, as it does now, as a point of consensus, a place of opportunity
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for elites with different interests to
agree on something.

By

serving this underlying function of elite
consensus, the commitment
to adult literacy maintains itself against
what is often overwhelming

empirical evidence that few people learn to read and
write as a
result of literacy activities.

Modern literacy doctrine holds that literacy is the portal
to
learning, the mandatory first step in the learning process,
a

prerequisite to cognitive development, and
P^-^P

P^t i on of the individual in society.

a

precondition for the
On a social level, the

literacy of children and adults is the educational task of the first
priority, the most basic educational indicator, and the very

minimum that

a

nation ought to provide for the education of its

citizens

Modern literacy doctrine is

a

conceptual kaleidoscope of

strands of thought that revolve into and out of one another in

recognizable patterns.

Four strands of thought give modern literacy

doctrine its distinctive character.

They are introduced below and

addressed at length in the next chapter.

1

.

Literacy is a minimum educational achievement for poor people

.

This proposition, the cornerstone of modern literacy doctrine,

embraces three tacit assumptions.

First, education for poor people

must be conceived as a "minimal" offering.

Second, it is desirable

that it is literacy, or more specifically the skills of reading and

writing, and not something else that should constitute a program of

minimum education for the poor.

Third, the acquisition of the skills
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of reading and writing is possible and useful
at a minimum level of

achievement

2.

Literacy should be pursued as an instrument for "other uses ."

Literacy, it is repeatedly said, is not an end in itself but is only
important as the instrumental means to different goals.
include salvation, political enlightenment

productivity, and social well being.

These goals

and action, economic

The nature of these goals

tends to be transcendent, depending on one's particular world view.
The "other uses" of literacy must assume higher priority than the

intermediate skills of reading and writing.

Consequently, reading

and writing are devalued in literacy’s own formula.

3

.

It is both accurate and useful to distinguish a level of literacy

and to design literacy training that is "functional

.

The inadequacy of measures of literacy attainment, often expressed
in terms of equivalent school experience, has led to a widely-used

notion of functional literacy.

Functional literacy is related to the

assumption that reading skills are a valid predictor of a person’s
competence in a range of social activity:
a family,

earning a living, raising

participating in civic and cultural affairs, and even

surviving in a complex society.

There are serious difficulties with

the concept and measurement of functional literacy.

The concept of

functional literacy is aggravated in its difficulties when it becomes
the basis of literacy training.
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4

'

L-lter acy

is an activi ty that may be undertaken
with little

reference to results

.

Literacy programs tend to produce levels of
reading and writing
abilities that are unlikely to be of much practical
use and unlikely
to be retained.

Rarely are these results acknowledged.

Instead, the

meager accomplishments of literacy work tend to be
papered over

with increasingly ambitious objectives for subsequent
literacy
efforts

The Hegemony of Modern Literacy Doctrine

Modern literacy doctrine comprises a historically specific
assemblage of assumptions, expectations, meanings, and practices.
It presumes

— perhaps

unintentionally

— to

the status of universal

truth and informs educational policy and practice in developing
countries.

Modern literacy doctrine is the educationist's contribu-

tion to explaining the poverty of nations and people and his/her

elaboration of the why, what, and how of corrective action.

Modern

literacy doctrine presents itself not as one possible explanation of
the relationship of reading and writing to education and development

but as the only explanation.

The nature and function of modern literacy doctrine, in

assigning status to nations and individuals, can best be understood
as an instance of hegemony

.

Michael Apple, bringing the works of

Antonio Gramsci and Raymond Williams to bear on education, interprets
this concept as follows:
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The crucial idea... is how hegemony acts to
'saturate' our
very consciousness, so that the educational,
economic and
social world we see and interact with, and the
commonsense
interpretations we put on it, becomes the world tout
court
the only world (1979:5).

’

Evidence of the hegemony of modern literacy doctrine is
the
absence of important rival conceptions of literacy in
international

strategies or national development plans.

As was mentioned, over

100 countries undertake adult literacy programs.

These programs

are similar in form and carried out with similar expectations.

It

is not possible to find examples of countries deliberately valuing

illiteracy over literacy through its system of social rewards or
even through its votes on Unesco literacy resolutions.

Such con-

sensus indicates that either reading and writing is of such obvious

importance

— on

the order of, say, breathing

— or

else that by hegemony

the commonsense views of the world community with respect to literacy

have been shaped in a consistent direction.
In a world that agrees on so little, should not one expect

substantial variance in the social value assigned to literacy and
its role in development?

After all, there are consequences of

literacy that some societies might perceive as undesirable:
1.

the eyes.

Reading is an activity that produces great strain upon
Although current research does not support a necessary

connection between myopia and the "near work" of reading (Holmes, 1968),
one might certainly perceive this to be the case.

The perceived

connection between eye glasses and being a "book worm" is common

enough in everyday life and was once supported by scientists like
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Huey and Javal (Huey, 1908:chapter XX).

Given the importance of

eyes to human life, it is reasonable to expect that some
societies

might have inferred a connection between reading and the expensive
eye glasses so common among people from the societies of the North
and chosen, quite rationally, the health of the eye over reading.
2.

Reading is unquestionably a solitary activity, especially

as one becomes more skilled.

Solitary activity is consistent with

the anomie and social relations of Northern industrial societies,

but rarely with those of traditional societies.

One might expect

that some societies would not value a means of communication that

takes the individual outside the group to the discovery of meaning
that is no longer communal but personal.
3.

Reading opens access to new sources of information and

to new sources of authority.

Furthermore, reading and writing is

necessarily hierarchical as a communications system.

Again, it might

be expected that some societies would choose to avoid a challenge
to traditional wisdom and patterns of authority and communication.
4.

The dominance of the printed word over the spoken word

has important implications for forms of cultural expression and

appreciation.

Print is a passive medium, unlike the more active

mode of storytelling.

Shattuck (1980), in examining the character

and quality of contemporary literary criticism, argues that the

"privacy of print" has had many bad consequences for such things
as the interpretation of literature, the reading and understanding

of poetry, and even the quality of human speech.

If such effects are
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significant within "literate" societies, they
must be profound

within cultures where primary orality is being
displaced by literacy.
It could be expected that some societies
might find this displace-

ment undesirable and say so.
5.

Learning to read and write is hard work.

Some societies

might be expected not to want to bear the additional
private and

public costs.
These five considerations alone would lead one to expect

substantial variance among countries in the value assigned to
literacy.

Evidence of such variance would be found in opposition to

international resolutions on literacy, disagreement over international

definitions and standards, or in "great debates" about the value of
different pedagogies for teaching reading to adults.

That very

little of this takes place suggests the hegemony of modern literacy

doctrine
The means to producing this hegemony have been historical,

specific, and deliberate.

First, the evolution of writing systems

through the world, though not reaching the same ends, has followed a
similar pattern everywhere.

This has provided a deeply-seated imper-

ative to the universal dissemination of literacy.

The later histori-

cal circumstances of conquest and rule of numerous traditional

societies by Europeans and Moslems have had similar consequences for

valuing literacy.

The subsequent pattern of elite formation in

different colonies has been fairly uniform before and after wars of
independence.

This pattern of elite formation was, and is, supportive
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of

liteiate

values and has obvious demonstration
effects for

the social aspirations of the wider population.

Today, most

developing countries receive technical and
financial assistance
from the same international agencies.

All of these have provided

a vehicle for the hegemony of modern literacy
doctrine.

The notion of hegemony must be qualified and used in
a

restricted sense, however.

The hegemony exercised by modern

literacy doctrine is with respect to other possible explanations
of
literacy and development and not with respect to the entire range
of

development options.

An understanding of the hegemony of modern

literacy doctrine helps explain why the commitment to adult literacy
is as large as it is;

it cannot explain why it is not larger, why

it does not enjoy a higher priority on the development agenda.

It

will be shown later that the absolute size of the international
commitment to adult literacy is not determined by an appreciation
of the merits of literacy but only by reference to competing social

tasks

The Historical Roots of
Modern Literacy Doctrine

Modern literacy doctrine was born in the nineteenth century.
It was spawned in the countries of Europe and North America,

reproduced in the colonies of that era, and came of age in the present
global arena of uncertain relations between the rich and the poor.
Since the nineteenth century, it has proved necessary to

increase educational opportunities for poor people.

This social
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mandate, experienced in Europe and North
America, joined together

responses to the social conflicts, the perceived
economic imperatives, and the liberal, humanitarian impulses
of the time.

Education for the poor has served two functions.
was vis-a-vis the poor themselves.

The first

This function was served by

instituting compulsory education for poor children and a
modest
level of activity to make education available to adults.

It was not

necessary that this latter activity be widespread or particularly
successful; the function was served by demonstrating an effort.

A

second, and an unconscious, function of education for poor people
was
the means it provided for agreement or consensus among different

elites.

In nineteenth century England especially, educating the poor

was equally attractive to conservatives, radicals, and churchmen.
The education of poor people has served both functions continuously

since the nineteenth century; it can be seen in early efforts like
the English extension movement and in contemporary programs like

Adult Basic Education in the United States.
The two functions played by providing education for poor

people in the nineteenth century societies of Europe and North

America were not limited to the pursuit of social harmony at home.
Education for the poor played a similar role in the relations between
the colonial powers and their colonies.

The educational dilemmas

of nineteenth century Europe and North America were reproduced in

colonial education and remain at the conceptual core of modern
literacy doctrine.
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The role of literacy in education for the poor has progressively

become more pronounced since the nineteenth century.

By the 1940s,

the world community (or at least its leaders) agreed that everyone

had the right to education.

Declaration of Human Rights.

This was ratified in the Universal
By the 1950s, as seen in Gray's

(1956) survey for Unesco, the relationship of literacy to a "funda-

mental" education was still being questioned.

Since then, the

notion of fundamental education has been overtaken by literacy

education (Harman, 1974), and a person's right to education has been
translated as a right to literacy (Bhola, 1980).

With the blurring

of these distinctions, the recent version of education for poor

people, modern literacy doctrine, comes fully into view.

The func-

tions it serves are much the same, although the function of elite

consensus has a greater international aspect and is a vital point
of agreement between capitalist and socialist regimes on the questions
of national development.

Nineteenth Century Preoccupations

.

In education, a social need of extreme urgency, the Peel
For a multiplicity of
government suffered a severe defeat.
reasons, as we have seen, worried men and women had done
much to provide education for the poor: conservatives were
trying to preserve social order by inculcating obedience,
discipline, and right ideas; churchmen and dissenters,
while sharing such political and social concerns, were more
interested in teaching children to read the Bible and be
good Christians of the right kind; radicals of nearly every
stripe had a broader vision of education as the instrument

for constructing a better and possibly perfect society
(Webb, 1968:259).
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In the nineteenth century, important social
developments
in Europe and North America pushed the diffusion of
popular literacy,

and the word literacy came increasingly to be used in
a narrow sense.

According to the Oxford English Dictionary
was formed as an antithesis to illiteracy

.

,

the word literacy

To be illiterate, the

Dictionary says, is to be
ignorant of letters or literature; without book learning
or education, unlettered, unlearned; spec, (in reference to
census returns, voting by balloting papers, etc.) unable to
read, i.e. totally illiterate

From the pattern of the word's usage shown in the Dictionary's

accompanying historical quotations, it appears that until the nineteenth century the word illiterate was generally used, as it sometimes
still is, to denote a lack of "book learning."

After the nineteenth

century, illiterate appears to be used more regularly in the specific
sense of not being able to read.

Social developments in the nineteenth century were responsible
for the increasing usefulness of distinguishing between a limited

ability to read apart from any knowledge of letters or literature.
One of these was the extension of male suffrage and the use of the

secret ballot in England by the 1880s (Webb, 1968).

Another was the

change in census questions in the United States; beginning at this
time people were being asked in census surveys if they were able to

read (Lockridge, 1974).

Perhaps even more important for popular literacy in Europe and
North America and for explaining the need for a distinction between
a limited ability to read and being learned or lettered was the
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technological advance in printing.

With the advent of the "cheap

press" in the nineteenth century, the Gutenberg revolution could
be

described as going into a populist phase.

After 1830, inexpensive

newspaper editions began to appear; before then, newspapers were
too expensive for all but a minority of the population (Bury, 1940).

The social consequences of the cheap press began to be felt immediately
in France, England, and the United States (Bury, 1940).

Along with

the appearance of mail order catalogs and the increase in public

lending libraries, the availability of reading material became an
important stimulus to popular literacy in Europe and America.
The two meanings contained in the word literacy

,

the quality of

being lettered and a more restricted competence in reading, reflect a

dilemma at a deeper level.

It is the dilemma of what is to be done

elite education or practical training?

for the poor:

This dilemma

became ripe in nineteenth century Europe and North America, was

reproduced in colonial education, and continues to animate modern
literacy doctrine.
Elite education was to take on a new importance in the nineteenth
century.

Education was becoming the most important agency of social

selection.

Historians have detected a shift in the relative influence

enjoyed by a social elite to that enjoyed by an educational elite
(Murray, 1940).
of slow

— but

After 1870, the movement in this direction was one

irreversible

— strides

(Murray, 1940).

This change was

experienced in European countries like England, France, and Germany,
1940).
and also in places as different as China and Japan (Murray,
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The distribution of cultural capital would
no longer be accomplished

through family birth alone but through the
intermediary of education.
Elite education, though hardly embracing the practical
concerns of

industrial society, could no longer be construed as a
disinterested,

aristocratic pursuit of learning for its own sake.
It was not only elite education, however,

importance during the nineteenth century.

that took on a new

The education of the poor

became a matter of some urgency in Europe and North America.

were many motives behind this felt urgency.

There

As Webb's description

of the "coalition" for education of the poor cited above suggests,

there was a certain complementarity of interests among otherwise

conflicting groups.

A need for social harmony in any polity means

that opportunities must be found for competing interests to be able
to agree on something.

Since the nineteenth century, recognition of

the need for educating the poor has served this consensus function.

What this means is that providing education for the poor is likely to
occur irrespective of whether the poor need, want, or take part in
the services provided.

Education for the poor had been

a

matter of at least some

concern in England since the end of the seventeenth century (Schofield,
1968)

.

The earliest vehicles for such education were the "charity

schools."

The instructional emphasis of these schools was on moral

and religious instruction, but some attention was given to reading

and writing (Schofield, 1968).

This tradition of moral education for

the poor was part of the larger tradition of English thought that
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education should be concerned primarily with
building character.
After 1780, moral education for the poor began
to take place in
Sunday schools.

It was not until the nineteenth century
that

educational facilities for the poor were significantly
expanded and
any serious attention was paid to teaching reading
and writing

(Schofield, 1968).

In the system of monitorial schools, the children

of the poor were instructed in basic skills.

Reading was taught

first, followed by writing, and then arithmetic (Schofield,
1968).
The monitorial system of these schools followed a teaching system

identified with Joseph Lancaster.
who then taught the younger ones
of cheapness"

—a

A teacher taught the older children,

plan that had the "attractions

(Webb, 1968:154) and that would inspire the "each one,

teach one" methods of Frank Laubach a century later.

The monitorial

system, however, was found to be "not very effective educationally,

especially in view of the brief, casual attendance that was all
that could be expected from working-class children (Webb, 1968:154).

Other English working-class children worked and were taught in work-

house and industrial schools during part of the day.

Pupil atten-

dance varied widely but generally was very irregular (Schofield,
1968)

.

The nineteenth century school education for the poor in England,
like English education in general, was "primarily moral, and only

secondarily intellectual" (Commager, 1962 :vi).

The educational

formula was much the same in the United States during that epoch.
School pupils learned morality and reading at the same time.

In this
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effort, the McGuffey Readers became a cornerstone
of American edu-

cation for a century.

The Readers contained a curious mixture
of

instruction in reading, morality, and social
pragmatism— a combination to reappear in literacy training in the next
century.

observes

Commager

:

Yet for all its preoccupation with religion, the morality
of
the Readers was materialistic and worldly.
It taught a
simple system of rewards and punishments. Virtue was rarely
its own reward:
the kind old lady found out that the
vagabond she had befriended was really a rich nephew returned
from the goldfields, the honest farmer was given five hundred
dollars by his rich neighbor as a reward for his honesty.
(1962 :vi)
So far discussion of education for the poor in England and the

United States has addressed the education of children.

The nineteenth

century also witnessed the beginning of the modern tradition of adult
education.

Understandably, this effort, too, contained a mixture of

spiritual and secular concerns.

By mid-century, a number of "mechanics

institutes" had appeared in England for practical adult education.

Unfortunately, and perhaps as an omen of things to come, this effort

"generally failed to attract the real working class" (Bury, 1940:119).
In 1867, James Stuart began giving lectures to adults in northern

English towns.

This was to develop into the University Extension

Movement (Bury, 1940) and would provide an important model for adult

education in the following century.

An even more important activity

for educating the poor was the People's High School Movement in

Denmark.

Inspired by the Danish bishop Grundtvig, these "folk"

schools aimed at raising the "standards of the peasantry, both morally
and in practical life," (Bury, 1940:120).
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In the United States, adult education
took on a special

importance in the years following the emancipation
of the black
slaves.

The question arose as to what was appropriate
as education

for emancipated blacks.

One response was the founding of Atlanta

University in 1867 and Fisk University in 1890.

These institutions

offered an elite education for blacks, who, strange as it may
seem,

received education in Latin and Greek (Murray, 1940).

Another

response was the education offered blacks by Booker

Washington in

Tuskegee.

T.

Washington believed that only through training in industry

and agriculture were blacks likely to be able to enjoy the benefits
of economic development.

Washington’s vision of a practical educa-

tion for the poor was looked on with disdain by many black intellectuals of the time (Murray, 1940).

It is perhaps this experience

in the United States following the Civil War that most dramatically

highlights the nineteenth century dilemma of education for the poor
a dilemma

which modern literacy doctrine has not resolved.

The dilemma asks simply what should be done for educating the
poor:

extending elite education to some portion of the population

of the poor or providing a different mass education built around the

exigencies of earning a living and the problems of daily life.

To

choose the former, one runs the risk of being accused of irrelevance
or of attempting to co-opt the most able members of the lower classes
to the higher ones.

To choose the latter, one runs the risk of being

accused of mounting a dual stream of education to forever keep the
poor in their place.

Since the nineteenth century, the way out of the
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dilemma has been to confuse it.

The assumptions, certainties, and

attractiveness of elite education are consciously
or unconsciously
transferred to the realm of mass education

— with

curious results.

For example, the role of reading in elite education
does not pose a

problem that needs to be discussed.

This certainty has been

transferred as a certainty to the realm of mass education for
the
poor, where, in fact, it should be treated as problematic.

Simi-

larly, the participation of the poor in mass education has often

been predicated on the expectation of the rewards accruing to elite
education.

Programs sometimes intended to be efforts of mass

education tend to become the means of selecting an elite from the
masses because they adhere to organizational features, content,
or methods appropriate to elite education.

This confusion brought

about by the dilemma of education for the poor becomes clearer
by examining how the European experience was reproduced in the

traditional societies that are today's developing countries.

Education for the Poor in the Colonies

.

In the nineteenth century,

an epoch of European global domination having lasted four centuries

culminated in colonial empires.

What had begun as a quest for gold,

slaves, and sea power grew into a more thorough transformation of

social units, political boundaries, economic means of production,
and cultural values of traditional societies throughout the world.
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It was a time,

according to the old adage, when God made
the English

and the English made the world.

other European powers.

The same could be said for the

The nineteenth century was a time for consoli-

dation of European rule in areas where a long presence
had already

been maintained and for a scramble to penetrate and rule
areas that
had until then been judged marginal to colonial profits.

This

included much of Africa.
The nineteenth century gave rise to a new justification for

colonial expansion and rule.

The new colonial imperative fused the

usual rationale for economic exploitation of undeveloped areas to
an emerging European liberal and humanitarian ethic.

One of the

consequences of the new colonial imperative was the development of
colonial education.

The complementary interests that had joined

together for education for the poor at home were visible in educational policy for the colonies.

Not surprisingly, education for the

poor in the colonies was to experience the same dilemmas that were

unsolved at home.

Colonial education, and, ultimately, modern literacy doctrine,
came into contact with European education through the very best of

intentions.

At the turn of the nineteenth century a benign, liberal,

and humanitarian current swept through European Protestantism.

This

was seen in the Evangelical Revival that took place in the Church
of England and in some of the Dissenting churches.

Evangelicalism,

especially as identified with the Clapham Sect and figures like

William Wilberforce, was responsible for a spirit of humanitarian
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reform in the social thought and practice
of the time— at home and
abroad.

Missionary societies were formed in England
and throughout

Europe.

Through organizations like the African
Institution,

founded in England in 1807

,

the missionaries hoped to change the

goals of the colonial experience toward a mission
civilisatrice and
to begin,

in the Institution's words, "the civilizing
of Africa,

and so to repair the ruin and degradation which we
have contributed
to bring upon her,"

(Hensley, 1960).

The pivotal reform issue was ending slavery.

The effort of

the Evangelical reformers was not directed toward the
emancipation
of slaves (to be found in the New World) but to the abolition of
the

trade in slaves.

Contained in this line of thought was the belief

that the cutting off of the supply of new slaves would have an

important impact on human welfare by forcing planters to take better
care of their property (Hensley, 1960).

with British ships was abolished.
guarantee an end to slavery.

In 1807, the trade in slaves

This decree, however, did not

It was believed that in order to bring

to an end the traffic in slaves from Africa to the Americas it would

be necessary to break the African connection, to remove the depen-

dence of the African traders on the slave economy.
of the missionaries

— cooperating

Hence, the role

with traders and the colonial

administration, civilian and military
in slaves with trade in agriculture.

— would

be to replace the trade

Carnoy describes this role:

Europeans had to bring the advantages of ’legitimate' trade
The English trader, on the one hand, had to
to Africans.
The missionary would serve as the
be induced to cultivate.
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a g e nt of civilization, teaching the
African the moral codes
of Christianity, which forbade slavery,
and showing him the
advantages of agriculture. From the beginning
of their
e forts in Africa, then, the missionary
societies were
dependent on the trader and the capitalist for
success,
since the objective of halting the slave
trade depended on
the development of a new trade that would
replace slaving.
Also, transforming African society was as
important to the
missionary as converting Africans to Christianity
(1974:123).
.

Carnoy

s

point shows that the complementarity of interests

and the mixture of morality with profit seeking so
characteristic
of nineteenth century Europe and North America were being
carried to
the colonies.

The educational activities of the missionaries were

in pursuit of varying purposes, which with the passage of
time

would become harder to separate.
The route to educating the poor in the colonies was not

direct.

The triumph of elite education in Europe during the nine-

teenth century was also accomplished in the colonies.

The decisive

moment for determining the character of colonial education
in the English colonies

— came

— at

least

in 1835, when England had to decide on

the direction education would take in India.

The issue to be

decided in London was whether to support the traditional learning
found in India at that time or to introduce Western-type education.
The latter option was chosen.

It was a decision that would be a mile-

stone in determining the future of education in the other English
colonies.

The decision was announced in a Minute written by

T.B. Macaulay and was "based upon the belief that Western-educated

Indians would be assimilated to Western ways, and that Western ideas

would filter down through them to the great mass of people," (Bury,
1940:118)
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This philosophy of elite education was
by no means unique to
the English.

In Asia, Dutch colonial education was
Western in its

orientation, although the Dutch were judged to
be a "half century

behind the English in their efforts" (Bury,
1940:119).

In Africa,

the uniformity of experience of elite colonial
education was even

more apparent

.

Murray observes

:

The policy, if it can be called a policy, of the
nineteenth
century was to turn the more educable of the native
peoples
into Europeans, although different governments interpreted
this in different ways. At Fourah Bay College, for instance,
in Sierra Leone, there was a long tradition of higher
education on classical lines sponsored by Durham University.
Elsewhere , as in Mozambique, the aim was simply to produce
amiable servants for the white man. French colonial policy
went far beyond the British in West Africa and opened the
door of opportunity much more widely.
The pick of the native
schools in the French territories were sent to Paris to
complete their education and the avowed aim was to turn this
elite into African civil servants.
Similarly, the Belgians
sent their most promising pupils from the Congo to Brussels.
The aims of the education of colonial peoples thus varied
between the association of an African elite with the European government and the production of a more efficient labor
force (1940:180).
It was not until the 1850s and

'60s that the "production of a

more efficient labor force" mentioned by Murray became an educational
issue of significance.

decision was made

— this

Again, it was India where the key policy
time for devising a colonial version of

education for the poor to be called vernacular education

.

Carnoy

(1974:104) cites economic reasons for the new interest in the Indian

masses.

England was obliged to make greater use of India for

obtaining raw materials, especially cotton.

This was because England

was experiencing a loss of trade resulting from the Civil War in the

United States.

The new requirements for India led to a reformulation
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of educational policy for the colony.

The new directives were

spelled out in the Wood Education Despatch,
which would form the
basis of English educational policy in India
for the next seventy
years (Carnoy, 1974:104).

The Despatch said:

...our object is to extend European knowledge
throughout
classes of the people. We have shown that this
object must be effected by means of the English
language
in the higher branches of instruction, and by that
of the
vernacular languages of India to the great mass of the

people
The higher classes will now be gradually called upon
to
depend upon themselves; and your attention has been more
especially directed to the education of the middle and
lower classes, both by establishment of fitting schools for
this purpose and by means of a careful encouragement of the
native schools which exist, and have existed from time
immemorial, in every village (quoted in Carnoy, 1975:104.

105)

.

.

As proved to be the case with education for the poor in

England, and to be the case in other colonies, very little was done
on behalf of vernacular education for the masses.

The rate of adult

literacy in India, in the century from 1835 to 1931, went from 4.4
to 6 percent

(Carnoy, 1974:108).

The British custom of charging

fees for primary schooling proved to be an effective deterrent to
the participation of the masses in education.

In the years after

the Wood Despatch, what had existed of indigenous education was all

but wiped out.

Carnoy notes:

By 1902, almost no village schools were left in British
India.
Instead, the British insisted on training their
own teachers and having the schools be strict about class
schedules and charging fees. The government tended to deemphasize the Halkabandi system of roving instruction in
favor of using certified teachers from normal schools (1974:
109)
.
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Despite the feeble effort in carrying out the
task of

educating the poor, the Wood Despatch must be
considered an
important policy reference point for changing the
practice of

colonial education.

It recognized the need for a "something"

besides elite education and provided the basis by which
education
for the poor would be distinguished from elite education

vernacular.

— use

of the

Future literacy training for the masses would be

inconceivable without acceptance of the role of the vernacular
language for instruction.

Despite this enforcement of a difference

between elite and mass education, the form that mass education was to
follow was the same as elite education, i.e., formal schools for
children.

What was needed in order to make education for the poor

in the colonies more like that at home was acceptance of the desira-

bility of educating poor adults and the inevitability of literacy
in such a program of out-of-school education.

The Advent of the Literacy Campaign

ment of modern literacy doctrine

education for the poor

— came

.

— in

The turning point in the develop-

literacy coming to the fore of

in the 1920s and '30s with the appearance

of the mass literacy campaign in the Soviet Union and the efforts
of Frank Laubach in the Philippines and elsewhere.
In 1919, Lenin, who believed that an illiterate person is non-

political, signed a decree ordering that "the entire population of
the republic aged from eight to fifty years who cannot read and

write are obliged to do so either in their native language or in the

Russian language according to their choice," (Jeffries, 1967:34).
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Special literacy centers were set up across
the country— in schools,
offices, factories, and outdoors.

In the early years of the

Soviet campaign, a corps of untrained
volunteers provided much of
the instruction (Jeffries, 1967).

The Soviet literacy campaign, although marking
a turning point
for popular adult literacy, did not depart from
the "moral tradition"

behind adult education in Europe and elsewhere.

Jeffries (1967:34-35)

in reviewing materials made available by the Soviet
authorities in

the 1960s, mentions some of the slogans used to publicize
the

campaign:

"Illiteracy goes hand in hand with ruin!, Literacy is

a word that will smash the Forces of Darkness,

It is the right and

duty of every citizen to be literate, and Literacy is the road to
Communism!
The Soviets claimed that it was a moral appeal that was used
to motivate the illiterates to learning:

Fines, loss of job, and various other penalties were prescribed for people who failed to learn to read, but, states
one of the Russian reports, 'the compulsion was of a moral
character, no compulsion was necessary in practice. The
entire work in teaching the illiterate people was based
on persuasion.'
It sees, indeed, that the people generally
responded with patriotic fervour, though there was some
reluctance amongst the rural population, especially the
women (Jeffries, 1967:35-36).

Reports of the success of the Soviet campaign claimed dramatic
results.

In 1926, the literacy rate among people nine years and

older was 51.1 percent; in 1939, it was 81.2 percent; and in 1950,
it was pegged at between 90 and 95 percent of the population aged
15 and older

(Harman, 1974:54).
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Despite the claims of success of the Soviet
campaign, it is
difficult to evaluate this experience on the basis
of the information
available.

It is not clear what criteria were used to
determine

whether a person was to be counted as having attained
literacy.

One

wonders if political knowledge counted more than proficiency
in
reading and writing.
under what conditions?

Were any reading tests administered?

If so,

Then, too, some claims are questionable on

the basis of what else was going on in the Soviet Union at the
time.

Recalling that virtual genocide was used against the kulaks who
resisted collectivization, one doubts that only "moral persuasion"
was needed to overcome the acknowledged resistance to literacy

training in the rural areas.

Harman (1974:55) suggests that the Soviet literacy campaign
must not be seen isolated from the growth of primary schools:
It thus appears that a combination of the spread of primary

schooling and rapid industrialization made a major contribution to the eradication of illiteracy in the Soviet Union,
and can perhaps account for that eradication more than the
literacy campaign can.
Indeed, the elimination of
illiteracy from a country over a period of twenty-five
years is not an isolated phenomenon. In Meiji-era Japan
illiteracy was virtually eliminated over a period of years
as a result of the dissemination of primary schooling and
industrialization, without the benefit of an adult literacy
effort
If the Soviet government has exaggerated the contribution of

its literacy campaign to the general growth in literacy over the

years, it would not be the only instance of such inflation of lit-

erary success.

What is important about the Soviet experience is not

determining what is fact and what is fiction but appreciating the
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example it has provided the world community.

The Soviet example

has inspired socialist and capitalist countries
alike.

Modern literacy doctrine borrows much from the
Soviet example.
Most important has been the impetus given to
the possibility of

educating adults.

The Soviet experience has provided the example

of the literacy campaign as an organizational format;
it has

provided the example of the mass campaign as a pedagogical
possibility.
Finally, the oft-heard principle of "political will" as
being axio-

matic to the successful literacy venture (see chapter one)
has

derived in large part from the reported accomplishments of the
Soviet
Union and other avowedly socialist states.

Literacy training, however,

must be made to order for nations eschewing many of the methods

associated with strong political will.

For example, not many

societies have the political prospect of instituting "acceleration
camps" like those used in Cuba to overcome learning problems.

It has

been the task of modern literacy doctrine, in a sense, to sanitize
the "socialist" literacy experience.

The Soviet Union

— and

to a lesser extent, Turkey

— provided, during

the twenties and thirties, an example of a successful mass campaign
for adult literacy.

But the future possibility of literacy training

becoming the essential aspect of education for poor adults in
developing countries came into view with the activities of the

American missionary Frank Laubach.
Laubach began his work in literacy among the Moro people in
the Philippines during the early 1930s.

Laubach learned the Maranaw
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language, was able to set it to writing, and began
teaching reading
to Moro adults.

In the process, Laubach gradually devised a
body

of methods for use in adult literacy.

His campaign gained wide

attention and the cooperation of other religious groups,
including
Catholics and Moslems (Jeffries, 1967:38).

Literacy work was

extended throughout the other islands and in 1936 came under
government control.

Extraordinary success was reported.

But one

must be cautious about accepting at face value the claims Jeffries
(1967:39) mentions:

The prisons, it was said, were becoming universities, and
the army was nearly 100 percent literate when the war with
Japan broke out.
In the past twenty-five years, the Laubach organization

brought their "each one, teach one" methods to 96 countries and into
274 languages (Laubach & Laubach, 1960).

During the 1940s and '50s, literacy campaigns were undertaken
in countless places.

This was an effort undertaken by missionaries

and colonial governments, separately or together, and later by the

national authorities coming to power as a result of independence.
Jeffries (1967) summarizes activities undertaken at this time in
India, Northern Nigeria, Ghana, Uganda, and French-speaking Africa.
He notes that some of the enthusiasm for literacy was at this time

becoming alloyed to other concerns and to a recognition of the
difficulties of overcoming illiteracy:
noticeable that, whereas in the Soviet campaign of the
1920s and in Laubach' s pioneer efforts, the primary indeed
the sole aim had been the eradication of illiteracy.
It is

—

—
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considered as constituting an end in itself
(a conception
which aiso underlay the Northern Nigerian
campaign of the
1950s), a somewhat different approach marked
the programmes
undertaken in English and French-speaking
territories in
Africa in the 1960s.
In these programmes we find the
teaching of literacy regarded as an element—
an important,
and indispensable element, but still one
element amongst
others in a general movement for social and
cultural
community development. This reflects a certain
shift in
expert opinion due largely to the fact that a number
of
literacy campaigns, embarked upon with much enthusiasm
and
high hopes, had proved disappointingly unproductive
of lasting
results.
Northern Nigeria, as has been observed above, is
indeed a case in point.
Several of the earlier Indian campaigns
lapsed before making a significant impact, and the progress
of literacy there has fallen very short of the possibilities
so confidently envisaged by Laubach in 1940.
Haiti, where it
was at one time possible to claim that a literacy campaign was
'in process of transforming' the country, has yet remained
one of the areas most hard hit by illiteracy (1967:63).

—

Literacy Correlated with Development

.

Into the 1960s, the flavor of

popular adult literacy training was still that of the campaign.

Whether the ventures were on a mass scale or a smaller one, a moral
or ideological fervor attached itself to the literacy effort.

The

role of private organizations and volunteers was crucial to the

success of literacy campaigns and often a prelude to more extensive

government-sponsored efforts.

By the 1960s, this flavor would give

way in importance, though not disappear, to a different approach to
adult literacy, one relying more heavily on governmental action

supported by international technical and financial assistance and one
that was more conceptually and programmatically linked to the

process of national development.

As the concept of literacy became

correlated with the task of national development, modern literacy

doctrine reached maturity.

It

is a maturity riddled with confusion.
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A major stimulus to modern literacy doctrine's
growth to

maturity was an organizational one.
War, Unesco came into existence.

Following the Second World

In the 1950s, Unesco organized

itself to respond to educational initiatives already
underway.

There were a variety of categories describing pursuits that,

although overlapping, did possess different emphases:

literacy

training, adult education, community development, and fundamental

education.

Unesco 's treatment of these concepts is discussed in

the next chapter.

Early in the sixties, Unesco had decided on the

priority it would give to literacy training in its future activities.
By 1963, Unesco was prepared to urge an all-out effort for the

eradication of illiteracy throughout the world.

That year, Unesco'

Director-General went before a committee of the United Nations'
General Assembly with a report entitled World Campaign for Universal

Literacy

.

The report urged the wiping out of illiteracy by free and

compulsory education for children and a large-scale adult literacy

campaign (Jeffries, 1967:73).

Unesco offered a plan for making

literate some two-thirds of the 500 million adult illiterates in

Unesco member states in a period of ten years.

The cost of the ten

year effort was estimated to be $1.9 billion, of which three-quarters

would be borne by the countries concerned and the rest by inter-

national and bilateral sources (Jeffries, 1967:74).

Unesco

's

plan

was a clear commitment to adult literacy training and a bold

challenge to the world community.

Unfortunately for Unesco, the General Assembly demurred on the
call to action.

Jeffries explains:
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Neither the donor countries,’ nor indeed
those faced with the
problem of illiteracy, felt themselves to
be in a position
there and then to commit themselves to
a definite programme
of action and expenditure.
Important as literacy was, there were
many other calls in this 'development decade'
(as the
1960s were called) on the available resources,
and many
other contestants in the battle for priority
(1967:75).
The following year, Unesco

’

s

General Conference gave unanimous

approval to a more modest plan, one that might be
described as a
pilot project for eradicating world illiteracy.
to be experimental,

The approach was

selective, intensive, and integrated with other

development activities.

Jeffries (1967:81) describes the new

initiative

I

The new approach to the problem was 'a selective strategy
a strategy of intensive projects rather than of extensive
campaigns.'
The eradication of mass illiteracy remained the
final goal, but it was thought that this goal could be
better achieved gradually by methodical progress in carefully
selected sectors. An experimental programme was accordingly
put forward which was selective in two senses.
'First,' said
the report, 'it will give special attention to a small number
of countries not more than eight, chosen from among those
which express willingness to take part in the programme.
Secondly, it will concentrate on intensive experimental
projects'!
Instead of attempting to teach literacy to all
and sundry everywhere
(emphasis added) the aim would be to
single out sections of society where there was a strong
incentive to learn, because literacy would help the learner
to gain promotion or improve his business, and where the
necessary opportunities were present 'for using education to
raise the level of living and accelerate development.'

—

.

,

The General Conference also accepted an invitation from the

Shah of Iran to convene in Teheran during 1965 a World Congress of

Ministers of Education on the Eradication of Illiteracy (Jeffries,
i

1967:83).

What was to emerge from this meeting was a new concept of

functional literacy and Unesco 's Experimental Literacy Programme.
The details of these are discussed in the next chapter.
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The volte face in Unesco's progr animat ic concerns
for literacy

refers back to the historical dilemma between elite
and mass

education for the poor.

Unesco arrived at its commitment by way of

attempting to devise a program of education suitable for
"all and
sundry.

That proposal was a culmination of a century's concern

for educating the poor.

The hesitation of the General Assembly in

accepting the financial requirements of a commitment to universal
literacy did not lead, as it might have, to a rethinking of what

might be done to provide mass education, given the financial constraints of the world community.

Instead, the commitment to literacy

training was reaffirmed by Unesco and literacy went searching for a

new audience.

"All and sundry" would be forgotten in favor of

"selected" sections of society.

In the process, literacy had come

full circle, from reading as an activity associated with literature
and letters, to literacy as a limited competence in reading as an

appropriate educational attainment for the masses, to literacy as a
suitable educational activity for an "elite" section of the masses.
In Unesco's literacy programme, the nineteenth century dilemmas

continue to reverberate, and modern literacy doctrine remains

uncertain on what literacy can do for the poor.
It was not just the activities of Unesco that led to the

correlation of literacy with development as modern literacy doctrine
reached maturity in the sixties.

The establishment of a connection

was to a large extent the result of an outpouring of social science
literature.

The elite language and narrow perspective of this
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literature found their way into the discussion
of literacy, and the

prestige of science was borrowed to impart a new
dimension to modern
literacy doctrine.
In the 1960s, the "economics of education" came
into vogue,

and the educational issues dealt with by Unesco and
other agencies

were poured into the neo-classical analytical framework of
economists
like John Vaizey from England, and C.A. Anderson, M.J. Bowman,
and
T.W.

Schultz

— the

American group coming from the conservative school

at the University of Chicago.

Education came to be viewed in terms

of quantitative measures of the "contribution" of education to eco-

nomic development, models for manpower planning, cost-benefit analyses,
and calculations of the returns on investment from different educa-

tional activities.
this fashion.

Not surprisingly, discussion of literacy followed

Literacy was approached from the perspective of its being

an investment, one that could be decided on according to economic

criteria.
The "economics of education" no longer enjoys the influence
it once did, and collections like Unesco' s Readings in the Economics

of Education (1968) already have a curiously anachronistic ring to

them.

To look at documents in this collection that treat literacy,

one might conclude that literacy is an issue for bankers rather than
for the masses.

Two passages will illustrate the narrow economic

perspective
These examples show that the returns on literacy work must
not be considered in isolation but only in relationship to
economic development. Literacy is a pre-condition (necessary
but not sufficient in itself) for the transformation of
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traditional economies and the rationalization of
attitudes,
without which development work and investment
would not be’
profitable (p. 677).
Special attention must be paid to literacy work
among women.
Although their economic role is less important than
that
of men in production, their influence on the
family and
society is such that their participation in modern
life can
be a decisive factor in development (p. 676).

Besides economists, other social scientists were also busy

throughout the sixties in an examination of the relationship of

literacy to development.

Leaving aside the work of developmental

psychologists that will be considered in chapter four, work that
is generally ignored in literacy discussions, the social science

literature seems to fall into two categories.

One includes the

"macro" development correlation studies, the other the "micro"

affective studies.
The first body of literature attempts to relate literacy rates
to some indicator of economic development, usually national income.

These comparisons are both historical and recent.
done a careful review of this material.

Harman (1974) has

As might be expected,

significant correlations between literacy and national income were
discovered.

Anderson (1965) concludes that a 40 percent literacy

level is necessary for economic development to take place.

Elsewhere,

Anderson and Bowman (1963) conclude that the correlation is significant when literacy is below 30 percent or above 70 percent.

That

richer countries tend to be more literate than poorer ones is not a

discovery likely to surprise anyone.

The non-trivial problem is

cause and effect, and this is not solved.

Harman concludes:

The studies that have been cited, limited
in scope and
inconclusive, cannot be forcefully utilized in
arguing that
literacy and economic development, on either
the macro or
micro level, are associated in a cause-effect
relationship.
While literacy and economic development may have
some
connection, to argue that the former is in any way,
independently of other factors, a precondition for the
latter would
be grossly misleading and insubstantial (1974:9-10).
The second type of studies that has fed into modern
literacy

doctrine during the sixties attempts to establish a connection

between literacy and a variety of attitudes and behaviors—
psychological constructs like susceptibility to innovation, participation
in media, and achievement motivation.

The most influential of this

work was done by Daniel Lerner, especially his The Passing of
Traditional Society (1958)

,

in which he posits literacy to be the

basic personal skill that underlies the whole modernizing sequence.
The question of a "basic personal skill" is tacitly central to

modern literacy doctrine and will be treated in chapter four.

With

respect to the bulk of these "micro" studies, Harman notes
...upon reviewing these various studies, that the empirical
evidence available is totally inadequate in answering any
of the basic questions relating to literacy and development
(1974:11)

The correlation of literacy with development
and programmatically

— is

— scientifically

the conclusion of a progression of themes

joining the twentieth century concern for the education of poor
people in developing countries to a century of experience in Europe
and North America.

The historical development of these themes at

best suggests the pieces of a notion of modern literacy doctrine.
It is now possible, even necessary,

to assemble these pieces into

a coherent description and analysis
of the content of modern

literacy doctrine.

CHAPTER

III

THE CONCEPTUAL KALEIDOSCOPE OF MODERN LITERACY
DOCTRINE
He is Frank Laubach, friend to millions, who has
come to
New Guinea to help start a literacy campaign. He
is an
expert in teaching the backward peoples of the earth
how
to read, so that they can become more like the people
of
the progressive nations in their thinking, their mode
of
life, and their ability to govern themselves.

(Medary, 1954)

Literacy is the road to Communism!
(Soviet Literacy campaign slogan)

Officers of the government, Malay teachers, and missionaries
all agreed that the spread of literacy was essential to
help the people of Malaya resist the false promises of
communism.
(Medary, 1954)

A new literate who crosses the threshold of modernization
becomes a new consumer, not only of information media, but
also of industrial goods.
(Unesco document, 1962)
In the success of the reading campaign, Frank Laubach had
not lost sight of his real purpose in Lanao
Reading was
not an end in itself, but a means to an end.
He had come
to teach the Christian way of life.
.

(Medary, 1954)

The illiterate man is non-political.
(V.I. Lenin)

Faced with an evil which affects half of mankind, the
other half cannot remain indifferent, because, it, too, is
The existence of an enormous mass of illiterates,
involved.
root cause of the inequality which splits mankind into two
separate segments, is a constant menace to social peace, to
peace itself.
(The Shah of Iran,
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1966)

The last chapter sketched the circumstantial
transformation
of nineteenth century preoccupations for educating
the poor in

Europe and North America into the thematic content of
a body of

wisdom for education in developing countries.

The task in this

chapter is to weave together this material into an interpretative
grid, or more specifically, a set of statements about literacy
that
is specific and coherent enough to justify the designation
of such
a grid as "modern literacy doctrine."

Modern literacy doctrine was introduced as
kaleidoscope of four distinct strands of thought.

a

conceptual
These strands

shade into one another to produce both reinforcing and conflicting

meanings.

The fluidity of the kaleidoscope permits a variety of

conceptual patterns, some of which say very different things about
literacy.

The essential point, however, is that just as the body

faithful need not go outside church doctrine for an explanation of
faith and morality, it is not necessary to go outside the kaleidoscope of modern literacy doctrine to explain the different approache
to literacy.

Four strands of thought were introduced as being contained in

literacy’s conceptual kaleidoscope:
1.

Literacy is a minimum educational achievement for poor people.

2.

Literacy should be pursued as an instrument for "other uses."

3.

It is both accurate and useful to distinguish a level of

literacy and to design training that is "functional."
4.

Literacy is an activity that may be undertaken with little
reference to results.
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These strands of thought are the
residue of the historical

development outlined in the last chapter.

As propositions about

the relationship of literacy to
learning and learning to development,

they give modern literacy doctrine
its identifiable form and

specific character.

Modern literacy doctrine gives literacy,
like

myth, "a natural and eternal justification,
it gives (it) a clarity

which is not that of an explanation but
that of a statement of
fact" (Barthes, 1957:143).

Despite the hegemony of modern literacy doctrine,
a situation

described in the last chapter, modern literacy
doctrine does not
offer a singular point of view.

Quite the contrary.

Different

approaches to literacy require different turns of the
kaleidoscope.
approaches will stress different propositions:

the

educator's approach to literacy is more likely to rely on
proposition
one, the churchman or social reformer's on proposition two,
the

economist or development planner's on proposition three.

In the

functional literacy approach of the sixties and seventies, all four
strands were blended into the conceptual framework.

In other

approaches, like the one identified with Paulo Freire or even with

Unesco in the period after 1975, proposition three is likely to be
rejected.

Literacy as a means to political consciousness or as a

first step toward lifelong education (in the Unesco sense) can be

entirely understood in terms of propositions one, two, and four.
One might object that such a specification is too neat

— too

all encompassing so as to exclude an alternative, thereby constituting
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a pseudo-problem.

The concept of modern literacy
doctrine is not

useful if it does not discriminate in a
domain of possibilities.
To understand what modern literacy
doctrine says, it is necessary
to understand what it does not say.

There are several positions that could be
taken with respect
to literacy that would be in opposition
to modern literacy doctrine.

One possible point of view, one that would be
consistent with

reactionary governments, could find it undesirable for
adults to learn
to read.

Another possible position could reject the inevitability

of literacy as the focus of education for poor adults,
that the

wherewithal of mass education should derive from a commitment to
the
audience and not vice versa.

Such a viewpoint would be consistent

with the philosophy of some contemporary programs of nonformal
education.

Another point of view could argue

— with

ample evidence

that however desirable literacy may be, the organizational, pedagogic,

and cultural difficulties in teaching reading to adults in the

present circumstances render adult literacy efforts utterly

impracticable

.

A still different position on literacy that would be

in opposition to modern literacy doctrine could reject the connection

between literacy and the skills needed for agricultural or industrial
development.

All of these possibilities suggest that with the notion

of modern literacy doctrine, one can distinguish a point of view

that is distinct and, indeed, problematic.

The four strands of modern literacy doctrine can now be

examined individually.
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Literacy as a Minimum

Three assumptions are contained in this
proposition, which is
the foundation of modern literacy doctrine.

First, education for

poor people must be conceived as a "minimal"
offering.

Second, it

is literacy, or more specifically the
acquisition of the skills of

reading and writing, and not something else that
should constitute

minimum education for the poor.

Third, the acquisition of the skills

of reading and writing is possible at a minimum level
of achievement.

The first assumption, that education for poor people
must be

considered as a "minimal" offering, is partly the result of history
and partly the result of reconciliation to unavoidable circumstances.
It was shown in the last chapter that education for the poor
became

a priority in Europe and North America during the last century.

Though there was a consensus on the priority of educating poor people,
social demand was satisfied with token efforts, especially when

adults were concerned.

This situation has not changed.

For example,

in the United States, 1978 enrollments in the Adult Basic Education

program (the federally-funded program for literacy and other "coping"
skills) represented only about two percent of the stated target

group (Mezirow, 1978).

Although a society such as the United States

could afford to mount a program capable of attracting more people

than this, such is not the case in most developing countries where
the costs of schools for young people leave few resources for adult

education.

Whatever reasons account for the minimum interest in

education for poor adults, minimum interest has led to minimum
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offerings and expectations.

Despite the international rhetoric

about literacy programs being only a first
step in a program of

lifelong education, nowhere is this a serious
possibility.

Literacy

training for adults is not a first step to other
educational opportunities; it offers education that is minimal and
terminal.
The second assumption, which designates literacy
instead of

something else as the content of minimum education for
the poor,
is also historical but less inevitable.

Despite the efforts to teach

reading to adults since the seventeenth century, it was not
literacy
per

_se

that was of interest.

the Bible's message.

The educational concern was conveying

Through the nineteenth century, as social

developments made it useful to distinguish a minimal ability to read
apart from a knowledge of letters (or scriptures), reading slowly

became more important in adult programs.

The real interest, however,

was in the moral uplifting of the population and, later, in imparting

practical skills for daily life.

This became the basis of the mass

education efforts in the colonies and what were to be the new nations
of the twentieth century.

The emphasis on learning a skill and ways

to deal with the immediate aspects of daily life

or rudimentary general education

—were

— rather

than reading

found in programs as diverse

as Gandhi's basic education in India and missionary programs in rural

Africa like Helser's "education of primitive people," (Helser, 1938).
It was only

when the achievements of the Soviet Union and

Frank Laubach became well-known that teaching reading and writing
became a "practical" affair and would assume an increasingly important
role in education for poor people.
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At least until the 1950s, a distinction
could be made between

literacy education and minimum, or fundamental,
education for the
poor.

Harman notes how the distinction was lost:

It is not surprising that fundamental education
became

increasingly identified with adult education.
Indeed, by
1952, UNESCO had added the words 'adult education' to
its
publications dealing with fundamental education. As
fundamental education for adults was typically conceived of
as consisting of literacy education and community development, usage of the term was further narrowed.
Finally, in
1961, UNESCO completely dropped the term 'fundamental
education' and substituted 'adult education' in its stead.
Unfortunately, discontinuance of the term was accompanied
by a discontinuance of some of the ideas inherent in it.
Fundamental education was concerned with all segments of the
community, whereas its successors focus on adult populations.
This different vantage point also occasioned a change of
strategy. Literacy education stresses the acquisition of a
set of particular skills, while community development is
aimed at mobilizing communities for self-help.
Community
development was a stipulated objective of fundamental
education, but the medium was the individual, not the
community, and the skills and knowledge perceived were not
limited to literacy (1974:23-24).
The triumph of literacy training in superseding fundamental

education can be observed from another direction.
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights was ratified in
1948.

Article 26 of this document asserts that "everyone has the

right to education."

What kind and how much education a person is

guaranteed are not spelled out.

Despite many possible interpretations

of the meaning of Article 26, few people would argue with Bhola's
(1980) assertion that the right to education has been translated
as the right to literacy.

This translation has elevated literacy

from an educational possibility to the status of a moral imperative.
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In the sixties, minimum education for
the poor became almost

exclusively functional literacy.

Although this functional literacy

was more exclusively a vocational training scheme
than a program to

teach reading and writing, it did rely on literacy for
its

accomplishment.

Through the agency of literacy, the pedagogue's

concern for minimum education for the poor was able to enter
into a

coalition with the economist and development planner's concern
for
a skilled labor force for agricultural and industrial
development.

This coalition was not sustained throughout the seventies.

New

programs of education for the poor have emerged with new names and
different emphases.

But even if the focus of these programs is no

longer on literacy, in none is literacy not seen as a conceptual

"minimum" as an educational achievement for poor people.
The third assumption, that the literacy skills of reading and

writing can be acquired at a minimum level of achievement, is a hidden
axiom of modern literacy doctrine and one that bears examination.
It is easy to understand how people could come to believe that

learning to read represents a kind of "minimum" achievement.

For

one, reading is something that children are expected to master between
the ages of six and ten.

Hence, it is deceptively obvious that it

should be easier for adults to learn to read, since they are more

mature, have better memories, and larger vocabularies than children.
Or, one need only look at the primers that are used to teach reading.

To someone skilled in reading, such materials appear childish and

convey the illusion that learning to read is an elementary task.
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If learning to read was easy and
natural, even in the sense

that reading could effectively be
mastered with the regularity

that people learn to understand and
speak a language, almost

everyone would learn to read.

In fact, learning to read at a
level

where the skills can be maintained and are
useful for one’s life
seems to be an achievement attained by the
few rather than the many.
The evidence for this is overwhelming, and
it comes from rich and

poor societies alike.

To take two examples:

first, a survey of

reading abilities in the United States showed that
after six years
of school only one third of students in a reading
test were able to

reach a criterion of 35 percent, below which it was determined
that
one is gaining little or no information from the materials
(Bormuth,
1975 )

}

second, a study of American adults led to the estimate that

percent of the population sixteen and over read so poorly
as to put into question their very "survival" in American society

(Harris, 1970).

This is by no means unique to the United States or

a function of the irregularity of the English language.

societies report similar difficulties (Gibson

&

European

Levin, 1975:519-539).

If the United States is taken as an example, what seems to

accompany these failures is that societies either ignore the fact
that people are not learning to read through their educational

programs or find ways of lying about it.

But when the bad news does

get through and public attention is aroused, as is now happening in
the United States, the discovery is taken by the public and elected

officials as evidence that schools are failing and by educators as
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evidence that more resources and more
programs are needed to do the
job.

Almost never is such a discovery taken
to suggest that, despite

the success of many children all over
the world in learning to

read, learning to read is no easy

matter— and,

in fact, most people

will not be successful in learning to read
at a level that will allow
them to obtain information useful for their
lives or for their
enjoyment.
a

Such a recognition means that learning to
read is not

minimum achievement at all, that it might better be
regarded as,

in Buckminster Fuller's words, a "bare maximum"
of educational

achievement

Literacy and Its "Other Uses"

Rene Maheu, the former Director-General of Unesco, once said
that literacy "is a key that opens doors, what interests us is what
is behind those doors."

This is a succinct summary of a century of

pragmatic wisdom that has concluded in modern literacy doctrine.

The

descriptive power of Maheu 's statement is likely to be too satisfyingto the detriment of an appreciation of the consequences of this

instance of social utilitarianism.
It is hard to find a discussion of literacy where it is not

found necessary to specify that literacy is not an end in itself.
The last chapter brought into view some of what lies "behind those

doors."

Literacy has been regarded as an instrument of the salvation

of the soul, political enlightenment and action, economic productivity

and social well being.

The idea that literacy should be pursued as
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an instrument for "other uses" is an important
conceptual strand
of modern literacy doctrine.

It is here that one finds the

convergence of the complimentary interests of elites
with divergent
goals.

Apart from the consensus function, the continuous
stress on

the instrumentality of literacy signals a curious,
dialectical

situation.

Literacy, even when being announced as the fundamental

educational achievement or as an inviolable human right, presents
itself for consideration with reference to its opposite

— the

unconscious fear that it might not be so important, that its uses
must be continually reaffirmed.

Harman (1974) borrows Philip Jackson’s idea of a "hidden
curriculum" in describing the agenda of "other uses" associated with
the interest in literacy work.

The present treatment of modern

literacy doctrine finds the idea of a hidden curriculum not entirely
accurate.

On the one hand, the "other uses" of literacy that

constitute a program's real goals are often not hidden at all.

They

are often framed in a program's definition of literacy as well as in

instructional methods and materials.

On the other hand, the idea

of a hidden curriculum does not help to show that the relationship

of literacy to another goal tends to transform the role of literacy.

The joining of the intermediate skills of reading and writing with

more transcendent spiritual, political, and economic goals does not

produce a relationship of equals.
and writing become less vital.

In such a relationship, reading

As a demonstration of the dialectical
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situation mentioned above, reading and writing
are devalued in
literacy's own formula.
Three of the "other uses" of literacy— the
spiritual, the

economic, and the political— appear to be generic
and will be

examined here with a view toward shedding light on
this aspect of

modern literacy doctrine.
It has

been shown that some of the earliest efforts to teach

reading to adults took place in Bible classes during the
seventeenth
century.

The character of adult education, in which literacy

gradually came to play a larger and larger role, was chiefly that
of

moral and religious training.

This feature of adult education came

to developing countries through the agency of the missionary.

To

teach an adult to read was to open access to the message of the
Bible (or the Koran).

The appeal of the "other use" of literacy

is relatively straightforward, but its realization in practice might

not be.

First, it is not necessarily clear that the missionaries'

main interest in teaching reading was for making it possible to use
printed materials as a vehicle for the Christian message.

After all,

nothing is more powerful in Christian liturgical practice than oratory.

A good evangelist is more likely to be a good orator than a good
author.

For the missionaries, teaching reading was more important

as a point of entry into an environment

— to

help neutralize opposi-

tion or indifference to the religious message.

Second, the missionaries'

goals were wide-ranging and undertaken in coalition with civil

authorities.

Transmitting the Christian way of life was more than
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teaching the Bible.

Third, and in fairness to the
missionaries,

much of their work was secular and their
educational activities cannot
be described as mere opportunism.

much of his work among Moslems.

Laubach, for example, undertook
He could not possibly have

many expectations of coverting them to
Christianity.

harbored

For Laubach

and other missionaries, the essential point
was that for literacy
to serve spiritual ends,

it had to play a role wider than a

distinctly pedagogical or religious one.
The uses of literacy as a means to economic ends became

especially apparent in the nineteenth century with the growth
of
industrialization.

The increasing complexity of the industrial

seemed to point, then as now, to two literacy requirements.
The first was the general affective characteristics that appear to be
of literacy.

These included the adaptability to the organization

of production, the ability to follow instructions, and punctuality.

The second aspect was the recognition of reading, writing, and

arithmetic as a component of industrial skills, as a means of

communications and for solving problems.
It must be repeated that these were the perceived realities

of nineteenth century industrialization.

What was real and what was

just apparent was, and still is, difficult to separate.

Bowles and

Gintis (1976:110) cite an example where a nineteenth century

industrialist describes the importance of literacy:

Whenever a mill or a room should fail to give the proper
amount of work, my first inquiry .. .would be as to the
character of the help, and if the deficiency remained any
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great length of time, I am sure I should
find many who had
made marks upon the payroll, being unable
to write their
name s

Bowles and Gintis observe:

Interestingly, the records of a mill virtually
identical
to that owned by this industrialist have
been preserved, and
a careful study of the number of pieces

produced by each
worker (paid according to piece rates) revealed
absolutely
no statistical relationship between worker
productivity and
literacy, as measured by marking the payroll with
an 'X' or
a written signature.
In the twentieth century, the connection between
economic

productivity and literacy was rediscovered in the plight of
developing countries seeking rapid industrialization and modernization of agriculture.

Literacy as an instrument of economic

development goals raises a series of conceptual issues, which will
be examined in the discussion of functional literacy that follows.

The third principal "other use" of literacy is political

enlightenment and action.

Although it is true that literacy is

probably valued as much by conservative and reactionary governments
as by progressive and revolutionary ones, that literacy was as much
a part of the Shah’s Iran as of Castro’s Cuba,

the interest in

literacy on the right appears to be more characteristically economic
than political.

Following the examples of the Soviet Union and China, the
use of literacy as a means to stimulate the political consciousness
and activity of the masses has become part of Marxist tradition.
It is a form of political education for the masses,

usually under-

taken following the completion of a successful revolution.

The need
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for socializing the masses into a new
political system and for

developing a more proficient labor force to build
a new society is
understandable.

Less understandable is the belief, like Lenin’s,

that the illiterate is non-political.

How was it possible that the

masses were able to understand the political issues well
enough to
fight and die in a revolutionary struggle but not well
enough to
be able to take part in political activity afterwards?

More germane to modern literacy doctrine is the position of

non-Marxist radical idealism.

This stance derives not from a

Marxist theory of dialectical materialism but from the tradition of

philosophical idealism.
Freire.

Its most well-known proponent is Paulo

Despite the fact that Friere's pedagogical theory is oriented

toward social revolution, that it is full of abstract existential

categories, and that it is written in prose that is often incomprehensible, his writings have exerted considerable influence, even in

official circles.

Freire advances a rationale and method for

consciousness raising and for developing critical awareness of personal

oppression that is to issue in action to overcome oppression.
Literacy work becomes useful, then, only as a means to this end.
Reading and writing become clearly less important than learning the

meaning of words that are likely to generate critical awareness and
action.

In fact, a concern with the mechanics of reading and writing

without the "revolutionary" content would likely be described by
Freire as part of the oppression of the individual.
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Liberation from oppression, economic
growth, and the salvation of the

soul— all

of these "other uses"of literacy
need not

necessarily rely on literacy for their
accomplishment.

If the

relationship of these transcendent goals with
literacy is often
superfluous for the former, it can be decidedly
detrimental for the
latter.

For example, the economic concerns surrounding
the 1965

Teheran literacy conference leave a small role for
reading and

writing in the literacy formula.

The "general conclusions"

published from this meeting observe:
Rather than an end in itself literacy should be regarded as
a way of preparing man for a social, civic and economic
role that goes far beyond the limits of rudimentary
literacy training consisting merely (emphasis added) in the
teaching of reading and writing.
,

Merely ?

The learning of reading and writing is an activity

of such complexity that failure is as much the rule as success

even in ideal situations where learning to read and write is treated
as an end in itself.

The framing of literacy with its "other uses"

acts, as this example shows, to devalue reading and writing in a

formula where they should be celebrated.

If modern literacy doctrine

is uninterested in reading and writing except when it is put at the

service of more "important" goals, the possibility of pursuing these
goals directly should be considered.

That it usually is not

considered is a reminder of the historical dilemmas raised in the

preceding chapter.
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Functional Literacy

Modern literacy doctrine finds it necessary
to qualify the
notion of literacy.

It has just been shown that literacy
is

qualified by insisting on literacy in terms of its
instrumentality,

m

relation to a set of "other uses."

Another way that literacy is

qualified is in the dominant use of the term functional
literacy

.

This category follows a need to specify a level of
competence beyond

simple literacy, the ability to read and write a simple
sentence.
In modern literacy doctrine, it also reflects a preoccupation
with

ensuring the priority of literacy training as a development task.
The implication is that literacy left unqualified, without deliberate

intervention and conscious design, is susceptible to "degenerating"
into reading and writing for its own sake and not likely to be

harnassed to desirable social ends.
Like the other strands of modern literacy doctrine, the concept
of functional literacy represents a transplanting of experience from

the developed to the developing world.

The notion was first used

by the United States Army during World War II to designate "individuals

who could not use written instructions to adequately perform basic

military tasks," (Kirsch

&

Guthrie, 1977-78:488).

There has ensued

considerable enthusiasm and much confusion over the use of that term
as a concept and as a measure both in developed and developing

countries

Modern literacy doctrine is caught in this confusion.
one hand, functional literacy is taken to refer to a level of

On the
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attainment in reading and writing and to
a level of social
competence.

On the other hand, functional literacy
refers to a

particular kind of literacy training undertaken
in developing
countries since the sixties.

The confusion in these two uses of

functional literacy is separate and interactive.
To point out the difficulties with using
functional literacy
to indicate a level of personal achievement
in reading and writing,

some definitions are necessary:
In 1956, Gray, on behalf of Unesco, advanced this
definition:
a person is functionally literate when he has acquired
the
skills in reading and writing which enable him to engage
in all those activities in which literacy is normally
assumed in his group or culture (Gray, 1956:24).

To this idea. Gray added the stipulation that

attainments in reading and writing are equivalent to those
of a person who has successfully completed 3 years'
schooling (Gray, 1956:26).
In 1962, a group of literacy experts assembled by Unesco

modified Gray’s definition:
A person is literate when he has acquired the essential
knowledge and skills which enable him to engage in all those
activities in which literacy is required for effective
functioning in his group and community, and whose attainments in reading and writing and arithmetic make it possible
for him to continue to use these skills towards his own
and the community's development.
In quantitative terms the standard of attainment in functional
literacy may be equated to the skills of reading, writing,
and arithmetic achieved after a set number of years of
primary or elementary school.

More recent definitions have included a wider field of concern
in the definition of functional literacy.

One such definition
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sees functional literacy as
the ability to hold a decent job,
to support self and
lead 3 life ° f dlgnlty and pride
(Harman,
1970-227)°

Functional literacy has also been defined
in the context of
job performance:
the possession of those literacy skills
needed to successfully perform some reading task imposed by
an external
agent between the reader and a goal the
reader wishes to
obtain (Sticht, 1975:4).

Functional literacy has even been linked to survival:
Thus, functional literacy is defined here as
reading
(comprehending printed materials) to obtain, retain, or
maximize an end or goal which has 'survival' value
(Kirsch & Guthrie, 1977-78:490).

The trend seems to be toward adding a normative
requirement
to the definition of functional literacy by bringing
in people's own

perceptions of what skills and what levels of attainment are
important.

Hunter and Harman, in their study of adult illiteracy

in the United States, define functional literacy as

the possession of skills perceived as necessary by
particular persons and groups to fulfill their own selfdetermined objectives as family and community members,
citizens, consumers, job holders, and members of social,
religious, or other associations of their own choosing.
This includes the ability to obtain information they want
and to use that information for their own and others'
well-being; the ability to read and write adequately to
satisfy requirements they set for themselves as being
important for their own lives the ability to deal
positively with demands made on them by society; and the
ability to solve problems they face in their daily lives
(Hunter & Harman, 1979:7-8).
;

The notion of functional literacy is an attempt to get away

from the specification of literacy skills in terms of school
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experience, expressed either in years attended
or grade level
equivalencies.

One of the reasons for this is that such

equivalencies possess little meaning for the
performance of adults.
Thus, Harman objected to the last paragraph of
Unesco's 1962

definition of functional literacy:
Confounding the definition, however, is the quantitative
addendum.
It serves an evaluative function of placing
a primary-school level of attainment as the
basic level of
literacy and numeracy skills needed as a normative
functional level. While some may interpret this as an
attempt to achieve functional levels of these skills at
the primary-school level, the more obvious result was
that existing primary-school levels were adopted as norms.
This definition thus took the element of self-determination
of functional literacy skills from the individual society
into the international realm.
Fourth- or even fifth-grade
equivalents were adopted by most countries and became the
quantitative definition of functional literacy (1974:7).
At the same time, Harman is concerned that the "quantitative

addendum" in the 1962 Unesco definition was an unwelcome addition to
Gray's original definition.

But, as was shown above. Gray did, in

fact, recognize a quantitative equivalent
for functional literacy.

— three

years of school

Unesco's perspective in the sixties

extended this to four or five years.
There is good evidence why years in school or grade level

equivalencies are not satisfactory measures of functional literacy,
Kirsch and Guthrie (1978-79:493) argue:

Literacy estimates which depend on the number of years of
school completed are inadequate as an index of specific
skills and abilities. This is due in part to the wide
variation of abilities among persons at each grade level.
Results from a recent press report on citywide reading scores
indicate that among eighth grade students in Chicago,
reading achievement scores ranged from an average grade level
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of 4.4 in the lowest school to a median
level of 10.5 in
the best school.

With respect to grade equivalencies, they
add:
There appears to be no evidence from which to
conclude that
fourth, sixth, or even eighth grade equivalency
scores
are sufficient for adequate performance with
real life
reading tasks.
Sticht, for example, reports a meaningful
difference among the average readability of selected
reading
material for several Army jobs. He indicated that
the
average grade equivalency of daily reading material
ranges
from 9.0 for Cooks, to 14.5 for Repairmen, to 16+ for
Supply
Specialists
If such difficulties arise in the United States, the
use of

grade equivalencies or years in school as literacy measures
would be

even more suspect in developing countries, especially with adults

who had never been to school and where reading tasks are even more
ill-defined.

It is,

therefore, an improvement that the concept of

functional literacy attempts to relate specified skills not to
school achievement but to the requirements of the setting in which
the skills will be used.

But by relating persons’

skills to

different sets of social circumstances, functional literacy is not
just a measure of a person or a group's level of skill, it is also
a measure,

or purports to be a measure, of the literacy requirements

of the person or group's social scene.

What, then, is really being

measured, the individual or the community?

The joining of such

measures may be no more useful than using school achievement as a
measure of literacy.
This difficulty is aggravated when normative dimensions are

added to the definition of functional literacy.

What happens in

the case when, contrary to the provisions of Unesco's 1962 definition.
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someone achieves a high level of reading skill
but does not "use these
skills towards.

.

.the community’s development"?

Is that person to

be considered functionally illiterate for not
meeting the normative

criterion?

Or, what happens if the normative criteria of
Hunter

and Harman (1979) are included in the functional
literacy formula,
i.e., that functional literacy consists of skills "perceived
as

necessary by particular persons and groups to fulfill their own
self-determined objectives..."?

According to such a definition, to

be functionally literate is, in a sense, to be self-selected; lack
of perception or ambition might count as much as actual skills to be

labelled as "functionally literate."

This can lead to anomalies.

For example, one could describe people as functionally literate who
are able to recognize the word "pub" on a sign and were satisfied
that this amount of reading was all that was needed to help fulfill

their "self-determined" objective of drinking.

On the other hand,

one would be obliged to describe as functionally illiterate college

professors who find difficulty understanding books like Joyce's
Finnegan's Wake or Pound's Cantos and are unsatisfied with their

participation in departmental cocktail parties.

The usefulness of

a definition of functional literacy based on relating specific

skills to the perceived requirements of one's society seems questionable, especially if the definition is encumbered with normative
(or utopian?) requirements.

It

would seem that if one objects to

the way that educational labels are used, it would be better to

dispose of the label altogether than to try to rescue it be making
its application subject to self-determination.
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The term functional literacy is also
used as a predictor of
a

range of social competence.

Literacy is linked to success in

things like filling out forms, balancing a
checkbook, raising a
family, and even surviving in a complex
society.

The validity of

using functional literacy as a predictor can
be challenged on

psychometric and practical grounds.
One of the problems in explaining functional
incompetence
by poor reading skills is that, even in places like
the United

States, there is only a vague understanding of the reading
require-

ments of different social functions.

Kirsch and Guthrie, in

assessing the results of a functional reading study undertaken in
the United States, note:

No attempt was made to estimate literacy levels for
different populations or different benefit categories, such
as occupation and health.
We do not yet know the reading
requirements for legal documents, food labels, or notices
commonly found at work (1977-78:502).

Moreover, whatever is actually known of the reading requirements
of daily life, it cannot be concluded that reading ability accounts
for much of the successful performance of daily activity.

Sticht

(1975) undertook a project for the U.S. Army to determine the reading

requirements of various jobs in order to help match a soldier’s reading

ability to job requirements.

Kirsch and Guthrie found that Sticht

's

study did not show the extent that the various jobs actually

require reading skills and observed that the "near zero correlations
Sticht found between supervisors' ratings and standardized reading

scores for cooks, repairmen, and supply specialists suggest that
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other competencies are at least as important
to occupational
success as reading",

(1977-78:504).

The practical implications of using functional
literacy as
a predictor of social competence are even more
suspect.

The

connection of reading to other competence is often more
apparent
than real and sometimes arbitrary.

If a person is unable to read

and complete a form in order to get a job, it is often, and
quite

erroneously, concluded that the person is unable to perform the
job.

To label someone as functionally illiterate is tantamount to

deciding that the person is dysfunctional.

With

estimates of one

fifth to one third of the adult population functionally illiterate
in countries like the United States and Canada, one is then at a

loss to explain how advanced technological economies such as these

could sustain themselves and grow with so large a part of their labor
force classified as dysfunctional.
The inferred connection between functional literacy and

social competence does not stop at the door of the workplace.

Functional literacy has also been linked to "survival" in modern
society.

The Harris (1970) study cited earlier estimated that 13

percent of Americans sixteen and older read so poorly as to put into

question their survival in American society.
quences of such a finding are ludicrous.

marginal cases would have perished by now.

The predictive conse-

Surely some of these
Either coroners are not

sensitive to the lethal potential of functional illiteracy or else
functional illiterates are finding ways to survive.

Obviously,
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people

m

both developed and developing societies adopt
strategies

to cope with the expected reading requirements
of daily life.

A

more precise understanding of these requirements must
include a

better understanding of these coping strategies if the
inaccurate,
and sometimes absurd, implications of predicting social
competence

from reading ability are to be avoided.
The attempts to get beyond simple literacy measures, however

much they might have been needed, to measures relating abilities
to social requirements, have not been successful and cast doubt

on the usefulness of functional literacy as a concept and label.
The usefulness of the term functional literacy has been

compromised by its alternate use as a label of personal competence
and as a measure of the uses or demands of reading in a particular

environment.

The confusion is further complicated by a third use

of the term.

Functional literacy also refers to a specific type of

literacy training, which became important after a Unesco conference
on literacy held in Teheran in 1965.

This new approach to literacy

unquestionably the dominant one throughout most of the seventies
marked the point where modern literacy doctrine achieved its
greatest degree of specificity and sophistication.

No longer did

functional literacy refer only to a level of personal skill or
to that skill taken in relation to social needs.

Now it was

assumed that literacy could be made functional by design.

By linking

literacy to the perceived demands of the workplace in a developing
country, one could train, for functionality.

The idea behind the
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new approach, which was carried out in Unesco'

s

Experimental World

Literacy Programme, is conveyed in these Unesco
descriptions:
The notion of development-linked functionality lay
at the
heart of the experimental world programme.
In a variety
of settings, the stress on functionality offered the
opportunity to put practical meat on the still skeletal (if
increasingly popular) call for relevance of education to
its

surroundings

Briefly, the idea was to combine literacy and numeracy with
a programme of education in basic vocational skills linked
to the occupational needs of participants (Unesco & UNDP,
1976 120 )
:

A more detailed description of functional literacy training is

contained in the Practical Guide to Functional Literacy

:

Functional literacy training is distinguished from so-called
traditional literacy training in that it ceases to be an
isolated, separate operation, let alone an end in itself,
but treats the illiterate in a group context in relation to
a given environment, and with a view to development.
The basic characteristic of a functional literacy
is that it is geared to collective and individual
is 'made to measure'; differentiated according to
environment and adjusted to specific economic and
objectives

programme
needs.
It
the

social

The advocates of traditional literacy aim at giving the
illiterate sufficient command of the mechanisms of reading,
writing and elementary arithmetic to afford him access to
the written or printed word.
In a functional literacy
programme, on the other hand, instruction in reading and writing and the training component (technical, occupational,
scientific, socio-economic, civic, etc.) are not conducted
separately nor dissociated in time, they are integrated
activities, each entering intimately into the other.

Traditional literacy work is diffuse and non-intensive in
Functional literacy uses an intensive approach as
character.
a step towards the ultimate acquisition of vocational skills
and usable knowledge.
Traditional literacy programmes are generally standardized
and set up on a centralized basis.
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Functional literacy programmes are variable
and flexible
and take the immediate objectives and
specific situations
into account (1973:9-10).
It would be distracting and,

m

indeed, impossible to indulge here

meta-evaluation of the reported successes and failures
of

a

a

complex undertaking like the EWLP, which included
a variety of projects in eighteen different countries.

What is more to the point is

to look at how the notion of functional literacy
relates to the

EWLP

'

assumptions and whether functional literacy can be designed.

s

Specifically, this means looking at what functional literacy has
to
do with the assumptions of selectivity and integration

,

which were

the hallmarks of the EWLP approach.

The selectivity of the EWLP grew out of Unesco's postponement
of plans for a world campaign for the eradication of illiteracy.

The

choice of a selective approach instead of mass campaigns was partly
the result of financial circumstances and partly the result of what

seems to have been good judgment.

Unesco's intention, however, was

to postpone, not abandon, an all-out effort against illiteracy.

Unesco's General Conference (1964) mandated the following:
(to) initiate in 1966 a five-year experimental world literacy
programme designed to pave the way for the eventual execution of a world campaign in this field.

But if the objective was to prepare for a world campaign, the

selective approach seems unwarranted
have been chosen differently.
to mass campaigns,

— the

sample population should

To generalize from pilot experience

surely it would have been wiser to conduct the

EWLP across an entire country or regions of a country than to sample
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elite

occupational groups.

In fact,

during the execution of projects.

the distinction was often lost

Some countries taking part in the

experiment (e.g. Guinea, Madagascar, and Algeria) were expressly

uninterested in a selective approach (Unesco

&

UNDP, 1976).

In

Tanzania, which agreed to a selective approach, the project was

carried out in four regions on the southern shore of Lake Victoria.

With 500,000 participants drawn from these regions (Unesco

&

UNDP,

1976), the Tanzanian project appears to have been more strictly a

mass campaign than selective functional literacy.
It is not clear whether EWLP tested either a selective or a mass

approach to literacy.

Nor is it clear what such a criterion has to

do with functional literacy,

in the personal or social sense.

Whether

it is the level of skills that allows a person to function as a

literate member of his/her society or the extent to which reading and

writing are functions in

a

particular environment, functional

literacy seems unrelated to how a program is organized in terms of
mass or selective coverage.

The question of literacy's functionality

has nothing to do with educators or development planners' program

preferences
The second distinctive feature of the EWLP approach to

functional literacy was its attempt at integration.

Learning to

read, write, and cipher was, according to plan, to be linked to the

acquisition of vocational skills.

Literacy was regarded as a com-

ponent of many vocational skills and, hence, should become a major

vehicle for transmission of these skills.

This integration was to be
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reflected in the pedagogy of functional literacy, where
training was
to be

tailor made" for specific occupational groups in
specific

localities
The integration objective looks unassailable in principle.

Although it was not generally achieved in practice, one might wonder
how it was thought to have been possible at all.

First of all, it

is obviously a complicated and expensive proposition to try to indi-

vidualize programs and materials for different groups in different
countries.

Second, to identify the range of skills making up a

particular job is difficult enough, but then to translate them into
reading requirements and then into suitable instructional materials

would require an instructional designer to be extremely sophisticated.
Third, it would seem impossible to use beginning reading skills as
an effective vehicle for the transmission of all but the simplest

technical skills.

For example, an illiterate peasant farmer would

likely have an initial understanding of hoeing beyond what might be

facilitated through learning how to decode the word hoe or to be
able to recognize it in simple passages.

In terms of learning more

about farming, the illiterate gains nothing, or very little, from a
text that might help him learn to read.

The development of reading

skills must inevitably lag behind the development of vocational
skills, making integration highly unlikely.

The result would be for

the vocational training aspect to rely more on oral instructions

and practical demonstrations

instruction.

— not

on literacy

— as

its vehicle of

The program criterion of integration does not seem

to add to the possibility that

literacy can be made functional by

design.
If the requirement of integration of
vocational skill develop-

ment with the skills of beginning reading is relaxed,
there is the

possibility of integration in a looser sense.

Here it would be

assumed that a general integration of the content of
instructional

materials with information about a person's work would be
pedagogicall Y effective

.

Conceivably, it would.

Since a learner is

familiar with the aspects of his/her work, this would aid reading

comprehension.

But the intended integration of content of materials

with the content of work suggests something more than this
theory of motivation.

— it

is a

It supposes that what will interest or moti-

vate an illiterate to learn to read is a perception of the relevance
of the printed word to the work he/she does.

Is this always the case

At the level of beginning reading, what is conveyed to the

illiterate is a literalization of the common events and objects of
the work environment.

To teach a peasant woman to recognize the word

pot is to use something that is familiar to her as an aid to compre-

hension.

But in terms of her daily work

,

is she learning anything?

Is she likely to perceive some future reward for being able to

recognize this word?

Or, does an illiterate industrial worker

perceive that it is literacy and not something else that leads to

occupational success?
The question of adults' motives in learning to read is a

complicated one.

It

is not clear that when instructional content
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revolves around work that one is actually
tapping economic incentives.
But insofar as motivation is tied to
interest

oriented literacy is even less clear.

,

the case for work-

One might well have to consider

reading materials that permit the learner
to escape rather than
embrace the workplace.

A clue as to what adults are interested in

learning to read is what they choose to read as
they become skilled.
A survey by Jeune Afrique (1980) found that the
favorite reading

material in Africa appeared to be spy, detective,
adventure, and love
stories

most of which are imported.

This appears to be no different

from the reading (or television or cinema viewing) habits
of adults
in North America and Europe.

suggested by the EWLP
of work.

,

Functional literacy, along the lines

was perhaps built on an idealized conception

Thus, the criterion of integration of learning to read with

the learning of vocational skills, either in the sense of literacy as
a vehicle for vocational skill transmission or the vocational content

of reading materials as a source of motivation, seems unrelated to

functional literacy, as a personal or social measure.

Functional literacy by design, along the lines suggested by
the EWLP, has compounded the difficulties of making good use of the

term "functional literacy."

The former director of the EWLP has

pointed out that it would have been wiser to have used a different
*

name for EWLP

'

s

concept of functional literacy.

That the term

Prof. J. C. Cairns, personal communication, 25 July 1980.
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was chosen, with its lexical history of
designating something else,
is itself indicative of the conceptual
confusion in modern literacy

doctrine— even when

it is represented in a program as specific
and

as sophisticated as the EWLP.

Literacy Unrelated to Results

Literacy is an activity that may be undertaken with little
regard to results.

doctrine

s

This fourth strand of thought in modern literacy

conceptual kaleidoscope is the least manifest.

proposition about literacy only by implication.

It is a

It comes into sight

by a juxtaposition of the ends and means of literacy work.

It is this

strand that most requires the designation of modern literacy's con-

ceptual framework as doctrine

.

It is here that modern literacy

doctrine demands a will to believe and collective acts of faith in
the face of dissonance.

Modern literacy doctrine at once heralds and denies the special
role of reading and writing in the education of the poor in developing

countries.

The contradiction is brought about by an impossible fit

of means to ends in literacy programs.

What happens is that the ends

of literacy, as announced by definitions and objectives, are either

not achieved or not achievable through the possibilities offered by

literacy programs.

Failures, when acknowledged at all, dovetail into

the second proposition of modern literacy doctrine.

There is a

tendency to emphasize even further that when programs fail to teach

reading and writing that literacy does not "merely" consist of these
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skills.

Objectives become more grandiose.

Any concern for reading

and writing gives up more ground
to utopian formulations,
making it
harder to locate failure and easier
to maintain consensus.
To show how this happens, one must
begin with literacy's

objectives.

It can safely be said that the
modern adult literacy

effort is not satisfied with simple literacy
attainments.

It would

be impossible to arouse interest and secure
funding for a program

aiming at teaching adults to write their names,
recognize signs, and

perform simple sums.

There has been an almost universal concern to

specify and train for a level of literacy well beyond
that level.
The preceding discussion of functional literacy shows
that the only

level of literacy of interest is one that allows the skills
to be put
to practical use in the development effort.

Furthermore, training in

these skills has to reach a point such that the skills are sustainable.
Just what level of education corresponds to an expectation of permanent

literacy has not been (and probably cannot be) nailed down by research.

Sheffield (1977), in a review of the research for the World Bank,
did not find any "threshold of educational level" that would ensure

permanent literacy.

This went against the established wisdom that

permanent literacy requires the equivalent of four or five years of
school
For the sake of the present discussion, let it be assumed that
the adult literate sustains literacy skills only after the equivalent
of five years of school instruction in the 3 R's.

Let it also be

assumed that this reading level is necessary for comprehension of
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materials deemed to be useful
for one’s life, be it
a discussion
of agricultural techniques
or a revolutionary
treatise.
It would be
difficult to produce connected
discourse about, for example,
fertilizer or imperialism at, say,
the second grade level.
Whether the
objective, then, is functional
literacy or literacy for
critical
consciousness a la Freire, it would
presuppose the instructional
equivalent of five years in a modern
school in order for someone
to
be able to put reading to the
uses specified and to retain
these
skills.

These would be the minimum
requirements dictated by existing

literacy objectives if a program was
seriously interested in teaching

reading and writing.
Are modern literacy programs organized
to provide such a level
of training in literacy skills?

programs come close.

Not even the more successful

Cuba is a good example.

Here is a case where

a country is believed to have
eliminated illiteracy in one year.

were the criteria for literacy in the Cuban
campaign?

What

Harman (1974:

55-56), drawing from the reports of Unesco technicians
Ann Lorenzetto
and Karel Neijs, found that no criteria were
adopted but that in

practice a first grade reading equivalent was used.

Harman concludes:

Therefore, assuming that a first-grade reading level was
attained in the Cuban campaign (an assumption that gives the
Cubans the benefit of the doubt), it seems hardly likely
that the literacy skills learned will either be long
retained or put to the test of practical use (1974:55-56).

Given that the Cuban experience is much touted, this can only have
been achieved by glossing over the level of reading attainment that
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resulted from the campaign and by a will
to believe— either in Castro,
the possibilities of literacy or both.

The EWLP is another case in point.

Of the one million people

reached by the EWLP, it is estimated that some
120,000 became literate

according to EWLP criteria (Unesco

&

UNDP, 1976:174).

The criteria

and the standards achieved varied from country
to country and project
to project and only partly had to do with reading
and writing.

It

must also be remembered that it was assumed that many
of the learners
that began the program were fully literate.

About ninety percent of

those people declared to have been made functionally literate
by
EWLP were from Tanzania and Ethiopia.

In these countries the school

grade equivalency of the programs was that of second grade (Unesco
&

UNDP, 1976:174-176).

Only in Iran was it claimed that participants

(some fifteen percent of the initial enrollees) reached a fifth grade

level.

As was the case with Cuba, the literacy skills attained

through these two extensive programs were not of a sufficient level
to ensure their practical use by the learners or their likely reten-

tion.

And these were not just operational failures.

The results

could have been predicted by looking at the relationship of means to
ends.

Depending on the project, instruction lasted for periods of

200-700 hours.

These were translated into school grade equivalencies

of two to five years (Unesco & UNDP, 1976; IDRC, 1979:75).

It was

also reported that, on the average, about two thirds of EWLP

instruction was devoted to the

3

R's.

This means that, on the
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average

functional literacy
„
leracy wa?
was tn
to Kc,
be achieved
with 250-300 hours of
instruction in the 3 R's. A
fifth grade student in
the United States
attends school for, let it be
assumed, six hours a day
and 180 days
per year. Assuming that only
half this time is spent in
activity
related to the 3 R's and assuming
no homework, one discovers
that a
,

•

,

fifth grade equivalency is equal
to about 2700 hours of
instruction
in the

3

R's.

Again, an enormous will to believe
must be activated

to expect that one can achieve
the same results outside a
classroom as

inside with a tenth of the effort.

Whatever accomplishments occur

through adult literacy work, learning
to read is not likely to be
one of them.
In the face of unachieved or
unachievable results, and taking

into account the means available for
literacy work, one might hvae

expected acknowledgement that literacy's
objectives were too ambitious.
The tendency, however, has been to believe
that they were not

ambitious enough.
Since the end of the EWLP , Unesco’

s

literacy efforts have

focused on unsuccessful attempts to establish an
international literacy
fund and to find support for a "literacy decade."

Unesco now seems to

perceive its role no longer in terms of spearheading a massive
inter-

national effort for literacy but in terms of

a

more modest "rallying"

of the international community and the supporting of national
efforts

(Unesco, 20 C/71, 1978).
lost in other areas.

But modesty being acquired here is being

Unesco appears to be reversing its commitment to

the selective approach in favor of mass campaigns (Bhola, 1980).

This
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shift away from the specificity
of the EWLP seems to be
indicative
of a shift in Unesco

'

s

conceptual repetoire.

In its resolution 1.192

(1976), Unesco urged its member states to
use the Declaration of

Persepolis (1975) as a basis for their
literacy programs.

The

Declaration, with its heavy Freirean flavor,
sees literacy as

contribution to the liberation of man and
to his full
development.
Thus conceived, literacy creates the
conditions
for the acquisition of a critical
consciousness of the
contradictions of a society in which man lives
and of its aimsit also stimulates initiative and his
participation in the
creation of projects capable of acting upon the
world, of
transforming it, and of defining the aims of an
authentic
human development
It should open the way to a mastery
of
techniques and human relations. Literacy is not
an end in
itself.
It is a fundamental human right.
a

.

This is an enormous mandate.

If it constitutes the agenda for

literacy training, one might wonder what would be left
for higher

education to accomplish.

The Persepolis stance is utopian— if not

in its conceptual formulation,

then certainly in the expectation

that literacy for liberation and full human development could ever

become goals of government policy.
Elsewhere, Unesco urges that literacy be conceived as the first

phase in a process of lifelong education (Unesco, 20 C/71, 1978:8&18).
Again, this is a retreat from reality by shifting literacy to more

majestic and ill-defined terrain.
This and other efforts that ensure that the practice of adult

literacy is conceived with surprisingly little accountability to

potential results represent

a

strand of the conceptual kaleidoscope

that is tinged with the unconscious belief in magic that was described
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in chapter two.

It is a strand that easily
attaches itself to the

other three; together they comprise
the content of modern literacy

doctrine
The analysis and criticism of the
conceptual kaleidoscope of

modern literacy doctrine has, so far, taken
modern literacy doctrine
on its own terms.

The next chapter will move away from
the more

immediate aspects of the doctrine to examine
a body of literature
that will permit the treatment of modern
literacy doctrine to proceed
a step further.

CHAPTER

IV

LITERACY AND THE ISSUE OF
DECONTEXTUALIZATION

Literacy alters individual and
social structures
brief, we can say that literacy
means change
*

W.

In

.

Kweloh (1977)

Literacy is the basic personal
skill that underlies the
whole modernizing sequence.
Daniel Lerner (1958)
This chapter explores modern literacy
doctrine from another
angle.

The angle is formed by two methodological
axes:

the first is

the orientation of sociologists and
anthropologists toward explaining

literacy in terms of a modernizing society,
and the second is the

orientation of cross-cultural psychologists
toward explaining literacy's
role in intellectual development.
is an area of convergence.

The distance between the two axes

The sociologists and anthropologists get

into questions of the psychology of the individual.

Psychologists

proceed in the direction of culture and social
organization for

explaining thinking and learning in the individual.

This area between

the two methodological axes suggests a process that has
personal and

social dimensions, a process that will be called, for lack of a
less

pedantic alternative, decontextualization

.

Tentatively, decontextualization can be taken to mean learning

outside the realm of practical activity, or speaking and thinking
about things that are distant from the sphere of one's daily life.
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This definition will be extended in the final
section of this

chapter
This chapter will consider in detail five
influential treatments
of literacy by a diverse group of social
scientists.

These include

sociologist Daniel Lerner, anthropologists Jack Goody
and Ian Watt,
and psychologists Jerome Bruner, Patricia Greenfield,
David Olson,

Sylvia Scriber, and Michael Cole.

The chapter will relate the

elements of this analysis to the specific tenets of modern literacy
doctrine before attempting to synthesize a notion of decontextualization and its relationship to literacy.

The Modernizing Society and Modernizing Individual

The point of departure for the present excursion is a theory of

modernization that announces a special role for literacy

—a

that has consistently influenced modern literacy doctrine.

theory
The theory

is that of Daniel Lerner and contained in his classic sociological

study of development. The Passing of Traditional Society
the Middle East

(1958)

.

—Modernizing

Although one could dispute the contemporary

usefulness of a theory that was elaborated some time ago, the value
of Lerner s theory transcends the question of whether it is right or
'

wrong.

Lerner’

s

work breaks down and arranges complex social phenomena

in a way that illuminates reality in a powerful and heuristic manner.

What is more, Lerner 's hypothesis of literacy being the "basic personal
skill" underlying the process of modernization, is the quintessential
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expression of literacy's social role
and a conception that is rarely
challenged
Lerner’s inquiry into the modernization
of traditional societies
operates on two levels, the social and
the personal.

For the sake

of clarity, these will be summarized
and criticized separately.

At

the social level, Lerner ’s theory orchestrates
processes that have

interested sociologists in describing the
development of societies in
the North since the last century:

urbanization, industrialization,

secularization, and popular participation.

Lerner

'

s

model of moderni-

zation is described as "historically Western but
sociologically...

global," (p. viii).

He contends that it is not ethnocentrism that

causes him to treat modernization and Westernization as
synonomous.
The applicability of a Western model of modernization was,
according
to Lerner,

forced upon him" by the goals and assumptions of the

leaders in the countries he studied

Lerner

'

s

(p

.

viii).

process of social modernization unfolds in three stages.

Before describing these stages, it is useful to highlight Lerner'
interest in literacy.

Lerner looked for correlations between literacy

and his other variables of modernization.

He found significant

correlations of literacy with urbanization (proportion of the

population living in cities over 50,000), with voting, and with media
participation (buying newspapers, owning radios, and attending
cinemas)

.

These pairwise correlations cause Lerner to conclude that

literacy plays an important role in the modernization of societies.
With respect to the urbanization correlation, Lerner maintains that
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country must reach a level of
urbanization of 10 percent
for
literacy to rise significantly.
He notes:
a

Thereafter urbanization and
literacy increase together in
a direct (monotonic)
relationship, until they reach 057
which appears to be the 'critical
optimum' of urbanization
yond this literacy continues
to rise independently of
the growth of cities
59 ).
(p

'

.

Urbanization is for Lerner the first
phase of the modernization sequence.

Drawing people to the cities assures
"the conditions

of modern production" and creates
the "demand for impersonal
communi-

cation" (p. 61).

In this initial urbanization
phase, Lerner argues

that the organization of city life
requires literacy in order to

"read labels, sign checks, ride subways"

(p.

61).

The second phase

of modernization is one where literacy
is "both index and agent"
(p.

61).

During this phase, literacy becomes a great
stimulus for

media consumption and new desires.
"media participation."

Lerner

's

third phase is one of

He explains:

Once people are equipped to handle the new
experiences
produced by mobility (via the move to the city) and
to
handle the new experiences produced and conveyed by
media
(via their literacy)
they now seek the satisfaction that
integrates these skills (p. 62).
,

This leads to media consumption and production which leads to
parti-

cipation in all sectors of society.

This in turn stimulates

industrial production, and the modernizing sequence is fully underway.

With the benefit of hindsight, it can be seen that Lerner

'

formula of urbanization, literacy, and media consumption leading to

economic growth does not hold together.

What has happened, in the

Middle East and elsewhere, is that urbanization has been hardly the
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blessing to development predicted,
and countries have been
forced
to encourage people

(with little success) to remain
in rural areas.

Lerner's idea of people emigrating to
the cities seems to take as
a given that this necessarily
brings

behaviors.

with it urban, middle class

A visit to the capital of almost any
developing country

would show that the mobility of the rural
peasant to the city has
not been accompanied by mobility up the
class structure.

The rural

peasant has become the urban proletarian and, in
some cases, the

migrant worker.

The desire and opportunities for these groups
to

acquire literacy are problematic at best.
Similarly, Lerner's discovery of correlations between
literacy
and the variables of urbanization and media participation
does not

necessarily point to a causal relationship.

It is not clear that

the correlation between literacy and urbanization creates a
"demand"
for literacy skills to which the illiterate responds.

As was mentioned

above, it would be necessary to show that a significant number of

internal rural refugees" respond to the new literacy requirements
of city life and learn to read.

happens to a great extent.

There is no evidence that this

The increase in the proportion of literates

in the world's population during the past decades has been produced

by the growth of primary school enrollments and not by adult

literacy work.

Consequently, it is not that urbanization causes the

illiterate to learn to read and write.

What happens is that

urbanization makes it more likely that the children of illiterates
go to school and later are counted in the literate population.
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The correlation between literacy
and media participation
is
also open to other interpretations.
Obviously, literate people
will
buy more newspapers, and literacy
can be made to correlate
with
itself.
But what about attending cinemas
and owning radios? The

correlation here could be spurious
and the result of another

variable— income.

It

is conceivable, even likely,

that literacy is

associated with higher income and this
latter variable, rather than
literacy, allows people to consume more
cinema seats, radio sets,
and,

indeed, everything else.

Lerner's modernization sequence substitutes
communication

variables for industrialization in
development.

a

conventional theory of economic

Neither the sociological nor the economic
"take-offs"

predicted by such models have taken place in many
places.

The case

for literacy in such a model has not been
convincingly demonstrated.

Of more direct interest than Lerner's theory
of how societies

modernize is his explanation of how individuals modernize.

At this

level, Lerner addresses the "behavioral systems" and
"transformations
of lifeways" as people learn to be modern.

And here too Lerner finds

a crucial role for literacy.

According to Lerner, the basic ingredient in the change from
a traditional to a modern outlook is something called empathy or

"the capacity to put oneself in the other fellow's situation,"
(p.

50).

This capacity is born out of a detachment from the usual

ways of doing things and a growth in "psychic mobility."

It combines
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the psychoanalytic terms
of projection and introjection.

allows

Empathy

person to be brought into what
David Reisman calls "the
orbit of desire."
a

Empathy is achieved through the
physical experience of a new
environment and through the vicarious
experience of books, film,
radio, and television.

A key hypothesis is that "high
emphatic

capacity is the predominant personal
style only in modern society,

which is distinctively industrial, urban,
literate, and participant ,"
(p.

50).

Lerner maintains that in modern society

"

more individuals

exhibit higher emphatic capacity than in any
other."

This activation

of psychic mobility, of becoming "men
in motion," leads to parti-

cipation, which Lerner defines as the capacity
to have opinions on

public matters.

Lerner'

s

description of the individual functioning

in modern society has the flavor of post-Freudian
ego psychology:

The model of behavior developed by modern society
is characterized by empathy, a high capacity for rearranging the
self-system on short notice. Whereas the isolate communities
of traditional society functioned well on the basis of
a
highly constrictive personality, the interdependent sectors
of modern society require widespread participation.
This
in turn requires an expansive and adaptive self-system,
ready to incorporate new roles and to identify personal
values with public issues (p 51).
.

Lerner

's

task was to determine the degree of association

between empathy, as measured by a series of nine projective
questions requiring imaginative role playing, and the other lifeways
of modernity

— literacy,

participation.

participation, urbanization, and media
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It is not surprising that
Lerner found the correlations

was looking.
them in advance.

The design of his instruments
guaranteed

Four of the nine projective
questions that were

meant to measure the capacity
to have opinions dealt
with situations
relating to mass media (e.g.,
"suppose you were editor of a
newspaper...").
it is no wonder that these
should correlate well with
literacy and media participation.

Lerner believed that his projective
questions would allow him
to measure empathy, but the
questions were clearly biased toward
the

experience of the more "modern” groups in
the population.

The

unwillingness of peasants to respond to
invitations to imagine such
things as what it would be like to be a
manager of a radio station
is taken to mean that the capacity to
imagine or empathize is absent.

Lerner, in a fashion decidedly unempathetic
of his subject's

situation, is moved to such conclusions as that a
shepherd's response,
"My God!

How can you ask me such a thing?",

indication of a complete lack of empathy.

(p.

70), is clear

One might better conclude

that such a response unwittingly contained a sharp methodological

insight into the validity of Lerner

’s

test.

This confusion of

"skill" and "capacity" in a problem-solving situation posed by

cross-cultural research in traditional settings has been addressed
by other researchers, especially Scribner and Cole (1973).

Lerner’

s

survey permitted him to construct a typology of how

individuals differ from one another with respect to the lifeways
of modernity.

The typology is as follows (p. 71):
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TABLE

1

LERNER'S TYPOLOGY OF MODERNITY

Literacy

Modern

Urbanism

+

Media
Participation

+

A
Transitional B

+

Empathy

Opinion
Range

+

+

1

+

+
+
+

3

+

C

2

4

Traditional
5

The outcomes fall neatly into place, but the
scheme is ques-

tionable.

What distinguishes the more opinionated,
illiterate, media

nonparticipant Transitional

C

person from a less opinionated, illiterate

media nonparticipant Traditional is the personality
variable, empathy,
the "keener interest in impersonal matters."

This seems to be tauto-

logical— an "interest" in impersonal matters is pretty much congruent
with "having opinions" on them.

It is not very satisfying that the

initiation into the modernizing sequence

traditional and transitional behavior

— the

— is

difference between

accounted for not by

literacy, living in a city, or media consumption, but by a personality

variable.

It could be inferred that such a transition is purely

idiosyncratic
On the other end of the typology, literacy is the distinguishing

characteristic that separates the modern individual from

a still
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highly opinionated Transitional
A.
modest role for literacy.

But this constitutes
a very

Literacy skills explain only
the

capacity for a few more opinions.
Lerner's empirical results are
at odds with his
contention
that literacy Is the basic
personal skill underlying the
whole

modernizing sequence.
contrary.

It

The evidence points to something
quite the

suggests that literacy is only the
frosting on the

cake, that a large part of the
behavior of the modern individual

has nothing to do with literacy at
all.

Finally, it is useful to focus on the
specific changes that

Lerner sees occurring with literacy.

He contends (p. 64)

:

With literacy people acquire more than
the simple skill of
reading.
Professor Becker concluded that the written
word
first equipped men with a 'transpersonal
memory '... The very
act of achieving distance and control over
a formal
language gives people access to the world of
vicarious
experience and trains them to use the complicated
mechanism
of empathy which is needed to cope with
the world...
Throughout the Middle East illiterate respondents
said of
their literate compatriots:
'They live in another world.'
Thus literacy becomes the sociological pivot in
the
activation of psychic mobility, the publicly shared skill
which binds modern man's varied daily round into a
consistent
participant lifestyle (p. 64).
The contention that literacy is a "sociological pivot
in the

activation of psychic mobility" is not demonstrated, as was shown
above, by Lerner's empirical results.

Most of the psychic mobility

that leads to having opinions is explained by variables other than

literacy.

What, for example, activated the psychic mobility of

the illiterates mentioned by Lerner who were able to imagine the

"other world" inhabited by their literate compatriots?

It should

also be noted that the idea of "transpersonal memory" adds little

Ill

to Lerner's argument because it
describes a social rather than a

personal function.

The crux of Lerner's psychological
case for

literacy rests on his belief that literacy
allows "achieving distance
and control over a formal language,"
which results in training for

empathy.

Lerner does not develop this idea and does not
show how

literacy-trained empathy accomplishes the final step
in the modernization of the individual.

But his notion of distance from concrete

experience mediated by skill in a formal language is
something that
has been addressed by others.

Lerner's views on distance and empathy

contribute to an approximation of the idea of decontextualization
that is taken up later in this chapter.

Literacy's Cultural Consequences

A more elaborated but complementary explanation of the role of
literacy in social evolution and the changes this produces in the

individual has been offered by Jack Goody and Ian Watt.

Their anthro-

pological essay "The Consequences of Literacy" (1968) has become
something of a classic in the literature on literacy.

Goody and Watt

treat literacy in terms of the historical development of writing

systems to the point of the emergence of Greek "alphabetic culture."

They treat, historically, the question of intellectual differences

between people in literate and nonliterate societies.
In describing cultural tradition in nonliterate societies,

Goody and Watt assert that the very nature of oral communication
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directly affect s the content
and transmission of
the "cultural
repetoire" from one generation
to the next (p. 29).
Of special
importance here
directness of relationship
between symbol and
referent." Nonliterate cultures
have no recourse to dictionary
definitions; words do not take on
"successive layers of historically
validated meanings as they do in
literate cultures," (p. 29).
Instead,
words, in both denotative and
connotative uses, are ratified
in a
succession of concrete situations.
This is a process Goody and
Watt
call "direct semantic ratification,"
(p. 29).
The implications for
the individual in a nonliterate
society are profound.

Goody and Watt

suggest
The process of direct semantic ratification,
of course,
operates cumulatively; and as a result the
totality of’symbolreferent relationships is more immediately
experienced by
the individual in an exclusively oral
culture, and is thus
more deeply socialized (p. 29).

Goody and Watt show through anthropological
evidence that in traditional societies even more abstract categories of
language— such as
time

are closely linked to very pragmatic pursuits.

Another difference between nonliterate and literate cultures
involves the function of memory.
difference.

Lerner discovered a similar

Unlike Lerner, however. Goody and Watt elaborate on the

idea of the social function of memory.

They describe this function

as follows:

—

—

The social function of memory and forgetting can thus
be seen as the final stage of what may be called the
homeostatic organization of the cultural tradition in nonliterate society.
The language is developed in intimate
association with the experience of the community, and it is
learned by the individual in face-to-face contact with other
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members. What continues to be
social relevance
the memory while the rest
is usually forgotten2nd lan
primarily vocabulary— is the
effective medium of this
crucifl
process of social digestion and
elimination which may be
regarded as analogous to the
homeostatic organization of tb
human body by means of which it
attempts to maintain its
present condition of life
(p. 30).
,

“
.

"

Goody and Watt give a number of
anthropological examples to
show how nonliterate cultures
collectively "forget” things, such
as
the "adjustment" of genealogies
across generations.

Genealogies, like

myth, function to act as "charters"
for existing social institutions

rather than as accurate historical records.

The oral tradition,

according to Goody and Watt, facilitates
such forgetting and the

transmutation of social memory.

Thus, in a nonliterate society, myth

and history merge into one (p. 34).

Goody and Watt trace the development of writing
systems up to
the point of arrival of the Greek alphabet and
the consequent

achievement of popular literacy in Greece.

They are interested in the

intellectual consequences of alphabetic culture and believe
that this
achievement in the development of writing and the simultaneous

appearance of Greek cultural institutions that have since come to
characterize Western tradition were intimately connected.

Although rejecting a strict dichotomy between the "prelogical"
thinking of "primitive" people and the "logical" thought of "civilized"
people. Goody and Watt do maintain that there are important general

differences between the two.

The differences relate to the effects

of direct semantic ratification in nonliterate cultures.

Alphabetic

culture and widespread literacy in Greece, Goody and Watt maintain;
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are associated with the

develops

of logic, "an

impersonal mode of discourse,"
(p. 44).

i„le

and

The logical methods and

categories of Aristotle together
with the way that knowledge
came to
be divided and organised
during Aristotle's time,
cannot, according
to Goody and Watt, be
merely assigned to "Greek
genius" but rather
must be seen in relationship
to the possibilities offered
by the

emergence of literate culture.
Goody and Watt detect other
distinctions between literate and
nonliterate cultures that became
apparent during the advent of
Greek popular literacy.

The fact of written history is
one such

distinction; it led to the genesis of
the "doubting" individual so

characteristic of Western culture.

Goody and Watt assert;

Instead of the unobtrusive adaptation of
past tradition to
present needs, a great many individuals
found in the written
records, where much of their traditional
cultural repetoire
had been given permanent forms, so many
inconsistencies in
t e beliefs and categories
of understanding handed down to
them that they were impelled to a much more
conscious,
critical attitude to the accepted world
picture, and
notably to the notions of God, the universe and
the past.
Many individual solutions to these problems
were themselves
written down, and these versions formed the basis
for further
investigations (p. 50).
This is not the same in nonliterate societies.

The authors

contend

While scepticism may be present in such societies, it takes
a
personal, non-cumulative form; it does not lead to a
deliberate rejection and reinterpretation of social dogma
so much as to a semi-automatic readjustment of belief
(p. 51).

Another development, if Goody and Watt are to be believed,
associated with the achievement of literate culture is political
democracy.

Goody and Watt argue:

an active part in elections
and legislation
tte beSlnnin8 aSS ° Ci;ted

’

^

“It^widespread

In a less favorable light,
Goody and Watt hold that
alphabetic

culture contributes to the social
stratification of modern societies
Despite the fact that the "democratic"
effects of a simplified

alphabet helped break down restrictive
barriers to reading and
writing, and despite the fact that oral
exchanges remain the primary
mode of communication in modern literate
societies, literate culture
has produced a "vast proliferation of
more or less tangible distinc-

tions based on what people read,"
(p. 54).

The existence and the

consequences of these distinctions are not likely
to astonish anyone
Goody and Watt add:
A similar and probably more acute stress develops
in many cases
between the school and the peer group; and quite
apart from
the difficulties arising from the substantive
differences
between the two orientations, there seem to be factors in
the
very nature of literate methods which make them ill-suited
to
bridge the gap between the street-corner society and the
blackboard jungle (p 55).
.

Goody and Watt find an intellectual tension coupled to the
tension between oral and literate modes in Western society.
^ ^ich collection of historical examples,

between literacy and individualization.

Through

they induce a connection

Although they admit that

there are intervening variables such as the division of labor in

modern society, Goody and Watt believe that the consequences of
literate culture for the individual qua individual are clear:
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nd
insofar as an individual
participates in the literate
as distinct from the oral,
culture, such coherence as
a
person achieves is very largely
the result of his personal
ectron, adjustment and elimination
of items from a highly
f
lated CUltUral repetoire he
of course, influenced
he various social pressures,
*
but they are so numerous
the pattern finally comes out
as an individual one
(p. 58).

T

;

.

Goody and Watt’s sweeping analysis
of the historical consequences
of literacy generates and
clarifies a number of points that
will be

assembled under the notion of
decontextualization later in the
chapter.

Some of their points, however, must
be addressed directly.

One of the problems with a treatment
of literacy in terms of its

historical development is that it is just
that— an explanation of
history.

A problem arises when one confuses historical
consequences

with psychological ones.

As Scribner and Cole point out in another

context, "It is a big jump from intellectual and
cultural history to
a theory of ontogenetic development in any
present-day society,

(1978, p.

25).

Such possible confusion is of more than academic concern.

It is

by no means clear how different members of society share
in any of
the social consequences of literate culture.

Horton (1970) demon-

strates this point clearly in duscussing how individuals participate
in a "scientific" society.

He notes that while it may be perfectly

true to describe a society such as the United States as committed
to scientific beliefs,

this does not mean that individuals who share

these beliefs come to them in an empirical or scientific manner.

Most people come to believe that the world is round in the same way
that others came to believe it was flat; they accept what they have
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been told.

Thus, while it may be true
that literate societies
have

been shaped by having recourse
to the dictionary, by the
absence of
direct semantic ratification and
by having access to written
history,
this tells us little about the
individuals living in these societies.
These processes may indeed tell us
much about Goody and Watt and
their
experience in Cambridge. But what does
it say about someone living
in East London?

How well does it describe the consequences
of

literacy in Watts, California, or even in
Beverly Hills?
Other points follow from Goody and Watt's
conclusions.

Surely,

the historical connection between literacy
and political democracy

must be reexamined in the light of contemporary
circumstances all
over the world.

The social function of remembering and
forgetting

is another distinction between literate and
nonliterate cultures that

might not be so clear-cut as would first appear.
could well be in form rather than in substance.

The differences

Jacoby's Social

A?™ 6313 (1975) provides an exemplary analysis of how modern society
finds ways to forget the past which seem not unlike the
"structural

amnesia" of nonliterate societies.

In this vein, it is also moot

whether the distinction between myth and history is so sharp as Goody
and Watt believe.

Barthes' Mythologies (1957) is one suggestion of a

contrary conclusion; it is

a

powerful demonstration of the content and

function of myth in the social context of modern literate society.
One of these functions is the "deprivatization of history," a

function similar to the observed transmutation of history by nonliterate cultures.
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These points suggest that it
might be impossible to
delineate,
except in the broadest terms,
literacy's role in the historical
development of "literate culture."
There abound too many variables,
too
many alternative explanations,
and too many temptations to
confuse
the development of Western cultural
institutions with the development
of culture in general.
On the other hand, it is a mistake
to quibble
with the obvious and to minimize the
important social consequences
that Goody and Watt treat so richly.

These consequences have been

implicitly recognized and interiorized by
modern literacy doctrine,

even if their problematic nature has
dissolved through the years.
An appreciation of the social consequences
of literacy that

present themselves through historical analysis
is more important for
the questions it raises than for the answers
it provides.

It

sets the

stage for consideration of attempts to understand
what literacy means
for the individual by taking individuals and
not their societies as
a starting point.

The transition from a historical and sociological

analysis to a psychological analysis will permit

a

clear approximation

of the theme of decontextualization that animates the discussion
in

this chapter.

The Bruner - Greenfield Experiments

In

'Culture and Cognitive Growth," (1966) Jerome Bruner and

Patricia Greenfield recapitulate work they undertook with colleagues
to study the influence of culture on modes of thinking.

This work

asks what cultural differences make intellectual differences, at what
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points in development , and how
these differences take
place in specific
»ays.
Bruner and Greenfield conducted
research in Senegal and were
among the earliest researchers
to perform Piagetian
experiments in

conservation and concept formation
in a non-Western setting.
The subjects in the Bruner-Greenfield
experiments were Wolofs,
the major ethnic group

m

Senegal.

unschooled children and adults.
school children.

One group comprised rural,

The second group was made up of
rural

A third group consisted of city school
children.

The three age categories of the children
were six to seven, eight to
nine, and eleven to thirteen.

Bruner and Greenfield set about to assess
the effects of two

constraints on cognitive development:

value orientation and language.

Value orientation was defined as an individualistic
versus collective

consciousness.

With respect to language, two levels of generality

were explored, the semantic and the syntactic.
interest on the first level was vocabulary.

The variable of

It has been hypothesized,

most notably by Whorf (1956), that cognitive processes
are influenced
by the richness of the lexicon.

On the syntactic level, it has been

hypothesized that the structural relations of the words in

a given

language affect thought.
For the purposes of the present discussion, only Bruner and

Greenfield's language experiments need be considered here.

The

investigators looked at the effects of lexical richness on grouping
and color discrimination tasks.

They found that the lack of suitable

words in Wolof to denote colors did not stop them from using color as
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a basis for grouping.

In the color discrimination
task, they surmised

that if perceptual accuracy
was due to lexical coding,
Wolof mono-

Unguals would do poorest, Wolof
bilinguals would
group of native French
speakers would do best.

predicted.

do better, and a

The results were as

However, the absolute number of
errors was so small as to

discount the importance attached
by Whorf and others to
explaining
cognitive differences by the vocabulary
of a language (p 39
).
.

When Bruner and Greenfield shifted
attention from semantic to
syntactical variables, they did find
an important "correspondance

between conceptual and linguistic
structure,”

(p

44).

.

This correspon-

dance relates to the use of higher
order or "superordinate" words

called upon to organize other words or
objects into a hierarchical
structure.
and fu nction

In the grouping experiments, such
words were color
.

,

shape

,

Bruner and Greenfield discovered that, among
Wolof

children, there was a significant association
between use of such

superordinate words and the number of different
attributes used for
the grouping of the objects.

The structure of equivalence groupings

was found to become increasingly superordinate with
age

(p.

45 ).

Bruner and Greenfield then looked for a connection between
this

kind of superordinate conceptual organization and grammatical
structure.

They assumed three modes of symbolic reference:
at the object),

"ostensive” (pointing

"labeling" (giving a label to an object but using an

utterance without a verb,
complete sentence,

i

.

e

i.e

"red"), and "sentential" (uttering a

"This is red"),

(p.

45).

The superordinate

structures could be either "general" or "itemized."

Thus, a general
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superordinate structure in the
labeiing mode would be
expressed in an
utterance like "These-round
» an itemized structure
in this
d.

„

;

would be "This round, this round,"

(p

.

45 ).

Bruner and Greenfield found an
association between modes of
reference and conceptual structure
for both schooled and
unschooled
Wolof children. They note:

When a school child frames a reason
in a sentential mode, the
probability that he will form a superordinate
structure of
either the itemized or general type
is on the average almost
ree times as great as when he uses
simple labeling.
For an
unschooled child, the same probability
of a superordinate
structure is almost six times as great
when his reasons are
sentences rather than labels (p. 47
).
The investigators hypothesize that
"school is operating on

grouping operations through the training
embodied in the written
word,"

(p.

They contend that this hypothesis is
supported by

47).

Vygotsky (1961)

,

whose theory holds that using written language
requires

that one must use language outside the immediate
context of reference.

Thus, the action of putting a label into a sentence
suggests, according
to Bruner and Greenfield,

cognitive activity tied less to a situational

context and more to a linguistic one.

The mandate for literacy in

cognitive growth of this kind is obvious.
The variable that accounts for this "qualitative difference
in
the direction of growth

is schooling (p.

47).

Schooling, Bruner and

Greenfield hypothesize, provides the same opportunity (as training in

written language) to use language out of context
language

— for,

to a very high degree,

not immediately present (p. 48).

even spoken

the things one talks about are

Schooling helps to separate "word
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and thing" and to
dissociate "thought from
object,"

(p.

49).

This

higher order cognitive
activity requires no less
than that
the individual must
conceptually separate hima if *
a

mgs,

a

T-f r™*

certain individuality

If Bruner and Greenfield
are correct,

(p.

49 ).

there are some important

implications for literacy and
for modern literacy doctrine.
To
reach a stage where mental
operations become purely linguistic
and
untied to a concrete or situational
reference seems to constitute
a
long developmental Journey.
Bruner and Greenfield make
Just such a
pornt:

"The intellectual nurturing that
makes it possible eventually

to use language as a tool of
thought requires long years and
complex

training," (p. 50).
In the last chapter, modern
literacy doctrine’s assumption

that literacy training represents
an appropriate "minimum" educational

task was questioned.

This was done intuitively based upon
the

observation that proficiency in reading is
something acquired by the
few rather than the many.

Bruner and Greenfield’s conclusions add
to

this evidence.

On the other hand, Bruner and Greenfield's
findings can be taken
to provide an endorsement for the importance
of literacy training.
It does highlight the pre-eminence of facility
with the written word

m

the process of intellectual growth.

Or does it?

What Bruner and

Greenfield's work really demonstrates is the importance not
of
literacy but of schooling in the development of higher order
conceptual
abilities.

Literacy's role was not isolated in the treatment of the
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general effects of schooling.

Bruner and Greenfield admit
that

schooling provides the opportunity
to use language out of
context11
SP ° ken 1-SSSag£-"
Consequently, it is conceivable
that schooling
or even out-of-school training
devoted to practice in spoken
rather
than written language could lead
to the same cognitive outcomes.
Olson's Autonomous Texts
The position of Bruner and Greenfield
brings the question of

learning and thinking to the door of
literacy and the school.
answer why reading, writing, and going to
school cause

To

people to think

differently, Bruner and Greenfield speculate
that it is the practice
in using symbol systems out of the context
of concrete experience.

Another psychologist, who could be described as
a fellow traveler of
Bruner and Greenfield, takes the question of literacy
and schooling in
a different direction.

David Olson sees intellectual differences

arising not so much because of the contextual nature of
learning

environments but because of the nature of written texts.
is very recent,

Olson's work

and there have, unfortunately, been few attempts to

bring his perspective into the international literacy dialogue.

Olson's theoretical point of view is expressed in two articles
"From Utterance to Text: The Bias of Language in Speech and Writing,"
(1977) and "The Languages of Instruction: The Literate Bias of

Schooling," (1978).

The two articles will be discussed separately;

treatment of Olson's experimental work that tests his hypotheses goes

beyond the purposes of this chapter and will be left to others.
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Olson (1977) begins his
argument with, and states
his thesis
in terms of, the
distinction between oral and
literate modes of
expression:
In the course of the
discussion t
explicit, written prose
statements,
with more Informal oral-language
statements,
i i

wMchT^fcan"'

”-'

wMch

?

shall^n

any one of severei
1' 6 "’ 861 '' 68 '"
written language versus oral
languale^tneir^ua?
conversation, story-telling,

verse.^d s^g LTthe

“S"

the cultural traditions
built around these modes-an
oraj
V6rSUS 3 llterat e tradition. My
argument
will
be
that ther
an ?“ lon £rom utterance to text
both
cultu^aUv a"? deVel mentall a "d
°P
that this transition can
y
be described
Ascribed as
a
one of increasing explicitness,
with language
increasingly able to stand as an
unambiguous or autonomous
representation of meaning (p. 258).

f

Olson’s theoretical position relates
to different assumptions
about where to place the locus of
meaning in speech and writing.
Two broad points of view are to be
found in linguistic theories of

meaning and in psychological theories of
reasoning, comprehension, and
reading.

The first point of view assumes that
"meaning is in the

shared intentions of the speaker and the hearer;"
the second viewpoint

assumes meaning to be "conventionalized in a
sentence itself, that
'the meaning is in the text'," (p. 258).

Olson believes that much

of the debate over meaning among linguists and
psychologists results

from failing to understand the differences between
utterances and
texts and to appreciate that each of these operates according
to its

own dynamics
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Olson argues that the
dichotomized views about meaning
became
especially sharp during the epoch
of Martin Luther.
For the

first
time, people began to argue
that meaning-scriptural,
philosophical,
and scientific-was to be found
in the text.
In contemporary times,

Olson identifies five "controversies”
that involve this disagreement
over whether or not meaning
resides in an autonomous text.
The first
of these has to do with language
structure.

Linguists following the

lead of Chomsky find meaning to be
resident in the syntactic structure
of the sentence.

meaning

This view is opposed by semanticists
who hold that

also requires reference to the prior
knowledge of a listener,

contextual cues, and nonlinguistic cues

259).

(p.

Olson describes

parallel controversies in psychological theories
of comprehension,
language acquisition, and logical reasoning.

The fifth area of

controversy over the locus of meaning, and one
pertinent to the present
discussion, involves theories of reading.

The meaning in the text

position is taken by advocates like Chall (1965) and
Gibson and Levin
(1975).

The position that "readers bring the meaning to the
text,

which merely confirms or disconfirms their expectations" is
taken by
theorists like Goodman (1967) and Smith (1975),

(p.

262).

To demonstrate his thesis that evolution culturally and

development ally proceeds from utterance to text, Olson starts with
the first attempts to put meaning into a text.

with the advent of Greek alphabetic culture.

This took place

Olson covers much of
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the same ground and
reaches many of rhe same
conclusions as Goody and
Watt (1968).
Olson, however, adds some
new details to this
discussion
...we have considered the
extent tn
rep
ly
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represent several
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Statements become relatively free
from judgment or interpretation
only with a highly explicit
writing system such as the alphabet
(p. 266).
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The path of cultural development
culminating in the triumph of
the autonomous text reaches
its climax with what Olson
refers to as
the

essayist technique" represented by
John Locke.

Olson notes:

Knowledge was taken to be the product of
an extended logical
essay— the output of the repeated application
in a single
co erent text of the technique of
examining an assertion to
6
i,:
im P licatlon sIt is interesting to note that
when Locke began his criticism of human
understanding he
thought he could write it on a sheet of
paper in an evening.
By the time he had exhausted the
possibilities of both the
subject and the new technology, the essay had
taken twenty
years and two volumes (p. 269).

l

!™ ^

\

In summary, Olson's argument specifies the
following process:

The Greeks perfected the alphabetic system and
began developing
the writing style that, encouraged by the invention
of printing
and the form of extended texts it permitted,
culminated in the
essayist technique. The result was not an ordinary language,
not a mother tongue, but rather a form of language
specialized
to serve the requirements of autonomous, written,
formalized
text.
Indeed, children are progressively inducted into the
use of this language during the school years
(p. 270).

Olson returns to re-examine the five controversies set forth
above in the light of his distinction between utterance and text.

Only the issue of reading is relevant here.

Olson points out
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that when children come
to school they must
learn to deal with
language as an autonomous
text:

As a result, when children
are taught to read
learning both to read and
to treat language

Printed stories
novel

<“ I5“.
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Olson, like Goody and Watt,
derives the developmental
implications for the individual from
a historical sequence.
The agency for
the developmental changes
that take place as a child
proceeds from
utterances to texts is, of course,
the school,
another article

m

(1978), Olson elaborates on how literacy
in general and schooling
in

particular are implicated in these
changes.

In this discussion,

Olson's arguments pivot around the
nature of knowledge rather than
meaning
There are, according to Olson, three
means for the acquisition
of knowledge:

"private experience, observation of a model,
or explicit

instruction;"

these have been cleverly labelled as
"muddling,

modeling, and meddling," (p. 65).

Despite a variety of changes in

school instruction resulting from numerous
proposals for educational
reform, Olson contends that schools continue
to rely almost exclusively
on explicit instruction divorced from the context
of practical activity

Olson takes issue with the proposition that knowledge
acquired
through whatever means is part of a common structure and
necessarily

available for use in other contexts; knowledge is not "generalized
and transferable as an automatic consequence of assigning
meaning to
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an experience," (p. 67).

Knowledge, then, is "relatively
specific to

the purposes for which it was
acquired.

..

(and) is the picture of

reality constructed to sustain some
pattern of action,"

(p.

67).

This epistemology is substantially at
odds with the world view

generally shared by educators and literacy
advocates.

Although Olson's notion that different
activities lead to
different representations of reality is hardly
new, his conclusionname ly that "different means are means to
different goals, not

optional routes to the same goal," (p. 67)-clashes
with many of the
cherished assumptions of traditional pedagogy.
it

Olson suspects that

is probably wrong to assume that "experience and
instruction are

alternative means to the acquisition of the same knowledge,"

(p.

69).

The adoption of a means of instruction immediately implies
the achievement of a certain set of goals at the expense
of
other goals.
For conventional schooling, those goals become
the mastery of literate forms of expression and literate modes
of thought accompanied by the devaluation of any other forms
of expression or any other modes of thought.
The nonliterate ones are taken as simply irrational (p. 69).

According to Olson, the particular knowledge pursued by schools
generates a picture of reality that is built to "sustain the

specialized literate activities of science and philosophy,"

(p.

69).

Olson then traces the different ways that reality is represented in
oral language and the written text.

with common sense.

He contrasts scientific knowledge

He folds this discussion into the earlier mentioned

commentary on utterances and texts.
Olson's perspective bears directly on literacy's role in
education:
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Literacy is not only a primary
goal of schooling
j
ed
necessary for the achievement
of other goals
g
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Frequently, schooling translates forms
of practical activity into

verbal representations of that
activity that do not transfer back
to
the activity represented.

The consequences, according to
Olson,

include the following:

People who, because of their lower verbal
skills, have sought
out practical activities find that the
form of instruction is
again biased against them both in terms
of the admission
requirements and in terms of the demands of
the training
B
program (p. 78).
.

Later, it is noted that "translating complex
practical activities into

verbal formulas has the effect of removing the
correlation between

succeeding in learning the instructional program and
success in
learning the practical performance,"

(p

.

79).

Finally, Olson takes a broad look at the social consequences
of
the dominance of the written text in instruction.

He argues that

learning through prose is not the best way to maintain social and

authority relations.

Learning through prose is also not the most

appropriate way to "negotiate meanings" between speakers and listeners
or to explore "novel and personal meanings."

Olson's views are provocative and provide another vantage point
from which to examine modern literacy doctrine.

In fact,

if Olson's
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views are correct, they
would provide sot* damaging
evidence against
nearly all of the tenets
of modern literacy
doctrine.
I" ChaPter tU °’

U
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an important step in
the

development of modern literacy
doctrine was the acceptance
of
"vernacular education" by colonial
administrators. This was a
milestone both for the transfer
of "education for the poor"
from
Europe to the colonies and for
literacy instruction to eventually
become part of this education.
The appropriateness of literacy

instruction for adults is usually
based on the claim that it
operates
in the mother tongue.
Olson's contention that written
texts
constitute different languages tends
to cast doubt on this claim
and

possibly explains some of the learning
difficulties encountered in
literacy work.

Modern literacy doctrine has revolved around
the assumption that
literacy constitutes a "minimum" educational
achievement, that
"minimum" attainments in reading and writing
are both possible and
desirable.

This assumption was questioned in chapter
three.

Olson's

insights add to the suspicion that this assumption
may be untenable,
that the demands of the language of the written
text require "a

particular book-oriented environment and years of schooling
to master
it,

(P*

86).

Neither of these conditions is met in adult literacy

programs in developing countries.

Olson's conclusions with respect to schooling and the written
text that the "means become the end" strengthens a similar criticism
of modern literacy doctrine.

If Olson is correct in his belief that
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literacy is associated with
a particular for. ot
knowledge and
relevant to particular social
activities and that knowledge
is thus
context and activity specific,
the adage that literacy
is the key
that opens doors must be seen
in a different light.

Literacy could
well open those doors, but what
may lie behind those doors
could be
something quite unexpected and not
the spiritual, political,
or

economic outcomes hoped for.
Olson’s conclusions also help explain
some of the poor results
of the functional literacy approach
of the sixties and seventies.

It

was believed then that learning to read
and write could be fruitfully

integrated into a vocational skills training
program such that the
first would be a means to the second.

That this integration proved

unsuccessful is explained in part by Olson’s
observation that "the
assumption that experience and instruction are
alternative means to
the acquisitions of the same knowledge is
perhaps false.

The

adoption of a means of instruction immediately implies
the achievement
of a certain set of goals at the expense of other
goals," (p. 69 ).

Perhaps more damaging to the instructional assumptions
of the functional

literacy approach is Olson’s reminder that translating practical

activities into verbal representations and teaching them through
formal instruction is surely detrimental to most people learning
that

activity.
In conclusion, Olson's perspective provides a basis to challenge

modern literacy doctrine's belief that literacy is an effective general
means toward multiple goals.

His dictum that knowledge is context and
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activity specific suggests
an important element
for the consideration
of decontextualization
later in this chapter.
The i SSU e of literacy's
relationship to specific
contexts and activities
emerges more
forcefully in the research
to be considered next.
Literacy Lessons from Liber la

Another leading psychological
perspective on the question of
learning and thinking among
people in traditional societies
is found
in the different works of
Michael Cole, Sylvia Scribner,
and colleagues.

Their research in Liberia and
other places has generated some
of
the most important insights
into the psychology of literacy.
In their article "Cognitive
Consequences of Formal and Informal

Education

(1973), Scribner and Cole look at whether
"differences in

the social organization of education
promote differences in the

organization of learning and thinking."

It is their thesis that

"school represents a specialized set of
educational experiences which
are discontinuous from those encountered
in everyday life and that it

requires and promotes ways of thinking which
often run counter to
those nurtured in practical activities,"
(p. 553).

This idea of

discontinuity is closely related to the notion of
decontextualization
and its implications for literacy.

Scribner and Cole begin by making a distinction between skills
and capacity

.

They take the position that there is a "universality of

basic cognitive capacities," (p. 553).

These capacities include the

ability to remember, reason with logic, form concepts, and generalize.
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In contrast to the views
of Bruner and Greenfield, and
certainly to
those of Lerner, Scribner and
Cole

maintain:

It is clear that a great
diversity of informal social
learning
ntexts all

nurture the same fundamental
psychological
capacities. What we have found, however,
is that there are
erences in the way these capacities
are brought to
bear
various problem-solving situations"
(p
553).

m

.

This idea of capacity is to be
distinguished from that of skills or

what Scribner and Cole call "functional
learning systems."

These

refer to the "different ways basic
capacities are integrated and

brought into play for the purposes at hand."
To support their view that different
functional learning systems

arise from different educational experiences, the
authors cite a

number of cross-cultural psychological studies.

This includes Bruner

and Greenfield's study of Wolof children discussed
previously and

which found important differences between schooled and
unschooled
children on classification, concept formation, and Piagetian
conservation tasks.

The work of Alexander Luria is also offered in evidence.

Luria (1961) showed that even slight amounts of education lead to
differences in concept formation and in being able to solve syllogisms.
Scribner and Cole discuss findings from their own work among the
Kpelle people in Liberia.

They note that learning in school does not

make a difference on all tasks and that different amounts of education
affect certain tasks differently.

They are led to conclude, however.

that

unschooled populations tended to solve individual problems
singly, each as a new problem, whereas schooled populations
tended to treat them as instances of a class of problems that
could be solved by a general rule (p. 554).
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It was shown
experimentally in a classification
task of

familiar animals that
Kpelle adults approached
two problems singly
even when they "knew and
recognized the common class
membership of
the items in the two
problems but this knowledge
did not figure in

their solution strategy,"
(p. 554).

Besides the differences in
applying generalization
principles
111 S ° lving
P r °blems
Scribner and Cole found another
difference
between schooled and unschooled
groups, "the use of language
to
describe the task and what they
are doing with them." I n
classification tasks, schooled groups
tended to refer to semantic
or physical
properties as a reason for classification.
Unschooled groups rely on
"idiosyncratic or arbitrary" reasons
to explain their action.
,

In accounting for such differences
in cognitive performance,

Scribner and Cole turn to differences
in the social organization
of
education.

They consider three different forms:

informal education,

formal education in noninstitutional
settings, and the formal

education

m

schools.

These distinctions are more than of
just

passing interest for understanding modern
literacy doctrine, which
assumes that literacy, an outcome clearly
associated with formal edu-

cation in schools, is something that can be
successfully pursued
through formal education in noninstitutional
settings.
A variety of anthropological sources are drawn upon
to outline
a

conception of informal education.

Scribner and Cole see informal

education as a socialization process by which children learn
to be
adults through the daily activities of the community.

Education is
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traditional in the sense that
it accords a high
status to the knowledge
of elders.
Informal education is
particularistic in its stress
on

who a person is rather than
on what is accomplished,
or. put another
way. information is
Judged on the basis of who
conveys it rather than
what it contains.

Informal education is distinctive
in its reliance

on observational learning
rather than on learning through
the means
of language.

Moving to formal education in
traditional societies, Scribner
and Cole list the following
characteristics of formal education
in

general
it is organized deliberately to
( 1)
fulfill the specific
purposes of transmission, (ii) extracted
from the manifold of
ariy iife, placed
a special setting, and carried
out
according to specific routines, and (iii)
made the responsibility of the larger social group
(p. 555).

m

The authors do not find enough information
to judge whether

formal education in noninstitutional settings
in traditional

societies

represents a continuous or discontinuous experience
from informal
education.

They believe that, if in fact it is discontinuous
with

respect to the acts of teaching and learning, it is
continuous with

informal education in other ways:
(it) transmit (s) traditional knowledge and skills
with a highly
positive social value; the learning is not depersonalized
but continues to be bound up with the social status of
the
persons acting as teachers; and it is bounded learning in the
sense that it deals with a demarcated set of activities or
skills with the result that the learning processes are
inseparably related to the given body of material (p. 555).
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With respect to learning in
schools, the authors contend
that
the experience is not
continuous with informal learning.
Formal
schooling emphasizes "universalistic
values, criteria, and
standards
of performance." What is
taught rather than who is
doing the teaching
becomes important. Scribner and
Cole observe, however, that:
When schools introduce these
universalistic values into
traditionai societies where
particularistic, person-oriented
alues dominate, the resulting value
discrepancy may
Y create
obstacles to learning (p. 556).
The widespread manifestation of
such a displacement of values

throughout Third World countries has
escaped no one.
Scribner and Cole proceed to show how the
content of formal

education is associated with changes in
functional learning systems.
Here, they share ground with Bruner and
Greenfield.

Specifically,

Bruner and Greenfield's conception of schools'
use of language as the

predominant mode of transmitting and acquiring
information and that
teaching and learning occur "out of context" is
mentioned.

Scribner

and Cole maintain that some caution must be
exercised with regard to
the language/context question because people do,
in fact, learn many

everyday things through the medium of language.

They note:

What is special about learning out of context in the school
is that the child is asked to learn material that has no
natural, that is, nonsymbolic, context (p. 557).
This can be observed in the activity of teaching children to
read, write, and cipher.

later learning.

Such instruction is meant to pave the way for

Thus, Scribner and Cole point out

This independent learning of techniques or instrumental skills,
apart from the ends to which they will be later functionally
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A second difference between
school learning and that of
daily
is the wide variety of
tasks and contents attended
to by the
schools.

Scribner and Cole conclude:

We believe that the existence
of common operations that
are
applied to a multitude of tasks
underlies the tendency we
SCh ° o1 P°P ul ations to generalize
rules and
operations across a number of problems.
This tendency to
treat a wide class of problems
as examples of some general
class or rule is an excellent
example of what we have bee^

referring to as a functional learning
system

(p

.

557).

If Scribner and Cole are justified
in reaching these conclusions

from what they admit is an inadequate
empirical base, there

are— not

surprisingly— important cognitive outcomes
associated with school
learning.

Once again, what is involved is practice
in abstract symbol

systems and in treating problems out of the
context of daily life.
What remains to be solved is an understanding
of what effects accrue
to the decontextualized organization and
routine of schools and what

effects accrue to literacy.

Scribner and Cole, unlike many others,

do not leap feet first onto the back of literacy
in explaining the

effects of schooling on intellectual development.

The consequence

literacy is something, however, that they pursue in other works.
In "Literacy Without Schooling:

Testing for Intellectual

Effects" (1978), Scribner and Cole relate their research on literacy
among the Vai people in Liberia to a wider consideration of the

psychology of literacy.

This latter concept denotes "the variety
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of intellectual skills
that at one time or another
have been linked
to mastery and use of a
written language," (p.

17).

Few discussions

of literacy have contained
so many insights into
literacy in so few

pages.

Scribner and Cole begin their
discussion by tracing how

speculation about the cognitive
consequences of literacy has evolved
through the centuries. They make
note of Plato's concern that
writing
will lead to a detrimental loss of
memory abilities that would lead
to making people less wise.

Conversely, however, Plato recognized

that the exclusive use of the oral
mode of thinking and reasoning

could be detrimental to logic (p. 18).

Plato’s concerns are in contrast

to the prevailing view of modern
times that dichotomize oral and

literate traditions in the belief that "literacy
leads inevitably
and everywhere to major transformations in
human thought" (p. 18).

Scribner and Cole distinguish two different
perspectives on the

relationship of literacy to intellectual skills.

The first of these

is referred to as literacy as development and
is one that arises

from recent theories of cognitive growth.

The second is called

literacy as practice and is a framework arising out of Scribner
and
Cole's efforts to investigate literacy without schooling.
The literacy as development perspective and its thesis that

"writing promotes cognitive development" follows from the work of
Bruner and Greenfield discussed previously, which found significant

differences between schooled and unschooled Senagelese children in

performing and explaining a sorting task.

According to Scribner and
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Cole, Greenfield (1972)
links the more abstract
thinking of the
schooled children to writing
by a series of
propositions:
al language relies on
context for communication
of verbal
messages and is therefore a
context-dependent UnguaJ
In contrast, written
language has characteristics^hfrb
t
meaning clear, independent of
immediate reference
hat context-dependent speech
Is tied up"
h ™«ext
dependent thought, and
context-dependent though "the
opposxte of abstract thought,
this chain of inferences
leads
orai
ct^ho^hf
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Scribner and Cole find that this
argument proceeds from the
more general one of Bruner that

technologies available in a given
culture determine the level
range o abilities in its members.
Environments with
such symbolic technologies as a
written language 'push
cognitive growth better, earlier and
longer than others’
(Greenfield and Bruner, 1966), (p. 21).
The work of David Olson (discussed
earlier) is also assigned to
the literacy as development perspective.

Scribner and Cole point to

Olson’s contention that there is a "unique
form of logical competency
linked to literacy" that "involves mastery of
the logical functions
of language divorced from its interpersonal
functions," (p. 21).

The

literacy as development orientation is also detected
in Olson’s

observation that literate individuals come to find meaning
"in the
text" and not in the situations referred to and that they
learn to

draw "logical conclusions from propositions, based solely
on their
linguistic evidence without resort to their factual status,"

(p.

22).

The literacy as development perspective presents a number of

problems for Scribner and Cole.

First, the intellectual consequences

believed to be associated with literacy are advanced as general mental

capacities such as "logical
thinking" rather than as
specific skill
Scribner and Cole object to the
belief that " these abilities
are
presumed to characterize the
individual's intellectual
functioning
across a wide range of content
domains and intellectual tasks,"
(p.

23).

Second, Scribner and Cole take
exception with the notion

that the intellectual consequences
of literacy are
not merely different, but higher-order
capacities, because the\
that claS=ical Psychological
theorie^
attriWe°to
i^te to tiater stages
development.
For decades, the
nqu
Ca
has been organized around the
notion
thlt
at °h°iH
children s thinking progresses from
the concrete to the
abstract.
Olson specifically links literacy-related
logical
operations t° p i a8et s flnal stage of
formal operationa f
ought.
It is within this framework
that statements can be
made about arrested mental growth in
cultures without literacy.
mce this research has been based on studies of
children or
comparisons of children and adults, a
developmental interpretation seems to have some face validity.
But can it be
extrapolated without further evidence to
characterize changes
intellectual operations of adolescents and
adults: whether
or not these changes are 'developmental,'
in a transformational
sense, might at the very least be considered
problematic
(p. 23).
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Third, Scribner and Cole find in the work of the
literacy as

development perspective a "vagueness with respect to the
mechanisms
by which literacy promotes new intellectual capacities,"

They insist

(p

.

23).

:

Both Greenfield and Olson put forward rational speculations
and invoke plausible hypotheses about how literacy achieves
its effects.
But they offer a multitude of possibilities
and no systematic theory for selecting one or another as
the most fruitful for further exploration.
Greenfield
variously attributes effects of literacy to the structure
of the written language or school-based uses of language,
or growing up in a literate culture and speaking a written
language.
Olson (1977) stresses the effects on mental skills
of the properties of an alphabetic script, exposure to the
'school language of written text' or acquisition of knowledge
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structures based on writing.
The processes involved
in these
alleged antecedents are neither
specified nor linked to
the'
behaviors observed on the
criterion tasks (p. 24).
Scribner and Cole close their
analysis of the literacy as
development perspective by observing
that it tends to confound
literacy with schooling. Moreover,
the psychological
consequences
of literacy seem to be framed
too closely in the experience
of

modern technological societies
and to ignore the widely
varying
contexts "in which literacy is
embedded," (p. 25).
Scribner and Cole turn to their own
literacy as practice

perspective, which they call a functional
approach.

Although this

approach is indeed functional, it is
perhaps regrettable that this
term, already overloaded with different
meanings, was chosen to name
the approach.

The literacy as practice perspective is
developed from Scribner
and Cole's conclusions from previous work
that
the tendency of schooled populations to
display generalized
cognitive skills across a wide range of tasks
occurred
because schooling provides people with a great
deal of
practice in treating individual learning problems
as instances
of classes of problems 'of the same type,'
(p. 26).

This orientation takes them in the direction of
investigating the

effects of literacy separate from those of school.
Scribner and Cole studied the Vai people of northeastern Liberia.
The Vai are a traditional society which has an indigenous
script

more than 150 years old.

The choice of the Vai was made owing to

the fact that ethnographic studies of the Vai showed them to be

"virtually indistinguishable from their neighbors in terms of ecology.
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social organization, economic
activities, and level of
material
culture,
(p
26).
Moreover, a significant proportion
of Vai can read
and write using their script.
Vai men learn to read and
write as
part of their daily activities
and without learning in a
separate
.

institutional context or with a body
of knowledge separate from
oral
tradition.
Scribner and Cole studied the performance
of 700 Vai adults on
a series of sorting and reasoning
tasks that had been used to study
the effects of formal schooling
among other traditional Liberians.

The objective was to determine whether
literacy in the Vai script

improved cognitive performance the same way
that schooling did.

The

results showed that among the Vai improved
performance was associated

with years in school but not with literacy.

No significant difference

was found between literates and nonliterates on
cognitive measures
that have usually been assumed to be "sensitive
to experience with a

written language."
A second part of the investigation looked at how literacy
might
promote more specific "metalinguistic skills" or "ability to
analyze
language per se,"

(p.

28).

They tested for nominal realism

(identifying name and object), ability to specify rules of grammar,

ability to reason with evidence given by a syllogism, and ability to
define words.
The results obtained showed only small returns to Vai literacy
on only some tasks but no "across the board evidence of enhanced

performance" associated with literacy.

Scribner and Cole found no
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inter correlations among
performances on the different
metalinguistic tasks.

Scribner and Cole then proceeded
in a different direction.
They undertook ethnographic
observation in order to suggest
possible

hypotheses and tasks for further research.

These observations were

to determine just how Vai literacy
functions in the society.

Scribner

and Cole found some important uses
for literacy in Vai society:

reading letters from friends and relatives,
keeping lists of donors
and gifts received at funerals and as
political contributions, using

business ledgers and technical plans on the
part of farmers and
craftsmen, and recording diaries, family and clan
histories, and

traditional stories.
From these activities, Scribner and Cole analyzed
the skills
involved in the various literacy activities.

They then designed

tasks with "different content but hypothetically similar
skills" in

order to determine whether prior practice in using Vai script
was

associated with improved performance.
In one study, Scribner and Cole looked into the cognitive

effects of letter-writing, which is the most important use of Vai
literacy.

Letter-writing is an activity where meaning is carried

wholly by the text and where a writer must use

a

variety of linguistic

techniques to deal with the informational needs of a reader who is
not present.

To test the consequences of letter-writing, a communi-

cation task was devised around the action of a simple board game.

Subjects were asked to explain the game without the materials of the
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game being present to someone
unfamiliar with the game.

They were
asked to write a letter explaining
the game to someone who
had
not seen it before.
The responses were coded to
indicate "the amount
of game-related information
they contained, and for the
presence of
statements describing the materials
of the game,” (p. 31 ).

Literates were found to outperform
nonliterates on the quality
of communication in both tasks.

The importance of this discovery

was strengthened by an ethnographic
determination that the skills
tested were not just of academic interest
but indeed characteristic
of good communication in the Vai context.

Scribner and Cole analyzed

the content of Vai letters and found
a few "stylized formats" that

have evolved over the years.

These formats tend to make use of

statements that "set the stage" for subsequent
information, such as
This is your information.
(p.

32).

I

am asking you to do me a favor.",

The use of such cues was described as the
"contextualization

of communication,"

(p.

32).

Interviews showed that Vai literates

understood well this function of communication.

It was also found

that Vai literates almost always made use of these
contextualization

devices in giving the game instructions in the experimental task.
In another study, Vai literates with advanced literacy skills

outperformed less able readers and illiterates in a listening compre-

hension task.

The results of both studies provide, according to the

investigators, "the first direct evidence that what an individual
does with text, or pencil and paper, can promote specific skills that
are available to support other behaviors," (p. 34).

Again, these
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outcomes are related to literacy
per se and not to experience
in
school
Scribner and Cole tie together
their findings in the context
of their literacy as practice
perspective:
Our positive results can be
summarized then,
^certain literacy practices among the Vai in the statement
produced
intellectual outcomes closely tied to
these practices
.

(p.

35 ).

Our negative findings are an equally
important part of the
story.
We did not find literacy in the
Vai script assorted
n any way with generalized
competencies that might be
characterized as abstraction, verbal reasoning,
or metalinguistic skills. .Furthermore we did not
find that either
literacy or schooling had an all-or-none
effect.
There was
not a single experimental task, including
those showing the
strongest facilitative effects of Vai literacy,
on which
there were not some nonliterates who
achieved high scores
or displayed the same skills (p. 35).
.

In comparing their results with the research
of those taking the

literacy as development perspective, Scribner and
Cole are able to
highlight two contrasting opinions about the intellectual
consequence
of literacy.

They point out:

One line of work would have us believe that literacy,
in
combination with schooling, produces generalized changes in
the way people think.
The second leaves us believing that the
effects of literacy, and perhaps schooling as well, are
restricted perhaps restricted to the practice actually engaged
in, or generalized only to closely related practices
(p. 36).

—

Scribner and Cole then pose these conclusions under the rubric
of the long standing debate on transfer.

The first position (one

that seems related to their own) is the Thorndikean view that learning
is specific and that transfer only takes place when two tasks possess

identical elements.

The second position on that question (and one

which seems analagous to the literacy as development perspective) holds
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doctrine
This conflict will be examined
later, but at this point
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But as the technology of society
becomes more complex, the
number and variety of tasks to which
literate skills must be
applied increases as well.
Each task will include some mix
of a common core of skills (decoding,
for example) and new
skills or more complicated versions of old
skills (as, for
example, when Vai tradesmen begin to write
to people they have
never met before because business practice
begins to dictate
the necessity.) If our argument about
specific skills is valid,
we might expect to find outcomes such as
Olson or others
predict but only under conditions invoking these
skills;
carrying out critical analyses of text might
promote certain
analytical operations with language; rote learning
from the
same text, or reading it for some other purpose,
is not likely
to do so.
Writing poetry is likely to have different
consequences for language skills than preparing a letter
to a
department store requesting a refund for damaged goods
(p. 37).

As practice in any activity continues, we would expect the
range of materials which engage it to be extended and skills
to become increasingly free from the particular conditions
of
the original practice.
Skills, then, will be more available
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Scribner and Cole do not avoid the
implications of these

conclusions for educational policy.

With respect to nonschool

literacy programs for adults, they
maintain that research is needed
to
determine how different groups of people
in different communities use
literacy in different tasks with different
intellectual consequences.
Obviously, much needs to be learned in order
to inform educational
policy.

Scribner's current research into the uses and
consequences of

literacy in a milk processing plant in Baltimore
is a step in this
direction.

So too is a current initiative of Wagner
to examine how

literacy skills learned through rote methods in
Morocco's Koranic
skills transfer to the learning context of modern
schools.

Before attempting to link Scribner and Cole's conclusions
to
the wider question of decontextualization being addressed
in this

chapter, there are some more immediate points of intersection of
these

conclusions with modern literacy doctrine that should not go

unnoticed
First, Scribner and Cole's observation (p. 38) that "while

attempts to arrive at some overall measures of literacy competencies

may be useful for certain comparative purposes, the representation
of literacy as a fixed inventory of skills that can be assessed outside

of their contexts of application has little utility for educational
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policies" is at odds with the
underlying premises, the
historical
development, and the contemporary
character of modern literacy

doctrine— all of which seek

to universalize and
standardize literacy

outcomes
Second, Scribner and Cole's notion
of literacy specificity

qualifies in different directions the
individual tenets of modern
literacy doctrine outlined in chapter
3.

The tenet of liter acy as a minimum
educational achievement for

poor people can be seen better with
the lens provided by Scribner
and
Cole.

The assumptions that literacy must
be conceived as a "minimal"

offering for poor people and that it is
literacy and not some other

collection of skills that should constitute
minimum education for the
poor are not supported by Scribner and Cole's
findings.

What is

important to remember here is their assertion
that "there is no basis
for designing adult literacy programs on a
priori assumptions that

nonliterates do not think abstractly, do not reason
logically, or
lack other basic processes,"

(p.

39).

Futhermore, the appropriateness of literacy as an all
purpose

means to various ends, which is implicit in modern literacy
doctrine,
can also be questioned in light of Scribner and Cole's views.

There

may be more appropriate instructional means than literacy training for
the goals being pursued.

Scribner and Cole offer a useful reminder

of the importance of considering alternatives:
If the teacher's objective is to foster analytic logical
reasoning skills, that objective should guide the choice of
instructional program.
It need not be assumed that these
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the functional literacy efforts
gain

support from Scribner and Cole's
perspective that relates literacy
to
actual daily activities.
Functional literacy advocates appear
to
share common ground in their efforts
to assess literacy in relation
to

community circumstances.

On the other hand, Scribner and
Cole's

perspective adds to the concern expressed
earlier about the disjuncture

between the international definition of
functional literacy and the
learning possibilities offered in functional
literacy programs.

It

must also be observed that Scribner and Cole's
concept of function is

substantially wider than the work-oriented concept
adhered to by
functional literacy programs since the 1960s.

Perhaps the most overarching discovery from looking at
modern

literacy doctrine through the lens of Scribner and Cole's
research
is the impression of a pervasive lack of specificity in
modern

literacy doctrine

where literacy is seen as a magical agent that can

do similarly wondrous things in all circumstances.
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A Notion

of

Decontextualization

This chapter began with the
assertion that literacy can
usefully be examined from the
vantage point of an angle
formed by
two

axes-the approach of the sociologist

in explaining the modernizing

society and the approach of the
psychologist in explaining literacy’s
role in learning and thinking.
The thesis of this chapter
is that
very different social and
psychological points of view with
respect to
literacy among adults in traditional
societies converge in an area

between the two methodological axes.
to as decontextualization.

The common ground was referred

The foregoing discussion of five
leading

social science perspectives on literacy has
permitted a second

appraisal of the tenets of modern literacy
doctrine; it is now possible
to advance to a more specific notion
of decontextualization and its

implications for modern literacy doctrine taken as
a whole.
It

is possible to distinguish in the boundary
area that is

being referred to as decontextualization two distinct
ideas.

The

first is that the acquisition of literacy enhances,
or even is a

prerequisite to, the ability to think and learn with things not
immediately present

an ability that is crudely synonomous with

abstract thinking in general.

The second idea is that the acquisition

of literacy aids the individual to operate socially outside the

immediate and familiar context of daily l£fe.

Sometimes this ability

is seen not just as an outcome of, but also as a condition for,

acquisition of literacy.

What is interesting about the research

the
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discussed in this chapter is
the belief that the two
senses of
decontextualization go together.
The two senses of decontextualization
occurring with literacy
can be detected in Lerner's
profile of the modernizing
individual.

Decontextualization results from the
activation of "psychic mobility"
with which a person develops empathy,
acquires an "adaptive selfsystem," and comes to desire new
things.

For Lerner, literacy is

the "sociological pivot," in this
activation of psychological mobility,

Literacy's role in this social
decontextualization of the individual
is tied to

language

"achieving distance and control over a
formal
as training for empathy.

Both senses of decontextualization seem to
be found in Goody
and Watt's treatment of the differences
in literate and nonliterate

cultures.

Like Lerner, Goody and Watt fasten on the
function of

language in understanding these differences.

Unlike Lerner, Goody

and Watt have some idea of how language and literacy
play such a role.

Decontextualization, deducing from Goody and Watt, would involve

a

breaking up of the "deep socialization" of the individual
coming
about by the direct relationship of words to their referents.

Decon-

textualization would involve having recourse to a dictionary and

written history.

It would also involve the process of individuali-

zation as people come to select and adjust items from the cultural

repetoire
The psychologists that have been discussed in this chapter

share much of the same terrain with the sociologist and anthropologists
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discussed.

Bruner and Greenfield argue that
cultural differences

produce intellectual differences.

Again, the function of
language is

crucial in both the social and
psychological sense.

From the work

of Bruner and Greenfield,
decontextualization seems to be related
to

practice with language at school

.

Schooling becomes the agency for

the intellectual differences they
observed among their subjects.

Schooling as social decontextualization
leads to decontextualization
in the psychological sense:

it causes the individual to
"separate

word and thing" and "thought from object."

Schooling, as mentioned

earlier, means:
...the individual must conceptually separate
himself from the
group; he must become self-conscious, aware
of having a
particular slant on things, a certain individuality
(1966’
49)

Practice with language is the principal area of
congruence among
Lerner, Goody and Watt, and Bruner and Greenfield.

This practice is

linked, in one way or another, to the breaking down of
individuals'

perceptions of their relationships to a wider group.

Such a develop-

ment of individualistic consciousness together with practicing

language in a setting apart from daily life contributes, it is
believed, to valued intellectual differences

— for

Lerner, increased

ability for vicarious experience, for Goody and Watt, an increased

capacity for logic and reasoning, for Bruner and Greenfield, an
increased ability to perform certain higher order cognitive operations.
There are a number of possible objections to this viewpoint
that mixes the social and psychological aspects of decontextualization.
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For one, intellectual
ability is presented in an
almost totally

undifferentiated manner.

More important, this point
of view shows an

inability or unwillingness
to give a fair picture
of speaking and
thinking among unschooled
people.
This follows too closely
the

old
fashioned idea of the "primitive
mind" incapable of abstraction
and
tied inextricably to the
"concrete" and "immediate."
Can it really
be the case that it is
only with schooling, as Bruner
and Greenfield

suggest, that the individual
comes to be able to abstract
himself

herself from a group?

If the unschooled mind is
capable of

abstracting differences between
his/her own group and other
groups,
how is it possible that the unschooled
mind is incapable of abstracting
self from group?
Similarly, the contention
that schooling—

decontextualization in the social sense— is
a condition for the
ability to separate "word and thing"
must not go unchallenged.
it

Can

really be believed that, subsequent to
the extraordinary intellectual

achievement required to learn to speak a language,
the unschooled mind
is unable to separate words from the
things they represent?

If the views of Lerner, Goody and Watt,
and Bruner and Greenfield

are reconstructed in terms of the notion of
decontextualization, the

following argument for literacy seems to be suggested:

the social

decontextualization of the individual is a necessary condition
for
decontextualized thinking (i.e., the ability to separate word from
object)

This psychological decontextualization is necessary for the

acquisition of literacy.

The acquisition of literacy, in turn, leads

to greater amounts of decontextual thinking and to a deeper social
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decentralization

of the individual frohis/het usual way of

doing things.

This argument poses some
troubling implications
for
the practice of adult
literacy.
The problem that arises
is that
adult literacy work usually
takes place outside of
school and often
as a corrective to the
failure of schooling. The
aims and methods
of adult literacy work
try, during short periods
of duration, to
operate in context and achieve
outcomes that are relevant
to the

experience of adults and functional
for their lives.
be an impossibility!

Might this not

If the real value of literacy
is tied to the

social benefits resulting from
decontextualization, this can only
mean that the displacement brought
about by remote content and
an
alien setting is something that
should be encouraged rather than
avoided.

If the value of literacy is
linked to an intellectual and

social estrangement of the individual
from his or her language and
usual way of perceiving things, then
successful literacy practice
should try to maximize this estrangement.

Fortunately, this is something few adult
educators would be

prepared to do.

And the problem of reconciling the goals,
norms,

and practice of modern literacy doctrine
with what would seem to be
the merciless demands and mixed benefits of
decontextualization

seems unsolvable.
To return to the exploration of the five research
perspectives
in terms of the notion of decontextualization, the work
of Olson

and of Scribner and Cole remains to be considered.
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Olson's views deal with the
nature of knowledge and
the ways
it is transmitted.
This can be related to the
idea of decontextualization in the social sense.
Olson's emphasis is on the
nature of
written texts and the cultural
developments that have caused
that
locus of meaning to reside
in the text rather than
in the shared
intentions of speaker and hearer.
Decontextualization a la Olson
would refer to the transition
from utterance to text,
culturally and
developmen tally. Schooling and
literacy's role in this process
is
to facilitate developmental
changes in the ability to deal
with

meaning

found in the autonomous text.

Schooling could also be seen

to serve to ’'decontextualize"
the individual by imparting an
allegiance
to a particular form of knowledge
and a particular picture of
reality

valued by the literate culture.

Furthermore, decontextualization, it

may be inferred from Olson, works to
unfasten a person's use of a

mother tongue in favor of the more highly
valued language of the

written text.
Olson's viewpoint poses the possibility that
decontextualization
does not mean learning and thinking out of context
but learning and

thinking in a particular context.

What was previously seen as a

general, higher order intellectual capacity now becomes
the acquisition
of particular knowledge structures that are brought to
bear in a

particular context of language and meaning.
Scribner and Cole's research uses the idea of schooling in
the sense of social decontextualization being advanced in this

chapter.

These investigators emphasize the "discontinuous

nature
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of learning in school and
the discrepancy of values
that arises

between school and home.

Decontextualization seems implicit
in

the learning that goes on in
school, which is "unparalleled
in

everyday life" where, for example,
the "use of a specific tool
is
ordinarily mastered in the course of
exercising it," ( 1966 557 ).
:

On the other hand, Scribner and
Cole's study of Vai literacy

suggests that literacy could be understood
in terms of its contextual ization .

life.

It

Vai literacy skills were acquired in
the context of daily

was found that literacy was not associated
with better

results in "decontextual" reasoning tasks
but was associated with

better performance of some contextual practices
of Vai daily life.
Scribner and Cole were moved to propose an unpacking
of literacy into
a set of specific skills.

They found that the acquisition and

performance of these skills were very much linked to
specific
activities and the contexts in which they were acquired.

It is only

after much practice in these skills, that, according to
Scribner
and Cole, they are available for transfer to different
contexts.

Besides suggesting that literacy might be studied in terms of

contextualization, instead of decontextualization, Scribner and Cole's
findings could indicate that it might not be useful to apply the notion
of decontextualization as relating in identical fashion to both the

acquisition and the use of knowledge.

This question, like that of

skill levels needed to ensure transfer to other contexts, is something
that needs to be explored empirically.
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This chapter's attempt
at fashioning a notion
of decontextuaiization followed a
pragmatic appreciation of
its thematic value
for organizing and treating
a diverse body of
literature on literacy.
Five different perspectives
seemed to converge in this
area of
concern, indicating not just
a common theme but a
province for
further inquiry by researchers
concerned with literacy.
But before leaving the idea
of decontextualization,
it seems

useful to look at what has been
assembled so far against the
backdrop
of another research perspective.
This might possibly add focus
to
the literacy-decontextualization
research agenda.
The question of context in
facilitating the acquisition and

subsequent use of knowledge is one
that is receiving important
attention
from psychologists.
Three articles in a recent collection
Schooling and
th_e Acquisition of Knowledge
edited by Anderson, Spiro, and Montague
,

(1977), deal with the question of context in
ways that help to

illuminate the present discussion of literacy
and decontextualization.
The book grew out of a conference with a
title identical to that
of the book.

The editors note that "one common thread
running through

all of the formal papers and dialogue was that
the knowledge a person

already possesses is the principal determiner of
what that individual
can learn from an educational experience," (Anderson,
Spiro & Montague,
1977 :x)

This simple proposition suggests that the learning and thinking
that appear to come with literacy might better be understood by

looking at the way new knowledge through literacy training approaches.
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or is "attracted to,"
existing knowledge rather
than at the way

departs from, or

repels," existing knowledge.

This signals the
usefulness of an integrative,
or a contextual, means
to acquiring
new knowledge instead of the
decontextual view that literacy
does
its work by estranging a
person from his/her existing
knowledge.

Some elaboration is necessary.

Broudy (1977) refers to the

different structures of existing
knowledge as contexts

Broudy contrasts the familiar modes of knowing,
"knowing that " and "knowing
how,

.

with an implicit mode of "knowing
with ," (1977:12).

Broudy

sees his "knowing with" as akin to
Michael Polanyi's idea of tacit

knowledge.

For Broudy, knowing with "furnishes
a context within which

a particular situation is perceived,

12).

interpreted, and judged," (1977:

Contexts can be "cognitive, affective,
aesthetic, moral, social,

religious."

Contexts are not necessarily at the center of
conscious-

ness and can be, according to Broudy, "built up
out of items that at
one time were at the focus of attention and
learned explicitly,"
(1977:12).

Broudy believes that inputs from school education
need not

be used in an applicative or replicative manner
in later life in order
to be of value.

These inputs can function as "context suppliers"

and contribute to knowing with.

Petrie (1977), commenting on Broudy's work, distinguishes two
senses of context

.

The first is the sense that Broudy uses it as a

conceptual framework; the second is the "existential" sense of a

particular situation.

Petrie contends that human experience is the

"causal result of two analytically distinguishable, but factually
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inseparable features:

experience

Broudy

'

s

the concepts and categories
we bring to

sense of context-and the
existential features

of the particular context
itself,"

(

1977 22 ).
:

Three possibilities are suggested
by this view of contextual
knowledge
First, perhaps the notion of
decontextualization as thinking

learning out of context is an illusion

— an

impossibility.

What

appears to happen out of context is simply
that context is supplied
by a person's knowledge structures
rather than by the existential

features of a situation.

The question becomes not how does
literacy

help a person think out of context, but
rather whether literacy

helps make existing knowledge structures mobile
to new contexts.
Second, the contextual knowledge perspective
seems to offer

more promise for understanding and promoting adult
literacy than the
general literacy-as-training-f or-intellectual-competence
viewpoint
that undergirds modern literacy doctrine.

Specifically, this means

that although adult literacy efforts have shown themselves
successful

enough in understanding the contextual (in the existential sense)
demands of the adult illiterates' environment, more attention must be
paid to the concepts and categories that the adult illiterate brings
to literacy training.

This should not be conceived as simply a matter

of readiness for reading.

Third, if Broudy 's idea of knowing with is indeed as important
as he intimates,

then the seemingly abstract inputs that are acquired

during literacy training

— even

if they are not retained or put to
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obvious applicative

use— could nonetheless

make an important

contribution to knowledge contexts that
the illiterate calls upon

m

the future.

This could well mean that the
ostensibly meager

accomplishments of adult literacy work have
been seriously underestimated

.

In conclusion, it is necessary to admit
that the contextualization-

decon text ualizat ion question has not been
solved here.

But its

implications go to the heart of the possibilities
for adult literacy
and the complex learning issues that have so far
eluded the world

community.

chapter

v

LITERACY, SPECIFICITY, AND THE
FUTURE
The country that is more developed
industrially shows
leSS deVel ° ped countr the image
Y
of its own
future

—

Karl Marx

Poverty has many roots, but the
tap-root is ignorance.
Lyndon Baines Johnson
The treatment of modern literacy
doctrine has so far resulted

from an unfolding of themes growing out
of the past century and a
half.

It has been argued that historical
relationships crystallizing

in the nineteenth century have relentlessly
determined the direction

of the development of education in nearly
all developing countries.

These relationships are changing but not disappearing.

Today, the

image of industrial society, as Marx foresaw, acts
ineluctably to

determine the future with much of the same power as direct
colonial
rule.

Such images are not neutral for the future of global literacy.

This chapter is an attempt to speculate on the future of

popular adult literacy in developing countries.

It will not dwell on

how many of Abu's progeny will or will not be able to read and write
in the next century.

Instead, it will try to consider what illiteracy

will mean to the international community at this time.

The chapter

asks whether future possibilities might offer a different conception
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Of the relationship of
literacy to learning and
earning, to

development and social life.
What follows is a forecast
of possibilities that,
although
visible now, are likely to
ripen by the year 2000.
The choice of
this particular date is
arbitrary, and its accuracy
is not

especially important.

The forecast is a projection
of present

tendencies and, with the aid of
imagination, the derivation
of prospects for adult literacy in
developing countries. The
forecast is
meant to illuminate possibilities
and not to predict events.
Any
speculation about probabilities will
be just that.

This forecast holds, contrary to
the position of modern

literacy doctrine, that illiteracy
must be regarded as a result and
not as a cause of poverty.

An elimination of world poverty
would

likely do away with most of the world’s
illiteracy.
not true, however.

The converse is

An increase in world literacy, by itself,
would

likely contribute little to eliminating
the poverty of nations.
The future of adult literacy, then, is tied
to the future of

world poverty.

And the future of poverty in the poorer
developing

countries during the course of the next two decades
is the logical
place to begin a forecast.
The future prospects for economic growth in developing
countries
is a matter of some complexity, but it is possible
to approach it

in a simple way.

In a study of the future of the world economy

undertaken for the United Nations, Leontief et al. (1977) show that
the countries in arid Africa, tropical Africa, and low-income Asia
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where most of the world's
illiterates will be living-would
have
to sustain yearly rates of
growth of gross domestic
products of
between 6.0 and 7.5 percent in
order for these countries to
reach
even the average level of current
income in Latin American
countries
(p.

33).

This past rate of growth seems
unlikely.

According to the

World Bank's "best" scenario for the
period 1980-90, gross domestic
product in these regions will grow, at
best

,

between 4.8 and 6.0

percent (1979:18).

Another projection by the World Bank shows
that a "low" rate
of economic growth during the decades
ahead would result in a popu-

lation of 710 million people living in what the
Bank calls "absolute

poverty."

This number would constitute 20 percent of the
population

of all developing countries (World Bank,
1979:19).

Even the undaunted optimist Herman Kahn is not hopeful
for the

economic prospects for the poorer regions for the year 2000.
asserts

Kahn

:

For the balance of this century, the prognosis is quite
favorable for two-thirds of humanity, those who live in
these areas:
the richest, the more dynamic, the 'coping'
countries, and Communist Asia, but quite ambiguous for the
poorest third of the world. We cannot be confident that
hunger and malnutrition will disappear. On the contrary,
unhappily, much suffering and great problems are likely to
be witnessed (1975:33).

Given the poor outlook for an economic improvement in the
poorest regions of the world by the year 2000, it is likely that by
this year the number of illiterates in the world will exceed one

billion people.
chapter one).

This is an extrapolation of World Bank data (see
By 1985, all of the adult illiterates in the year 2000
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will already have been
born.

In the next tun
a
two decades,
there seems
,

little that can be done to
head off the occurrence of
what will be
a proto-literate world
where illiteracy continues
to be one of the

more visible consequences of
world poverty.

How the future can significantly
depart from the present is
not in the occurrence or
magnitude of illiteracy but in
what

illiteracy means.

This meaning will emerge within
the framework of

two poles of activity reaching
forward to the year 2000 and
beyond.

These poles are the following:

a dissolution of modern
literacy

doctrine and the possibilities
presented by technological developments.
The Dissolution of Modern Literacy
Doctr me

Modern literacy doctrine traces the contours
of an international
consensus that maintains it is desirable and
practicable for adults
living in the circumstances of poverty to
learn to read, write, and
cipher.

In over 100 countries, the pursuit of adult
literacy is seen

as having important consequences both for
individual growth and

national development.

Modern literacy doctrine, as has been previously

noted, shapes the expectations, norms, definitions,
and practices of

international experience in a surprisingly uniform way.
Present trends suggest that future adult literacy activities
will
not be undertaken against the backdrop of a uniform commitment
to

modern literacy doctrine.

Signs are visible now of an eroding

consensus and a growing diversity of opinions among countries on
literacy’s value, meaning, and the ways it might best be achieved.
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The conclusion of the
EWLP witnessed . weakening
of the international character of the
literacy effort. This was
a break in a
tradition that followed Frank
Laubach’s efforts in some
100
countries.
The reactions to the EULP
angered the improbability of
fitting an international concept
and body of pedagogy to a
variety of

national situations.

Moreover, changes in the procedures
of inter-

national organizations made it very
difficult to design a program
at
the international level and
offer it to national subscribers.

Particularly in the United Nations
system, innovations like the
'country programming" procedures
have shifted the initiative for

such things as literacy projects to
the countries themselves.

Not

only does this mean that much of the
international character of

literacy work is disappearing but also that
literacy activities
must compete for financial assistance with
other national development

activities and priorities and not for international
funds set aside

expressly for literacy.

In the future, country priorities, program

preferences, standards, pedagogical practices and
instructional

outcomes will surely show a greater diversity than in the
past, and

modern literacy doctrine will be less useful as an
international "explanation of adult literacy.
This future diversity in the adult literacy effort can be

anticipated on the basis of other considerations as well.

It has

been shown that modern literacy doctrine grew out of nineteenth
century preoccupations with education for the poor in Europe and

North America.

This experience was reproduced in the colonial
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territories of the time and
brought to fruition in
strategies for
national development following
independence.
In the next twenty
years, those developing countries
with large populations of
adult
illiterates will gain significant
experience to increase the

distance from the colonial past.

At the same time, there
will be

found a wider range of socio-economic
levels of development than

existed during the post-World War
II period of colonial
independence.
All of this will contribute to a
greater diversity of prospects
for
adult literacy activities throughout
the world.

A variety of possibilities for adult
literacy suggest themselves.

In many countries, literacy activities
will not be given

much attention as educational budgets,
often already stretched to
as much as 20 percent of public
revenues, will barely keep up with

the costs of formal educational programs.

On the other hand, some

countries could decide to increase adult literacy
training in
response to the inability to provide primary education
for all
children.

There will also be countries that experience revolutions

and adopt a socialist perspective for national development.

This

could signal a commitment to adult literacy activities in
these

countries just as it has elsewhere.

Finally, there will be many

countries that will find expedient the "magical" aspect of modern
literacy doctrine that treats literacy as a cause rather than

consequence of poverty.

a

This viewpoint diverts attention from more

radical demands for redistributing wealth.

which country will follow which possibility.

It is not predictable

But it is clear that
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the future will be marked
by a greater diversity
of experience with
regard to adult literacy
than has hitherto been
noticed and that
Will serve to dissolve the
general character and
applicability of

modern literacy doctrine.
The changes just mentioned
will cause a dissolution
of modern
literacy doctrine in a general
and cumulative fashion.
But the
future is also likely to see
the tenability of the
precepts of

modern literacy doctrine explicitly
disconfirmed by new evidence.
This will result from an a riori
commitment to literacy giving
p
way
to a more empirical attitude.
Modern literacy doctrine, it was
mentioned in chapter three,
was succinctly characterized by Rene
Maher’s statement:
is the key that opens doors.

those doors."

What interests us is what lies behind

This statement is more an article of
faith than a

product of scientific inquiry.
in its poetic

"Literacy

sense— unlikely

As an article of faith, it

is— except

to be sustainable for much longer.

The

future will make it increasingly necessary
to specify what kind of key,

capable of opening which doors, for whom

with what observable consequences.

,

under what conditions, and

The future will find that the

question of what really lies behind those doors is something
that can
no longer be taken for granted.

There are at least four reasons to expect that a growing

specificity will replace the catch-all wisdom of modern literacy
doctrine in the years ahead.
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First, in the next two
decades, much more will
be known about
literacy in all its aspects.
As more is know, abont
anything, as
the "logic" of a particular
subject develops, the
content of that
area of knowledge becomes
increasingly differentiated.
In this
regard, Bertrand Russell
has noted:

EPS

^in

Second, the global environment of
adult literacy is becoming

more fluid, demanding, and complex.

An international division of

labor is becoming increasingly
refined and is penetrating ever

more deeply into traditional areas.

This, along with rapid develop-

ments in communications and transportation,
has lessened much of
the geographic and cultural distance
between modern and traditional

sectors

on both the global and national scale.

The general pre-

scription of modern literacy doctrine for teaching
reading and

writing to adults in their vernacular must be
re-examined.
communication problem has become more

a set of

different solutions in different situations.

The

specific problems with

How practical is

literacy in the vernacular for an adult who will work as
a migrant

worker far from his home?

What does literacy do for an adult whose

contact with the outside world is television that is broadcast in
a

language other than the mother tongue?

How useful is literacy in the

mother tongue for an adult who has already learned to read the Koran
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in Arabic?

The question of the
interaction of contexts was
raised

in the last chapter.

The number of possible
interactions will

become ever larger in the future

’

and the general solutions
offered

by modern literacy doctrine
will become increasingly
inadequate.

Third, the horizon of literacy
research already shows signs
of a growing specificity.

The specificity suggested by
the work of

Scribner and Cole is indicative of
the direction of literacy
research
in the future.

Even at present, research has made
it increasingly

inappropriate to speak of literacy as a
unitary, all-purpose skill
that is associated with a general
improvement in intellectual capa-

bilities.

The future direction of literacy
research will surely

attempt at more specific understandings,
especially with respect to
the demonstrated cognitive returns to
specific literacy skills and to

measuring the reading requirements of the varied
aspects of daily
life in different places.

Fourth, the number of linguists and psychologists
in developing

countries will increase in the years ahead.

It can be expected that

they will share the interest of their colleagues in
other countries

with regard to reading and learning.

These researchers will find

that their own countries offer rich possibilities for research.

literacy data will be available.

More

Furthermore, these researchers will

bring a more empirical and specific orientation to literacy matters
than was brought in the past by the missionaries, social reformers,

policy makers, and others who shaped modern literacy doctrine to
serve their needs.
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Technology and the Future
As was shown in chapters one and
two, the extension of popular

adult literacy has followed developments
in technology,

strong

advances in popular literacy have come
after technological events such
as the introduction of alphabets,
more convenient and inexpensive

writing materials like papyrus and paper,
the invention of the
printing press, and finally the technology
of the "cheap press."
Literacy's relationship to technology does
not imply that illiteracy
is necessarily a technical problem or one
likely to be solved by a

giant technological fix.

It does mean, however,

that the relationship

is likely to be an important determinant of
adult literacy in the

future
In a sense, modern literacy doctrine has been an
attempt to

prepare a larger part of the world for the arrival of the
twentieth
century and its prodigious technology.

Adult literacy, in most

instances, has been seen as an indispensable first step in helping

people to understand and use the technological means that would

transform

a

traditional society into a modern one.

adult literacy work has failed.

In this mission,

Twentieth century technology has

not waited for the advent of popular literacy.

Adult literacy efforts

have not prepared people for the technological tempest that is

leaving little of the world untouched.
A two-sided functional relationship of literacy to technology
is a useful guide for anticipating the future.

The first side of
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the relationship posits
that technological
developments have not
and during the course of
the next two decades,
will not-render

literacy any less important
than it has been throughout
the twentieth
century.
Literacy will remain a primary
means of access to knowledge.
Levels of literacy will continue
to be associated with
social status
and continue to be a criterion
for social sorting in
most countries
of the world.
What the technology-literacy
relationship does signal
18 that the

frequ ences

of illiteracy have been, and
will be,

greatly reduced for the individual.

Radio, the telephone, the

cinema, inexpensive record albums,
television-all these provide

insurance that, however important literacy
is, illiteracy no longer
need mean that a person be deprived
of important information about
the

world or be impoverished culturally.

Future technological developments

in satellite communications, voice
computers, and other areas will

continue to render obsolete the notion that
illiteracy is synonomous

with ignorance.
The second side of the technology-literacy
relationship posits
that, as in the past, technological innovations
occurring in the

next two decades could offer the means for a greater
diffusion of

popular literacy.

Technology, in the right circumstances, could make

large-scale out-of-school learning programs for adults economically
and pedagogically viable for the first time.
For the first side of the technology-literacy relationship
to demonstrate itself as an important determinant of the future of

adult literacy, it is necessary to show that present developments in
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telecommunications are, in fact,
making it possible to bring
information to adult illiterates
in developing countries.
And,
indeed, this is happening.
In twenty years, it can be
anticipated that there will be
no
part of the globe that will
not be reached by signals
from a variety

of global satellite networks.

The cultural and political
problems

associated with this unprecedented
flow of information are already
of
concern in international arenas.
In the future, developing
countries
will make even greater use of
satellites for things like telephone
communications, broadcasting, and geological
surveys.

Recently, the

U.S. Agency for International
Development inaugurated a Rural Satellite

Program to support a series of projects to
demonstrate the applicability of communication technology to meeting
rural needs in health
and nutrition, agriculture, population, and
education.

In twenty

years, the potential will exist for all of
the world’s regions to have

access to unimaginable amounts of information.
It can also be expected that,

in twenty years time, transis-

torized, battery-operated televisions will be as ubiquitous
throughout the developing world as radios are today.

Even if inexpensive

televisions are not found in every household, it is not inconceivable
for one to be found in every village.

There is no way to predict how different countries will decide
to make use of communications technology or to predict how they

will solve problems of costs, local languages, or what information
is made available.

There are enormous questions associated with
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the international
dissemination of communications
technology. Are the
rural needs that are to be
addressed by communications
only an excuse
for developing more effective
systems of political control?
What
will be the implications of
the unprecedented "empathy"
that is sure
to follow in the wake of
television programs in poor and
remote

regions?

How well will adult literacy
programs compete with evening

television for use of leisure time?

If the answers to these
questions

are still uncertain, what is
certain is that illiteracy will
have a

different set of consequences in the
future-one of which will not be
a necessary lack of access to
information or contact with the wider

world
The second side of the technology-literacy
relationship holds
that technological advances could provide
the means for increasing

popular literacy.

Again, emerging technologies offer much
potential

for adult literacy in developing countries
if such technology is

effectively utilized.
is small,

In places where the number of national
languages

the tremendous outreach of global satellite
systems,

together with radio or television, has made possible
for the first
time economies of scale in reaching adult populations.

It is not

inconceivable that some countries could afford to deliver Sesame
Street
type programs to teach reading, writing, and arithmetic to adults.

Electronic games like "Speak and Spell" offer promise of a low-cost

way of transmitting basic literacy skills that adults would find
interesting and that would minimize the problem of untrained teachers.
Whether interest or resources will be found for a serious commitment
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to adapting technical
capabilities for adult literacy
training

remains to be seen.

It is a possibility,

however, that must be

reckoned with in the future

Conclusion

This chapter has attempted to
speculate about the future of
adult literacy in the poorer countries
of the world.

In the face of

an unremitting poverty for hundreds of
millions of people, an image of
the future cannot be optimistic.
the year 2000 are already born.

Most of the adult illiterates in
The only alternative to a future of

possibly one billion adult illiterates would be
one of global catastrophe

.

Where the future of global illiteracy seems more
hopeful is the

expectation of a change in what it means to be illiterate.

A

dissolution of modern literacy doctrine has been forecast.

If it is

replaced by a more specific understanding of literacy, this
could

possibly mean that the adult illiterate is taken off the international
community

s

list of the critically ill.

It would become harder to

explain away poverty on the basis of illiteracy.

Similarly, techno-

logical developments were seen as likely to reduce the real consequences
of illiteracy for the illiterate.

On the other side of the technology

coin, a potential for delivering literacy training more widely and

more effectively through technological means was also noted.
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Between these two poles— the
dissolution of modern literacy
doctrine and the consequence
of advancing technology-the
future

meaning of illiteracy will be
found.
The present study has grappled
with the question of why
Abu
can’t read.
The accumulated wisdom of the
past has meant that it was
not possible to answer the
question but only to question the
answer
as it is now stated.

Perhaps the future will yield the
needed knowledge

to venture a more satisfactory
answer to the question of Abu's
illiter-

acy.

And perhaps it is not wishful
thinking to expect that the search

for this answer will involve not only
the international community as
a whole,

but Abu as well.
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